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This report is dedicated to the memory of Donella 

;=(>?#,#@(A&#0+:5(BCDECFGHHCI<(.&#0(#/%"+'(+8(The 

Limits to Growth and a pioneering thinker in the area of 

sustainable development and ecological economics.  

?#,#<( %"'+/2"+/%( "&'( .18&<( J#,#2&0( ,+%( +,.K( %+(

communicate a different way of thinking about 

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( #,0( :&..FL&1,2<( L/%( #.5+( %+(

demonstrate how to live a happy and satisfying life 

as well.

Dedication

Dedication
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“Life Beyond Growth” began as a report 

commissioned by the Institute for Studies in 

;#$$1,&55<(7-+,+JK<(#,0(M+-1&%K(BNM;7MI<(L#5&0(1,(

6+OK+<(P#$#,=(6"&(1,1%1#.(#5512,J&,%(-#J&(#%(#(%1J&(

B&#'.K(GHCCI(:"&,(P#$#,(:#5(:'&5%.1,2(:1%"(5&'1+/5(

&-+,+J1-(-"#..&,2&5<(1,-./01,2(#(0&-#0&(+8(5%#2,#,%(

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( #,( #21,2( 0&J+2'#$"1-<( '151,2(

/,&J$.+KJ&,%<(#,0(#,(1,0/5%'1#.(L#5&(1,-'&#51,2.K(

dependent on the overconsumption of imported 

resources. These unsustainable economic trends 

created a compelling basis for a shift in emphasis 

from traditional industrial growth-based planning 

toward a new vision of social progress based in 

personal and social happiness and well-being. From 

%"&( 5%#,0$+1,%( +8( &#'.K( GHCC<( 1%( 5&&J&0($+551L.&(

%"#%( P#$#,<( #J+,2( +%"&'( -+/,%'1&5<( :#5( +,( %"&(

brink of “switching” from being a growth-centered 

5+-1&%K<(%+(L&1,2(#(:&..FL&1,2F-&,%&'&0(5+-1&%K=

6"&( Q'5%( 0'#8%( +8( %"15( '&$+'%( :#5( -+J$.&%&0( 1,(

%1J&(8+'(%"&( .#/,-"(+8( NM;7M<("&.0( 1,(6+OK+(+,(E(

A#'-"<( GHCH=( BR%%&,0&&5( 1,-./0&0( #( ,/JL&'( +8(

2+S&',J&,%(#,0(1,0/5%'K('&$'&5&,%#%1S&5<(1,-./01,2(

#,( +8Q-1#.( '&5$+,51L.&( 8+'( 0&S&.+$1,2( P#$#,T5(

economic growth strategy.)The purpose of the 

'&$+'%<(#%(%"#%(%1J&<(:#5(%+($'+S10&(#(U/1-O(5/'S&K(

+8( %"&(5%#%&(+8( %"&(Q&.0( 8+'( %"&(,&:( N,5%1%/%&<(#5(

an input to its strategic planning and programming. 

I was honored to provide a keynote presentation 

8+'(%"&(NM;7M(.#/,-"(&S&,%<(#,0(#,(1,1%1#.(5/JJ#'K(

+8( Q,01,25( 8+'J&0( %"&( -+'&( +8( JK( +$&,1,2(

$'&5&,%#%1+,( 8+'( %"#%( &S&,%<( /,0&'( %"&( %1%.&( >V)(

W/&5%1+,5(#L+/%(;#$$1,&55<(7-+,+JK<(#,0(M+-1&%K(

... and One Statement.” The “statement” was 

#( U/+%#%1+,( LK( P+",( A#K,#'0( X&K,&5<( 8'+J( "15(

essay on Economic Possibilities for our Grandchildren 

BCDVHI<( #L+/%( %"&( -+J1,2( &-+,+JK( +8( .&15/'&=1 

6"&( &J$"#515( +,( U/&5%1+,5( Y( V)( +8( %"&JZ( Y(

underscored that the important issues being 

&[$.+'&0(LK( NM;7M(:&'&(S&'K(J/-"(+$&,F&,0&0<(

/,0&'(&[#J1,#%1+,<(#,0(8#'(8'+J('&5+.S&0=(

\,&(:&&O(.#%&'<(+,(CC(A#'-"(GHCC<(%"&(0&$%"(#,0(

L'&#0%"(+8( %"+5&(/,'&5+.S&0(U/&5%1+,5(&[$#,0&0(

&,+'J+/5.K=(N,(%"&(5&'1&5(+8(&S&,%5(O,+:,(1,(P#$#,(

#5( %"&(6]"+O/(&#'%"U/#O&(#,0( %5/,#J1<(+'(J+'&(

-+..+U/1#..K( #5( >VFCC@<( P#$#,( 5/88&'&0( 1%5( :+'5%(

,#%/'#.(015#5%&'(1,(J+0&',("15%+'K<(-+J$+/,0&0(LK(

%"&(:+'.0T5(:+'5%(,/-.&#'(015#5%&'(51,-&(!"&',+LK.=

R5(+8(&#'.K(GHCG<( P#$#,(:#5(5%1..( '&-+S&'1,2( 8'+J(

%"&(-+JL1,&0(&88&-%5(+8( %"&(&#'%"U/#O&<( %5/,#J1<(

#,0(0&5%'/-%1+,(+8( %"'&&(,/-.&#'( '&#-%+'5<(:"1-"(

-.#1J&0(#$$'+[1J#%&.K(GH<HHH(.1S&5=(%"&(8/..(5+-1#.(

and economic impact of these events will not 

fully be known for many years. There is no doubt 

that the events of 3-11 have already transformed 

P#$#,&5&(5+-1&%K=(6+(#(512,1Q-#,%(0&2'&&<(%"&K("#S&(

-"#,2&0(%"&('&5%(+8(%"&(:+'.0(#5(:&..<(&5$&-1#..K(#5(

concerns the future of nuclear power. 

6"&(&,+'J1%K(+8(%"&5&(&S&,%5<(-+JL1,&0(:1%"(%"&(

0&S#5%#%1,2(.+55&5(5/88&'&0(LK(%"&(P#$#,&5&($&+$.&(

1,(%&'J5(+8(.1S&5<(.1S&.1"++05<(#,0(,#%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(

$'+5$&-%5<(+LS1+/5.K("#0(#($'+8+/,0(1J$#-%(+,(%"&(

writing of this report. While the facts have not 

changed regarding what is happening globally in 

the area of new approaches to economic growth 

#,0(1%5(#.%&',#%1S&5<(%"&(-+,%&[%(#'+/,0(%"+5&(8#-%5(

5"18%&0(0'#J#%1-#..K(0/'1,2(GHCC(Y(#,0(,+%(+,.K(1,(

P#$#,=(6"&(K&#'(GHCC:1..(L&('&-+'0&0(1,("15%+'K(#5(

a year of momentous changes in many parts of the 

:+'.0<( 8'+J( %"&(/$"&#S#.5( 1,( %"&(R'#L(-+/,%'1&5<(

%+(%"&(0'+/2"%5(#,0(8#J1,&5(+8(R8'1-#<(%+(Q,#,-1#.(

turmoil in both the Eurozone and the Dollarzone.

These changes in the world both delayed and 

-#/5&0( 512,1Q-#,%( -"#,2&5( 1,( %"&( #$$'+#-"( +8(

%"15( '&$+'%<( #5(:&..( #5( '&-+,510&'#%1+,5( #L+/%( 1%5(

purpose and central message. In a world where 

$&+$.&(#'&(5/88&'1,2(%"&(%&''1L.&(&88&-%5(+8(015#5%&'<(

compounded by painful declines in economic 

security and/or the loss of their economic 

.1S&.1"++05<( 1%( :+/.0( L&( 018Q-/.%<( 18( ,+%( &%"1-#..K(

1,#$$'+$'1#%&<( %+( #'2/&( #2#1,5%( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"(

1,(#(-#%&2+'1-#.(:#K=(N,('&-+S&'1,2(8'+J(&#'%"U/#O&<(

Preface

Preface
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+'(#S+101,2(8#J1,&<(+'($.#-1,2(#(5%#%&T5(Q,#,-&5(+,(

#(5%#L.&($.#%8+'J<(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(^(+8(#(5$&-1Q-(

O1,0(^(15(5&&,(#5(#,(#L5+./%&(,&-&551%K=

But what kind of “growth” is necessary? 

6"15( U/&5%1+,( $'+S10&5( #( L'102&( %+( %"&( +'121,#.(

purpose of this report:  to survey the current 

“state of the art” regarding the possibilities for 

P#$#,( ^( +'( #,K( -+/,%'K( ^( %+( -'&#%&( #,( economy 

of well-being rather than an economy based on 

/,&,01,2( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"=( \,( #( Q,1%&( $.#,&%<(

where all life (including human life) is dependent 

+,( Q,&.K( %/,&0( &-+5K5%&J5<( /,&,01,2( physical 

growth( 15( -#%&2+'1-#..K( 1J$+551L.&=( ;+:&S&'<( %"&(

U/&5%( 8+'("/J#,(development, happiness, and well-

being presents limitless possibilities. 

;#$$1,&55(#,0(:&..FL&1,2<(#8%&'(#(-&,%/'K(+8(L&1,2(

excluded from serious consideration by the 

J#1,5%'&#J(+8(&-+,+J1-5<("#S&(&J&'2&0(1,('&-&,%(

years as serious topics of economic debate and 

policy innovation in diverse countries and across 

the spectrum of ideological opinion. It is hoped 

that this report will help to accelerate further 

change in this regard. 

N,(.12"%(+8(%"&(&S&,%5(+8(GHCC<(+8(-+/'5&<(#--&.&'#%1,2(

#( 5/5%#1,#L.&( 5+-1#.( #,0( &-+,+J1-( '&-+S&'K<( 1,(

P#$#,(#,0(&.5&:"&'&<(15(,+:(#.5+($#'%(+8(%"&(#1J(+8(

this compendium of ideas and policy alternatives. 

The information in these pages has been gleaned 

8'+J( #'+/,0( %"&( :+'.0<( #,0( %"&( 10&#5( '&$+'%&0(

on here are the result of decades of thinking and 

&[$&'1J&,%#%1+,<(LK(J#,K($&+$.&(1,(J#,K(-/.%/'&5=(

_"1.&( %"&( &[$&'1J&,%5( #'&( 5%1..( 1,( $'+2'&55<( 1%(

is already possible to see a new framework for 

&-+,+J1-(2+#.F5&%%1,2(&J&'21,2<(+,&(%"#%("#5(%"&(

potential to reconcile the need for economic 

2'+:%"( B:"&'&( 1%( 15( %'/.K(,&&0&0I<( %"&(0&51'&( 8+'(

"/J#,("#$$1,&55(#,0(:&..FL&1,2<(#,0(%"&(L+/,0#'1&5(

+8(:"#%(%"&($.#,&%(-#,(5/5%#1,=(R5(5/-"<(%"&(S151+,(

offered at the conclusion of “Life Beyond Growth” 

+88&'5(%"&($+551L1.1%K(%"#%(:&(J12"%(Q,0<(%+2&%"&'<(

#('&#.15%1-($#%"(8+':#'0(%+(#(5/5%#1,#L.&(8/%/'&<(,+%(

`/5%(8+'(P#$#,<(L/%(8+'(%"&(:+'.0(#5(#(:"+.&=

Structure of the Report

“Life Beyond Growth” is intended to be an annual 

publication that will update decision makers and 

members of the general public on the status of 

%"&(-/''&,%(0&L#%&<(#5(:&..(#5($+.1-K(5"18%5<('&.#%&0(

%+( %"&( 155/&(+8( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( "#$$1,&55<( #,0(

well-being.

a+'(%"15(Q'5%(&01%1+,<("+:&S&'<(:&($'+S10&(#(J+'&(

detailed historical background. The report begins 

with an overview of the rise of the “growth 

$#'#012J@(1,(J+0&',(1,0/5%'1#.(%1J&5<(#5(:&..(#5(%"&(

more recent rise of challenges to that paradigm. 

_&(2#%"&'(#..(+8(%"&5&(-"#..&,2&5<(,&:(8'#J&:+'O5<(

and alternatives to the dominant growth paradigm 

under the overall heading of “New Economics.” 

a+..+:1,2( %"#%( "15%+'1-#.( '&S1&:<( %"&( '&$+'%(

$'+S10&5<(1,(2/10&L++O(8+'J#%<(#(-/''&,%(5/JJ#'K(

+8( %"&( 5$&-1Q-( 8'#J&:+'O5<( -+,-&$%5<( #,0(

J&%"+0+.+21&5( ^( +,&( 15( %&J$%&0( %+( -#..( %"&J(

>L'#,05@(^(/,0&'(:"1-"(b&:(7-+,+J1-(%"1,O1,2(

is most prominently promoted. It also describes 

the indicators (measuring systems) that help to 

make those frameworks tangible as well as policy-

'&.&S#,%=( N,( 5+J&( -#5&5<( %"&( 8'#J&:+'O( #,0( %"&(

1,01-#%+'(#'&(&55&,%1#..K(10&,%1-#.(^(%"#%(15<(%"&(,&:(

1,01-#%+'(0&Q,&5(#(,&:(&-+,+J1-(8'#J&:+'O<(#,0(

vice versa.

6"&(Q,#.(-"#$%&'5($'+S10&(#(J+'&(5$&-/.#%1S&(.++O(

#"&#0<( 1,-./01,2( %"+/2"%5( #L+/%( "+:( 2&+$+.1%1-#.(

8#-%+'5( #'&( .1O&.K( %+( 1,4/&,-&( %"&( 0&S&.+$J&,%(

+8( %"&5&( 10&#5( 1,( %"&( ,&#'( %&'J<( #,0( "+:( %"&(

disparate streams of alternatives to traditional 

economic growth are likely to sort themselves out 

into a more coherent river of ideas for change. 

6"&(.#5%(-"#$%&'(#.5+(1,-./0&5(#('&4&-%1+,(+,(%"&(

&%"1-5(+8(2'+:%"(#,0("#$$1,&55<(#,0(#($'+$+5#.(8+'(

an integrative framework that marries the recent 

trends in “Green Economic” thinking with the rise 

of “National Happiness” indicators worldwide. 

This marriage of concepts has the potential to 

provide the world with a clear vision of what must 

L&(#-"1&S&0(1,(%"&(-+J1,2(0&-#0&5<(#5(:&..(#5(5+J&(

sense of how to get there.

Preface
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6"&( :+'.0T5( -"+1-&5( #L+/%( "+:( 1%( $/'5/&5(

&-+,+J1-(:&..FL&1,2(#'&<(#%(L+%%+J<(&%"1-#.(-"+1-&5=(

N,0&&0<(+,&(+8(%"&5&(-"+1-&5("#5(%+(0+(:1%"(how we 

view choice itself:  Are we encoded by our biology 

%+( #.:#K5( :#,%( 2'+:%"<( %"/5( '&,0&'1,2( >b&:(

Economics” a kind of evolutionary sideshow? Or 

can we choose how we relate to the essential 

L/51,&55(+8(>J#O1,2(#( .1S1,2@(+,(%"15(5J#..($.#,&%<(

which we share with so many other living things?

N5( %"&'&(>c18&( d&K+,0( 9'+:%"@e( N,( %"&( &,0<( %"15(

U/&5%1+,(-#,,+%(L&( #,5:&'&0<(0&Q,1%1S&.K<( &[-&$%(

perhaps by trial and error. This report is offered in 

%"&("+$&(%"#%(+/'(#%%&J$%5(%+(Q,0(%"&(#,5:&'5(:1..(

.&#0(%+(#(5#%158K1,2(.18&(8+'(#..<(+,(#(S1%#.(#,0(01S&'5&(

$.#,&%<( #,0( %"#%(:&( -#,( #S+10( #5(J#,K( &''+'5( #5(

possible along the way. 

Acknowledgements

_"1.&(N(5&'S&(#5(.&#0(#/%"+'<(%"15('&$+'%(:+/.0(,+%(

have been possible without the excellent work 

of two excellent writers/researchers recruited 

8+'( %"15( $'+`&-%<( ;#.( X#,&( +8( M#,( a'#,-15-+<( #,0(

!#%"&'1,&(X&5K(+8(c/[&JL+/'2=(?1#,#(_'12"%(+8(

Vermont also provided invaluable editorial input.

Together we pored over the contemporary 

.1%&'#%/'&(+,(%"&(.1J1%5(%+(2'+:%"<(%"&(.1J1%#%1+,5(+8(

&-+,+J1-(J&#5/'&J&,%5<( -/''&,%( #.%&',#%1S&5( %+(

>2'+:%"@(#5(#($'+[K(8+'(+S&'#..(5+-1#.($'+2'&55<(#,0(

the emerging art and science (for it is very much 

5/$$+'%&0( LK( 5-1&,-&I( +8( "#$$1,&55( &-+,+J1-5<(

among other topics. We adopted the “less is 

more” approach to the report itself:  our goal was 

%+($'+S10&(#,(&#5KF%+F'&#0<(&,2#21,2(1,%'+0/-%1+,(

%+(%"&5&(%+$1-5<(#,0(#($+'%#.( 1,%+(8/'%"&'('&#01,2(

#,0(:&L(5/'Q,2(1,%+(%"15('1-"(#,0(01S&'5&(8#J1.K(+8(

-+,-&$%5<(8'#J&:+'O5<(#,0(J&#5/'&J&,%5=(

6+( P/,O+( 70#"1'+( #,0( NM;7M<( :&( &[$'&55( +/'(

thanks for this wonderful assignment. We offer our 

#$+.+21&5(8+'(#,K(.#-O5<(4#:5(1,(0&512,<(+'(&''+'5(1%(

may contain. And we hold out our highest hopes 

for the success and impact of Institute for Studies 

1,(;#$$1,&55<(7-+,+JK<(#,0(M+-1&%K=

R,0(Q,#..K<(%+(%"&($&+$.&(+8(P#$#,<(:&(&[%&,0(+/'(

great hopes fortcontinued recovery from the 

%&''1L.&(&S&,%5(+8(A#'-"(GHCC<(#,0(8+'(#(L'12"%&'<(

J+'&(5/5%#1,#L.&<(#,0("#$$1&'(8/%/'&=

- Alan AtKisson

Stockholm, Sweden

31 January 2012

Preface
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This report draws on a wide variety of scholarly 

L++O5(#,0(#'%1-.&5<($+.1-K(0+-/J&,%5<(,&:5('&$+'%5<(

+'2#,1f#%1+,#.(:&L51%&5<(#,0(+,.1,&(&,-K-.+$&01#5<(

as well as many hours of participation in 

conferences and seminars on topics related to 

economic growth and its alternatives. Often an 

+L5&'S#%1+,(+'('&4&-%1+,(,+%&0("&'&1,(15(#-%/#..K(

#(5K,%"&515<(0'#:1,2(+,(5&S&'#.(5/-"(5+/'-&5=(N,(%"&(

#2&(+8(%"&(N,%&',&%<(1%(J#O&5(.1%%.&(5&,5&(%+(-#%#.+2(

each and every source when most facts can more 

&8Q-1&,%.K(L&(-"&-O&0(B/51,2(J/.%1$.&(5+/'-&5I(LK(

#(U/1-O(:&L( 5&#'-"=(A+'&+S&'<( 51,-&( N( "#S&(L&&,(

:+'O1,2( 1,( %"15( Q&.0( 8+'( +S&'( %:+( 0&-#0&5<( 1%( 15(

5+J&%1J&5(018Q-/.%(%+(10&,%18K<(+'(&S&,('&J&JL&'<(

%"&(&[#-%('&.&S#,%(5+/'-&( 8+'(#('&4&-%1+,( %"#%( 15(

the product of years of observation.

N,5%&#0<( N("#S&(+$%&0( %+( 8+-/5(+/'(-#%#.+2/1,2(+8(

'&8&'&,-&5(+,(%"+5&(5+/'-&5(%"#%(#'&(S&'K(5$&-1Q-<(

%"#%( #'&( -/''&,%(>O&K( 5+/'-&5@( 1,( %"15( Q&.0<( #,0g

or that would not otherwise be easy to identify 

+'(%+(Q,0=(a+'(&[#J$.&<(:&(0+(,+%(.15%('&8&'&,-&5(

to explain the origin of the word “Anthropocene” 

1,( %"&(+$&,1,2($#'#2'#$"(+8( %"&(Q'5%(-"#$%&'<( 8+'(

:"1.&(%"15(%&'J(J#K(,+%(8#J1.1#'(%+(#..('&#0&'5<( 1%(

15(&#5K(%+(Q,0(O&K('&8&'&,-&5(S1#(%"&(N,%&',&%=(\,(

%"&( +%"&'( "#,0<( :"&,( %"&( '&$+'%( 15( 0'#:1,2( +,(

5$&-1#.15%( $/L.1-#%1+,5<( S&'K( '&-&,%( ,&:5( #'%1-.&5<(

$'&5&,%#%1+,5( #%( '&-&,%( -+,8&'&,-&5<(+'($&'5+,#.(

-+JJ/,1-#%1+,5(:1%"(&[$&'%5<(:&("#S&(&,0&#S+'&0(

diligently to catalogue these sources. 

 A. A.

Note

A Note on Sources and  
References
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!#,("/J#,1%K( #5( #(:"+.&(L&("#$$K( #,0( 5#%15Q&0(

without destroying the natural systems on which 

:&( 0&$&,0e( 6"15( U/&5%1+,( L&2#,( %+( "#/,%( %"&(

minds of researchers towards the end of the 20th 

-&,%/'K=(b+:<( 1,(%"&(GC5%(-&,%/'K<( 1%("#5(L&-+J&(

%"&(J+5%(/'2&,%(U/&5%1+,(+8(+/'(#2&=

Scientists increasingly refer to this period of time as 

%"&(>R,%"'+$+-&,&<@(LK(:"1-"(%"&K(J&#,(%"&(%1J&(

1,(7#'%"T5(.+,2("15%+'K(%"#%(15($'1J#'1.K(0&Q,&0(LK(

%"&("/J#,($'&5&,-&(+,(%"&(7#'%"<(#,0(1%5( 1J$#-%(

+,(-.1J#%1-<(L1+.+21-#.<(#,0(&S&,(2&+.+21-#.(5K5%&J5=(

Our numbers have swelled from one billion in 

%"&(K&#'(ChHH(%+(51[(L1..1+,(1,(%"&(K&#'(CDDD<(#,0(

are expected to reach nine billion by 2050. Our 

#2'1-/.%/'&<( &,&'2K( $.#,%5<( -1%1&5<( -#'5<( #1'$.#,&5<(

0#J5<(Q5"1,2(4&&%5<(#,0(J#,K(+%"&'( %&-",+.+21&5(

Y( -+JL1,&0( :1%"( +/'( &,+'J+/5( ,/JL&'5( Y(

have changed the face of the planet. Our effect 

+,( 7#'%"T5( &-+5K5%&J5( 15( &U/1S#.&,%( 1,( 5-#.&( %+(

%"&(-+J1,2(+8(#,(1-&(#2&<(+'(%"&(1J$#-%(+8(#(.#'2&(

#5%&'+10<(#,0(1%(15(&[$&-%&0(,+:(%"#%(:&(:1..(.&#S&(

our imprint in the fossil record for eons to come. 

No matter how it all turns out for us in this and 

-+J1,2(2&,&'#%1+,5<(2&+.+215%5(J1..1+,5(+8(K&#'5(1,(

the future (if there are geologists then) will be able 

%+(5&&(+/'(Q,2&'$'1,%5(+,( %"15($&'1+0(+8("15%+'K<(

etched into the layers of rock.

6"&( U/&5%1+,( 15<(:"#%(:1..( %"&K( 5&&e(R( -+J$.&%&(

-#%#5%'+$"&<( J#'O&0( LK( #,( &,+'J+/5( 01&F+88( +8(

5$&-1&5<(%"&(&["#/5%1+,(+8('&5+/'-&5<(#,0($+../%1+,(

so widespread and toxic that even human 

numbers dwindle rapidly? Or will they see a “near-

J155<@( #( J+J&,%( +8( 0#,2&'<( :"&'&( 2.+L#.F5-#.&(

-#%#5%'+$"&(15(-+,%#1,&0(`/5%(1,(%1J&<(#,0('&-+S&'K(

#,0('&5%+'#%1+,(L&21,(1,(&#',&5%(Y(%/',1,2(7#'%"T5(

future from “human wasteland” to “planetary 

garden”?

6"&( #,5:&'( %+( %"&5&( U/&5%1+,( "1,2&5( +,( %"&(

#,5:&'( %+( +,&( J+'&( U/&5%1+,*( (_1..( "/J#,1%K(

J#,#2&( %+( %'#,58+'J( 1%5( &-+,+J1&5<( %+( -+,S&'%(

them from destructive forces to sustainable and 

1,0&&0('&5%+'#%1S&($'+-&55&5<(1,(%1J&e

Notice the word “economies”:  while we often 

'&8&'(%+(#(51,2.&(>2.+L#.(&-+,+JK<@(%"&(%'/%"(+8(%"&(

matter is that human civilization is comprised of 

a complex network of many different economic 

5K5%&J5=( M+J&( +8( %"&J( #'&( 5%1..( 8'&&F5%#,01,2<(

&55&,%1#..K( 5/L515%&,-&( &-+,+J1&5<( :"&'&( $&+$.&(

8#'J( +'( "/,%( #,0( .1S&( +88( :"#%( 15( #'+/,0( %"&J<(

with relatively little interaction with global-scale 

processes. But even indigenous tribes living deep in 

%"&(RJ#f+,(#'&(1,-'&#51,2.K(%1&0(1,%+(%"&(:+'.0T5(

.#'2&'(,&%:+'O(+8(&-+,+J1-(%'#,5#-%1+,5<(-./5%&'&0(

B#%(.&#5%(8+'('&$+'%1,2($/'$+5&5I(1,%+(,#%1+,(5%#%&5<(

#,0(:+S&,( %12"%.K( %+2&%"&'( LK( %'#0&<( %&-",+.+2K<(

#,0( -/''&,-K( &[-"#,2&=( M%1..<( #5( :&( L&21,( %"15(

exploration of emerging alternatives to “economic 

2'+:%"@(#5(:&(O,+:(1%<(1%(15(1J$+'%#,%(%+(L&#'(1,(

mind that “the global economy” is not a monolith. 

6"&( $'+-&55( +8( /51,2( '&5+/'-&5<( -'&#%1,2( S#./&<(

and meeting human needs and aspirations looks 

S&'K(0188&'&,%( 8'+J(+,&($.#-&( %+( #,+%"&'=( P#$#,T5(

&-+,+JK(15(S&'K(0188&'&,%(8'+J(%"#%(+8(!"1,#<(%"&(

i,1%&0(M%#%&5<(d'#f1.(+'(d"/%#,=

\,&(%"1,2(%"#%(#..(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(.#'2&'(&-+,+J1-(

systems have in common is an absolute dependence 

on growth. We will explore the concept of growth 

1,(#(J+'&(,/#,-&0(:#K(.#%&'<(L/%(8+'(,+:<(:&(-#,(

simply acknowledge that the economic success of 

essentially every country in the world is measured 

LK( "+:( U/1-O.K( %"#%( -+/,%'KT5( -+,5/J$%1+,( +8(

'&5+/'-&5<($'+0/-%1+,(+8(2++05(#,0(5&'S1-&5<(#,0(

'&5/.%1,2(J+,&K(4+:(15(&[$#,01,2=(a#5%(2'+:%"(15(

better than slow growth; no growth is bad; and 

>,&2#%1S&(2'+:%"@(B#.5+(O,+:,(#5(>'&-&551+,<@(+'(

shrinkage) is considered seriously catastrophic if it 

continues for more than a few months. 

d/%(18(2'+:%"<(1,(,#%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(%&'J5<(15(#.:#K5(

%"&( 2+#.<( #,0( 18(J+'&( 2'+:%"( 15( L&%%&'( %"#,( .&55(

2'+:%"<(:"#%(0+&5(%"&( 8/%/'&("+.0( 1,(5%+'&e( N%( 15(

Introduction
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S&'K(018Q-/.%( %+(0&,K( %"#%(:&( .1S&(+,(#($.#,&%(+8(

limited size and capacity. The Earth once seemed 

L+/,0.&55(%+(/5j(,+:<(:&(`&%(8'+J(+,&(510&(%+(%"&(

other in half a day. Researchers debate how many 

decades (not how many centuries) of oil are left 

%+(8/&.(%"&(`&%5=(M/$$.1&5(+8(J&%#.5<(Q5"<(&S&,(8'&5"(

:#%&'(#'&( '/,,1,2( .+:=(R,0(J+5%(:+''K1,2.K<( %"&(

waste and garbage from our activities continue 

%+(L/1.0(/$<(5+J&%1J&5(1,(015%/'L1,2.K(S151L.&(:#K5(

(such as the enormous gyre of plastic waste in 

%"&(J100.&(+8( %"&(k#-1Q-(\-&#,I<(#,0(5+J&%1J&5(

in ways that are all the more dangerous for being 

invisible (such as the buildup of greenhouse gases 

in our delicately balanced atmosphere).

i,0&'( 5/-"( -+,01%1+,5<( %+( L&.1&S&( %"#%( 2'+:%"(

#5( /5/#.( -#,( -+,%1,/&( 1,0&Q,1%&.K( 15( ,+%( `/5%(

ridiculous; it is delusory. Economies do get more 

&8Q-1&,%( +S&'( %1J&<( #,0( 1,,+S#%1+,( 0+&5( $'+S10&(

substitutes for some resources when they run out 

+'(2&%(&[$&,51S&.K(5-#'-&=(d/%(#%(5+J&($+1,%<(%"&'&(

15(,+%"1,2( .&8%( %+(5/L5%1%/%&<(,+(J+'&(&8Q-1&,-1&5(

%+( -#$%/'&<( #,0( %++( 8&:( '&5+/'-&5( %+( J&&%( %"&(

needs. If growth has not stopped well before that 

$+1,%<( #,0( 18( +/'( &-+,+J1&5( "#S&( ,+%( -"#,2&0(

#,0( J#%/'&0( 1,%+( 5K5%&J5( %"#%( 0+( ,+%( '&U/1'&(

continuous physical expansion in consumption and 

$'+0/-%1+,(+8(Q,1%&(J#%&'1#.5(#,0(,+,F'&,&:#L.&(

&,&'2K<(%"&,(#(-+..#$5&(15(1,&S1%#L.&=

6+( #-"1&S&( #( 5/5%#1,#L.&<( -+..#$5&F8'&&( 8/%/'&<(

1%( 15( ,+%( 5/8Q-1&,%( %+( %#.O( #L+/%( -"#,21,2( >%"&(

global economy”; we must change many different 

&-+,+J1&5<( #..( #'+/,0(%"&(2.+L&=(a+'( %"15( '&#5+,<(

it is encouraging to see how many alternatives to 

the growth paradigm have emerged around the 

world in recent years. This diversity runs counter 

%+(%"&(JK%"(%"#%(+,.K(2'+:%"( 15(2++0<(J/-"( .&55(

that growth can continue forever. Countries like 

Bhutan talk consistently about “Gross National 

Happiness” (a phrase that has echoed around the 

world) and even measure happiness in sophisticated 

:#K5<(:"1.&('&5&#'-"&'5(1,(R/5%'1#(Y(%+($1-O(`/5%(

+,&( &[#J$.&( Y( "#S&( '&-&,%.K( J&#5/'&0( %"&(

>5/L`&-%1S&(:&..FL&1,2<@(>U/#.1%K(+8(.18&<@(#,0(>%1J&F

$'+5$&'1%K@(+8(%"#%(-+/,%'KT5($+$/.#%1+,=2 Phrases 

.1O&(>9&,/1,&(k'+2'&55<@(>M/5%#1,#L.&(M+-1&%K<@(#,0(

even “De-Growth” appear more and more often 

in serious discussions of policy.

The change in the level of mainstream acceptance 

around these terms has come with astonishing 

5$&&0=(k'1+'(%+(%"&(K&#'(GHCH<(%"&(10&#(%"#%(#(-+,-&$%(

like “happiness” would start competing with 

“growth” as a principal goal of national economic 

policy would have been laughable. It certainly 

remains controversial. But it is no longer marginal. 

R( 2'+:1,2( ,/JL&'( +8( 5&,1+'( $+.1%1-#.<( L/51,&55<(

and institutional leaders have now acknowledged 

%"#%( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( #5(:&( -/''&,%.K( 0&Q,&( 1%(

#,0(J&#5/'&(1%<(15(,+%(%"&(+,.K(1J$+'%#,%(J&#5/'&(

of human welfare. Pronouncements on this topic 

LK($&+$.&( 5/-"( #5( %"&(iX(k'1J&(A1,15%&'(?#S10(

!#J&'+,<(a'&,-"($'&510&,%(b1-"+.#5(M#'O+fK<(#,0(

%"&(.&#0&'5"1$(+8(!"1,#T5(!+JJ/,15%(k#'%K("#S&(#..(

generated global headlines in the last year alone. 

R,0( 1,(&#'.K(GHCG<(%"&(ibT5(;12"Fc&S&.(k#,&.(+,(

9.+L#.( M/5%#1,#L1.1%K( Y( -"#1'&0( LK( k'&510&,%5(

l/J#(+8(M+/%"(R8'1-#(#,0(;#.+,&,(+8(a1,.#,0(Y(

noted the need for “The international community 

[to] measure development beyond gross domestic 

product (GDP) and develop a new sustainable 

development index or set of indicators.”

6+(/,0&'5%#,0(:"&'&(%"15(5/00&,<(-+,%&J$+'#'K(

5/'2&(1,(#.%&',#%1S&5(%+(2'+:%"(15(-+J1,2(8'+J<(1%(

is important to understand something about how 

growth became such a dominant paradigm in the 

Q'5%( $.#-&=(6"15( '&$+'%( 5/JJ#'1f&5( 5+J&( +8( %"&(

key factors that have supported the dominance 

+8(>2'+:%"@(1,(2.+L#.("15%+'K<(:"1.&(#.5+($'+S101,2(

#(L'1&Q,2(+,(5+J&(+8(%"&(-+,%&J$+'#'K($+.1%1-#.(

factors and technical initiatives that have led to 

this moment of sea change in public thinking on 

2'+:%"<("#$$1,&55<(#,0("/J#,(:&..FL&1,2=

“Life Beyond Growth” also provides summary 

1,8+'J#%1+,(+,(5$&-1Q-(#.%&',#%1S&( 1,01-#%+'5(#,0(

$+.1-K( 1,1%1#%1S&5(Y(5+J&(+8( %"&J(J#,K(K&#'5( 1,(

0&S&.+$J&,%(Y(%"#%("#S&('&-&,%.K(L&-+J&(J+'&(

visible. Whether or not these alternatives will 

spread more broadly and take root more deeply is 

018Q-/.%(%+($'&01-%j($'+L#L.K(J+5%(+8(%"&J(:1..(,+%=(

N,(%"15('&5$&-%<(%"&('&$+'%($'+S10&5(#(>5,#$5"+%@(+8(#(

Introduction
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2.+L#.(1,%&..&-%/#.(#,0($+.1%1-#.(J+S&J&,%<(+,&(%"#%(

15(2#%"&'1,2(5%&#J<(L/%(L&1,2(&[$'&55&0(1,(0188&'&,%(

:#K5( 1,(0188&'&,%($#'%5(+8(%"&(:+'.0=( N%( 15(018Q-/.%(

%+(5/JJ#'1f&(%"15(J+S&J&,%(1,(#(-+,-./51S&(:#K<(

L&-#/5&( 1%( 15( 5+( 01S&'5&( #,0( -"#,21,2( 5+( '#$10.K<(

almost from week to week. “Life Beyond Growth 

2013” is likely to present a very different picture 

of this complex present reality.

N,( %"&( &,0<( '&2#'0.&55( +8( :"1-"( 10&#5( #,0(

8'#J&:+'O5(:1,(+/%<(:&(J/5%(Q,0(+/'(:#K( %+(#(

8/%/'&(:"&'&(&S&'K+,&<( 1,(&S&'K(-+/,%'K<("#5(%"&(

+$$+'%/,1%K(%+(&[$&'1&,-&(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&<("#$$1,&55<(

and well-being while living within the boundaries 

of what our planet can physically sustain. This is 

the central motivation behind this annual report 

on “Life Beyond Growth.”

The Rise of a Movement

Why did the interest among governments and 

public thought-leaders in these previously marginal 

U/&5%1+,5(#L+/%(2'+:%"(#,0("#$$1,&55(#'15&(1,(%"&(

Q'5%($.#-&e(

There appear to be at least three principal reasons:  

+,&(15($+.1%1-#.(1,(,#%/'&<(+,&(15(J+'&(5-1&,%1Q-(#,0(

&J$1'1-#.(1,(1%5(+'121,5<(#,0(%"&(%"1'0(15(&%"1-#.=(

k+.1%1-#..K<( %"&( .&#0&'5(:"+( "#S&( '&-&,%.K( 5$+O&,(

out in favor of new measures of happiness have 

done so in the context of reduced expectations for 

%'#01%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"<(#5(J&#5/'&0(LK(%"&(

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Prime Minister 

?#S10( !#J&'+,( +8( %"&( iX<( k'&510&,%( b1-+.#5(

M#'O+fK( +8( a'#,-&<( #,0( %"&( !"1,&5&( !+JJ/,15%(

Party have in common that they preside over 

-+/,%'1&5( :"+5&( &-+,+J1&5( Y( 8+'( 0188&'1,2(

'&#5+,5( Y( -#,,+%( $'+S10&( $'&S1+/5.K( $'+J15&0(

and expected levels of growth in GDP terms. As 

%"&(M&-'&%#'KF9&,&'#.(+8(%"&(\7!?<(R,2&.(9/''m#<(

5#10(1,(#(S&'K('&-&,%(5$&&-"(+,(%"15(%+$1-<(>2'+:%"(

n#5(/5/#.T(15(,+%(#,(+$%1+,=@3 Measures of happiness 

and well-being provide these leaders with a viable 

alternative for demonstrating their success as 

leaders in providing for the welfare of their citizens.

6"&5&( $+.1%1-#.( -#.-/.#%1+,5( #.5+( "#S&( #( L#515<(

"+:&S&'<( 1,( &J&'21,2( &J$1'1-#.( #,#.K5&5( +8( %"&(

&-+,+J1-<( 5+-1#.<( #,0( &-+.+21-#.( '&#.1%1&5( +8( %"&(

21st Century. Leaders of all kinds increasingly 

understand the complex challenges we face as a 

:+'.0<(1,(#'&#5('#,21,2(8'+J(2.+L#.(-.1J#%&(-"#,2&<(

%+( &,S1'+,J&,%#.( 0&-.1,&<( %+( .+-#.( -+,41-%5( +S&'(

increasingly scarce resources. Faced with an ever-

2'+:1,2(J+/,%#1,(+8( '&.&S#,%( 5-1&,%1Q-( 8#-%5( #,0(

%'&,05<( J#,K( .&#0&'5( #'&( '&#.1f1,2( %"#%(>9'+:%"(

#5( i5/#.@( Y( #( %&'J( :&( :1..( #0+$%( %"'+/2"+/%(

%"15('&$+'%((Y(15(,+(.+,2&'(S1#L.&(#5(#(.+,2F%&'J<(

overarching societal objective. Their interest 

1,( Q,01,2( #.%&',#%1S&5( "#5( L&&,( J#%-"&0( LK( #,(

/$5/'2&( 1,('+L/5%<(5-1&,%1Q-#..K(L#5&0(#$$'+#-"&5(

%+( 0&Q,1,2( #,0( J&#5/'1,2( #.%&',#%1S&5( %"#%(

$'&S1+/5.K(5&&J&0(%++(S#2/&(+'(%++(018Q-/.%=

R,0(Q,#..K<(2'+:%"(Y(#5(#,(+S&'F#'-"1,2($#'#012J(

#,0(/.%1J#%&(5+-1#.(2+#.(Y("#5(L&&,(%"&(5/L`&-%(+8(

-+,%1,/+/5( -'1%1U/&( LK( &%"1-#..KFJ1,0&0( %"1,O&'5(

8+'( 0&-#0&5=(6"&1'( -"#J$1+,1,2( +8( +%"&'( S#./&5<(

5/-"(#5(&U/1%K<(#.%'/15J<(#,0(#(.&55(J#%&'1#.15%1-(:#K(

+8(.18&<("#5(#.:#K5(8+/,0(#0"&'&,%5(#%(%"&(J#'21,5(

+8( J+0&',( 1,0/5%'1#.( 5+-1&%1&5=( b+:<( 1%( #$$&#'5<(

their philosophical arguments have found common 

-#/5&(:1%"(%"&($+.1%1-#.(,&&05(+8(,#%1+,#.(.&#0&'5<(

as well as the empirical and analytical tools of 

contemporary research. In the rise of democracy-

based protest movements now emerging around 

%"&(:+'.0<(%"&K(J#K(#.5+("#S&(8+/,0(#(,&:<($+$/.#'(

voice.

But What is “Growth”?

>9'+:%"@(15<(+8(-+/'5&<(#(:+'0(:1%"(J#,K($+551L.&(

interpretations. In the political and economic 

-+,%&[%(+8(+/'(%1J&<(#,0(&5$&-1#..K(1,(%"&(-+JJ+,(

language of political speeches and newspaper 

#'%1-.&5<( %"&(:+'0(>2'+:%"@( 15(#(L.&,0(+8(#%( .&#5%(

four different concepts: 

1. 6"&(&[$#,51+,(+8("/J#,1%KT5($"K51-#.($'&5&,-&(

+,(%"&(7#'%"(B%"&(51f&(+8(+/'(-1%1&5<(8#'J5<(#,0(

industrial areas); 

2. Increased production and consumption of 

Introduction
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goods and services (the output of our factories 

#,0(+8Q-&5Ij(

3. Increased monetized activity in our economies 

B%"&( 4+:( +8( -/''&,-K( L&%:&&,( L/K&'5( #,0(

sellers); and 

4. General technical and industrial progress (the 

increased sophistication of our technologies 

and their increased diffusion and adoption). 

_&(:1..( +88&'(J+'&( $'&-15&( 0&Q,1%1+,5( .#%&'<( L/%(

&S&,( 1,( %"&( -+JJ+,<( -+,4#%&0<( #,0( 5+J&:"#%(

-+,8/51,2( 5&,5&(+8( %"&(:+'0(#5(0&5-'1L&0(#L+S&<(

people are increasingly realizing that that Planet 

7#'%"(-#,,+%(5/5%#1,(&,0.&55(>2'+:%"@(Y(#%(.&#5%<(

as we have been practicing it up to now.

The search for alternatives to Growth as Usual 

"#5( .&0( U/1-O.K( %+( -+,-&$%5( +8( "/J#,( "#$$1,&55(

#,0(:&..FL&1,2=(k"1.+5+$"1-#..K<( %"&(:+'.0(#$$&#'5(

%+(L&(+,(%"&(S&'2&(+8(#(-+..&-%1S&(>#"#Z@(J+J&,%(

#L+/%( %"&(J&#,1,2(+8( &-+,+J1-( #-%1S1%K<( $&'"#$5(

even a collective realization about the meaning of 

life itself:  that the purpose of all our striving is not 

to increase the quantity of stuff and money in our 

lives<(L/%(%+(1J$'+S&(+/'(quality of life. 

The most compelling and publicly visible evidence 

of this “collective aha” can be found in the recent 

actions and public pronouncements by the 

leadership of the three diverse nations noted 

&#'.1&'<( !"1,#<( %"&( i,1%&0( X1,20+J<( #,0( a'#,-&=(

R..( %"'&&(,#%1+,5("#S&(J+S&0(5&'1+/5.K<( #,0(S&'K(

$/L.1-.K<( %+( L&21,( J&#5/'1,2( %"&( "#$$1,&55( #,0(

:&..FL&1,2(+8($&+$.&<(#,0(%"&K(-.#1J(%"#%(%"&K(:1..(

reduce the dominance of economic growth goals 

in policy making. They are not the only nations 

doing so; but their actions have been particularly 

noteworthy for the amount of media attention 

they have received.

From Bhutan to Britain

6"&($+.1-1&5(+8(%"&5&(-+/,%'1&5("#S&(L&&,(1,4/&,-&0<(

1,01'&-%.K( 18(,+%( 8+'J#..K<(LK( %"&($1+,&&'1,2(:+'O(

+8( %"&( %1,K(J+/,%#1,( O1,20+J(+8( d"/%#,<(:"+5&(

notion of “Gross National Happiness” has long 

generated interest and headlines around the world. 

d"/%#,T5(&88+'%5(%+(J&#5/'&("/J#,("#$$1,&55(#,0(

well-being as the principal scorecard for national 

5/--&55( "#S&( #.5+( 1,5$1'&0( +'( 1,4/&,-&0( 51J1.#'(

"&#0.1,&FJ#O1,2(1,1%1#%1S&5(#%(#..(.&S&.5<(8'+J(%+:,5(

#,0(-1%1&5(1,(%"&(i,1%&0(M%#%&5(B5/-"(#5(M&#%%.&I<(%+(

5%#%&F.&S&.(2+S&',J&,%5(1,(N,01#(B5/-"(#5(R55#JI<(%+(

international collaborations like the Organization 

8+'( 7-+,+J1-( !+F+$&'#%1+,( #,0( ?&S&.+$J&,%<(

better known as the OECD. 

6"&5&( %+$F0+:,<( 2+S&',J&,%#.( $+.1-K( 1,1%1#%1S&5(

are mirrored by a growing number of bottom-up 

2'#55'++%5( #,0( 1,%&..&-%/#.( J+S&J&,%5<( 1,-./01,2(

%"&( >"#$$1,&55( J+S&J&,%<@( %"&( >0+:,5"18%1,2(

J+S&J&,%@( B'&4&-%1,2( $&+$.&( :"+( -"++5&( %+(

work and earn less in exchange for more time 

#,0( "12"&'( U/#.1%K( +8( .18&I<( #,0( %"&( >0&F2'+:%"@(

movement (a largely academic discussion on how 

to restructure national economies in ways that are 

not dependent on growth).4

;+:&S&'<( %"15( 15( ,+%( %+( 5#K( %"#%( %"&(:+'.0( 15(+,(

%"&(S&'2&(+8(%/',1,2(1%5(L#-O(+,(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"<(

or embracing a future of “simple living” and 

consumption reduction.  Far from it:  traditional 

economic growth remains essential to the 

#-"1&S&J&,%( +8( %"&( i,1%&0( b#%1+,5T( A1..&,,1/J(

Development Goals; it continues to frame the 

national policies of nearly all nations; and even 

the “pioneer” nations mentioned above (including 

Bhutan) are also resolute in their efforts to maintain 

steadily increasing Gross Domestic Products. 

What is different about this moment is not 

1%5( '&S+./%1+,#'K( ,#%/'&<( L/%( 1%5( &S+./%1+,#'K(

character.  After thousands of years of steadily 

1,-'&#51,2( 2'+:%"<( %+$$&0( LK( #,( &[%'#+'01,#'K(

>2'+:%"( 5$/'%@( #5( #( 5$&-1&5( 1,( '&-&,%( "15%+'K<( 1%(

seems possible that the human species is realizing 

%"#%( 1%( :1..( 5++,( L&( >#..( 2'+:,( /$<@( #%( .&#5%( 1,(

$"K51-#.( %&'J5=( c1O&( #,K( "/J#,( %&&,#2&'<( +/'(

physical growth as a species must soon come to 

#(5%+$<(%+(L&('&$.#-&0(LK(#(8+-/5(+,(%"&(.+,2F%&'J(

0&S&.+$J&,%(+8(+/'(O,+:.&02&<(5O1..<(#,0(:150+J=

N,( $#'%<( %"&( $/'$+5&(+8( %"15( '&$+'%( 15( %+( %&..( %"&(

story of how the world arrived at this moment. In 

Introduction
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$#'%<(1%($'+S10&5(#(5/JJ#%1+,(+8(%"&(-/''&,%(>5%#%&(

of the art” when it comes to rethinking economic 

growth in favor of other goals and other scorecards. 

R,0(1,($#'%<(1%(#%%&J$%5(%+($'+S10&(5+J&(1,512"%5(

and guidance for those who are interested in 

helping this transition from an old worldview to 

#,+%"&'<(L'+#0&'<(#,0(J+'&(5/5%#1,#L.&(:+'.0S1&:(

%+(-+,%1,/&<(#,0(%+(#--&.&'#%&=(

Introduction
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Economic Growth: The Paradigm of 
the Past

>9'+:%"@( 15( #( $"K51-#.( $"&,+J&,+,<( ,+%( #,(

#L5%'#-%( -+,-&$%=( a+'( -&,%/'1&5<( 2'+:%"( "#5( #.5+(

L&&,( #( 8/,0#J&,%#.<( 0&Q,1,2( &.&J&,%( +8( "/J#,(

-1S1.1f#%1+,=(6"&(Q'5%(J&#,1,2(+8(>%+( 2'+:@( 15(>%+(

L&-+J&( .#'2&'=@(;/J#,1%KT5( $"K51-#.( $'&5&,-&(+,(

$.#,&%( 7#'%"(Y( "+:(J#,K( +8( /5( %"&'&( #'&<( %"&(

'&5+/'-&5(:&(/5&<(%"&(O1,05(#,0(U/#,%1%1&5(+8(%"1,25(

:&( -'&#%&<( %"&( -"#,2&5( :&(J#O&( %+( %"&( ,#%/'#.(

5K5%&J5(#'+/,0(/5<(%"&(:#5%&(:&($'+0/-&(Y("#5(

L&&,(2&%%1,2(.#'2&'(#,0(.#'2&'<(1,(&S&'K(J&#5/'#L.&(

:#K<( 51,-&( %"&(Q'5%(J+0&',("/J#,5( 5%&$$&0(+/%(

of Africa and began to spread themselves across 

the surface of planet Earth. Humans do many 

1,%&'&5%1,2(%"1,25<(L/%( 18(S1&:&0(8'+J(5+J&:"&'&(

+/%(1,(5$#-&<(+S&'(#(.+,2($&'1+0(+8(%1J&<("&'&(15(%"&(

Q'5%(%"1,2(#,(+L5&'S&'(:+/.0(,+%1-&(#L+/%(/5*((:&(

are growing. 

N,(%"&($#5%(-&,%/'K(+'(%:+<(%"&(5$&&0(+8(+/'(2'+:%"(

"#5( #--&.&'#%&0j( 51,-&( CDoH<( 1%( "#5( #--&.&'#%&0(

0'#J#%1-#..K=( 6"&( L&,&Q%5( %+( "/J#,5( +8( %"15(

#--&.&'#%&0(2'+:%"(-#,,+%(L&(0&,1&0*((1,(2&,&'#.<(

LK( &[$#,01,2( +/'( ,/JL&'5( #,0( +/'( -#$#-1%1&5<(

"/J#,( L&1,25( #'&( .1S1,2( .+,2&'( .1S&5<( Q..&0( :1%"(

J+'&( #J#f1,2( #,0( 8/.Q..1,2( +$$+'%/,1%1&5<( %"#,(

anyone could have imagined just a century ago. 

d/%( %+0#K<( %"&( 1J$#-%(+8( L+%"( %"&( speed and the 

scale(+8("/J#,(2'+:%"(Y(%"#%(15<(%"&($'+-&55(+8(+/'(

$'&5&,-&(+,(%"&(7#'%"(2&%%1,2(J/-"(L122&'<(J/-"(

8#5%&'(Y(15(512,1Q-#,%.K(015'/$%1,2(%"&('&5%(+8(.18&(+,(

this planet. Our growth has replaced vast areas of 

enormously complex natural ecosystems with the 

much simpler systems (in ecological and biological 

%&'J5I( +8( #2'1-/.%/'&<( 1,0/5%'K<( #,0( /'L#,( .1S1,2=(

Even the chemical balances of vast bio-geophysical 

5K5%&J5(Y( %"&( #%J+5$"&'&<( %"&( +-&#,5<( 8+'&5%5<(

5+1.5(Y("#S&(L&&,(015'/$%&0=(6"&('&5/.%5(+8(%"&5&(

replacements and disruptions are now keeping an 

expanding corps of researchers very busy trying to 

understand what is happening. An expanding global 

class of professional environment and sustainability 

$+.1-KFJ#O&'5<($.#,,&'5<(#,0(J#,#2&'5(15(5%'/22.1,2(

to change those systems that appear to be causing 

the biggest problems.

And this is just the environmental or physical 

510&( +8( 2'+:%"=(\,( %"&( 5+-1#.( 510&<( %"&(:+'.0( 15(

currently witnessing what happens when rapidly 

growing populations expecting rapidly growing 

opportunities begin to rebel against political 

and economic systems that are not delivering 

%"+5&( +$$+'%/,1%1&5=( 6"&( R'#L( :+'.0T5( -/''&,%(

transformation was partly triggered by problems 

5/-"( #5( '151,2( 8++0( $'1-&5<( :#%&'( 5-#'-1%K<( #,0(

#( .#-O( +8( `+L5( 8+'( &0/-#%&0( K+/,2( $&+$.&(Y( #..(

LK$'+0/-%5(+8( &[%'&J&.K( '#$10( 2'+:%"<( &5$&-1#..K(

1,($+$/.#%1+,=(6"&(Q,#.('&5/.%(+8(%"&(R'#L(:+'.0T5(

transformation is impossible to predict; but the 

world will certainly never be the same.

M+(%"&(U/&5%1+,(+8(:"&%"&'(2'+:%"(15(happening is 

,+%(1,(015$/%&=(6"&(U/&5%1+,(+8(:"&%"&'(2'+:%"(15(

always good(Y(:"&%"&'(2'+:%"(5"+/.0(-+,%1,/&(%+(

L&( %"&(/,U/&5%1+,&0<( 8/,0#J&,%#.( 2+#.(+8("/J#,(

&-+,+J1&5( #,0( 5+-1&%1&5( Y( 15( #,+%"&'( J#%%&'=(

Questions like “What should keep growing? What 

should stop growing? And what should shrink?” have 

L&-+J&(5+J&(+8(%"&(J+5%(1J$+'%#,%(U/&5%1+,5(+8(

+/'(#2&<($+5&0(LK(b+L&.(k'1f&F:1,,1,2(&-+,+J15%5<(

"&#05(+8(5%#%&<(#,0(1,-'&#51,2(,/JL&'5(+8(+'01,#'K(

people. 

A+5%( 1J$+'%#,%.K<(can growth continue? Have we 

L&2/,(%+('&#-"(%"&(>.1J1%5(%+(2'+:%"@(Y(&-+.+21-#.(

#,0(5+-1#.(Y(%"#%(:&(:&'&(:#',&0(#L+/%(0&-#0&5(

#2+e( ( R,0( 18( 5+<( "+:( -#,( :&( '&F+'2#,1f&( +/'(

Chapter 1

The Historical Foundations of 
Economic Growth
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&-+,+J1&5( 5+( %"#%( %"&K( -#,( $'+0/-&( "#$$1,&55<(

:&..FL&1,2<( #,0( &[$#,01,2( +$$+'%/,1%1&5( 8+'( #..<(

without having to “gnaw this planet to the bone”?

Growth, Economic Growth, and 
Monetized Economic Growth

R%(%"15($+1,%<(1%(L&-+J&5(1J$+'%#,%(%+(1,%'+0/-&(#(

8&:(1J$+'%#,%(0&Q,1%1+,5(#,0(015%1,-%1+,5=((

Growth(15($"K51-#.(2'+:%"<(#5(0&5-'1L&0(#L+S&=(

Economic growth(15(#('&.#%&0(-+,-&$%<(L/%(1%(15(,+%(

%"&(5#J&(%"1,2(#5(51J$.&(>2'+:%"@=(k#/.(3+J&'<(#,(

&-+,+J15%( #%( M%#,8+'0( i,1S&'51%K<( 0&Q,&5( 1%( %"15(

way:  “Economic growth occurs whenever people 

take resources and rearrange them in ways that 

are more valuable.” He makes the analogy to 

-++O1,2*(('#:(1,2'&01&,%5(2+(1,%+(%"&(O1%-"&,=(c#L+'<(

O,+:.&02&<( &,&'2K( #,0( %&-",+.+2K( #'&( #$$.1&0=(

Beautiful meals come out.  The beautiful meal is 

8#'(J+'&( S#./#L.&( %"#,( %"&( '#:( 1,2'&01&,%5<( %"/5(

creating an increase in value:  economic growth.5

But how do we measure value? In the modern 

:+'.0<( :&( J&#5/'&( 1%( :1%"( J+,&K=(6"&( L&#/%18/.(

meal is worth whatever someone is willing to pay 

for it. This way of measuring value creates some 

018Q-/.%1&5( 1,( J&#5/'&J&,%=( N8( %"&( L&#/%18/.( J&#.(

15( $'&$#'&0( LK( K+/'( J+%"&'<( 1%( J#K( "#S&( 2'&#%(

value to you. But that value will not be recorded 

1,( %"&(&-+,+J1-( 5%#%15%1-5(+8( %"&(,#%1+,<( L&-#/5&(

you will probably not pay money to your mother. 

6"&+'&%1-#..K<("&'(#-%(+8(-++O1,2(#,0(5&'S1,2(K+/(

a delicious meal will contribute to the economic 

growth of your nation; but because it is not 

$#10( 8+'<( #,0( L&-#/5&( ,+( J+,&%#'K( %'#,5#-%1+,(

15( '&$+'%&0( %+( #,K( +8Q-1#.( #2&,-K<( %"&( J&#.( :1..(

remain economically invisible. 

NJ#21,&<("+:&S&'<(%"#%(K+/'(J+%"&'($'&5&,%5(K+/(

with a bill for the meal. You pay the bill in cash. 

M"&( '&-+'05( %"&( 1,-+J&<( #,0( 0/.K( '&$+'%5( %"15(

%'#,5#-%1+,(%+(%"&(#/%"+'1%1&5(B&=2=<(#5($#'%(+8("&'(

%#[(0&-.#'#%1+,I=((6"&,<(#,0(+,.K(%"&,<(:1..(K+/(#,0(

5"&( "#S&( -+,%'1L/%&0( %+( K+/'( ,#%1+,T5(J&#5/'&0(

&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(Y(5"&(LK($'+0/-1,2( %"&(J&#.<(

and you by consuming it and paying for it.

N,(51J$.&(%&'J5<(+/'(J+0&',(:+'.0(15(+L5&55&0(:1%"(

1,-'&#51,2(1%5(J&#5/'&0<(+'(>J+,&%1f&0<@(&-+,+J1-(

growth as described above. The measure invented 

to summarize the state of monetized economic 

growth at the level of countries is the Gross 

?+J&5%1-( k'+0/-%<( +'( 9?k=(6"15( ,/JL&'<( :"1-"(

is the most-reported measure of progress and 

5/--&55( 8+'(%"&(:+'.0T5(,#%1+,5<(0+&5(#,(&88&-%1S&(

`+L(+8('&4&-%1,2(%"&(.&S&.(+8(J+,&%1f&0(&-+,+J1-(

#-%1S1%K=(;+:&S&'<(1%5(4#:5(#'&(J#,K=((RJ+,2(%"&J(

15( %"&($&'S&'5&( 8#-%( %"#%(015#5%&'5<( #--10&,%5<( #,0(

#-%5(+8(:#'(%&,0(%+(J#O&(%"&(9?k(2+(/$<(#5(,#%1+,5(

J+L1.1f&(%"&1'(&-+,+J1&5(%+('&-+S&'<(J#O&('&$#1'5<(

+'(2+(+,(%"&(#%%#-O=(A+'&+S&'<(J#,K(5+'%5(+8(-+5%5<(

ranging from environmental degradation to deep 

5+-1#.(1,&U/1%1&5<(J+'&(+8%&,('&5/.%(1,(#001%1+,5(%+(

the GDP than they do reductions.

Growth as Usual, as used in this report (and as used by 

commentators such as the head of the OECD cited 

1,( %"&( N,%'+0/-%1+,I<( '&8&'5( %+( %"15( #J#.2#J#%1+,(

of physical expansion with monetized economic 

2'+:%"<( .&#S1,2( #510&( U/#.1%#%1S&<( 2++0F+'FL#0(

015%1,-%1+,5( #J+,2( O1,05(+8( 2'+:%"<( #,0(:1%"+/%(

any consideration to the systemic limits to growth. 

“Growth as Usual” is so well epitomized by the 

indicator we call the “GDP” that these two terms 

are very nearly synonymous. The GDP measures 

Growth as Usual.

The many critics of the GDP over the years have 

1,-./0&0( %"&( 1,01-#%+'T5( 1,S&,%+'<( M1J+,(X/f,&%5j(

even he warned against using it as a measure of 

overall welfare.6(R..( %"&5&( -'1%1U/&5( "#S&( J+5%.K(

8#..&,(+,(0&#8(&#'5(1,(,#%1+,#.($+.1-K(-1'-.&5(Y(/,%1.(

,+:=( N,( %"&($#5%( 8&:(K&#'5<( -'1%1-15J(+8(/51,2( %"&(

GDP as an ultimate measure of national progress 

has reached the highest levels of several national 

governments. In March 2011 even the Chinese 

2+S&',J&,%<(8+'(:"+J('#$10(&-+,+J1-(&[$#,51+,(

"#5(L&&,( %+$($'1+'1%K( 8+'(0&-#0&5<(J#0&($+1,%&0(

public statements about its intention to reduce the 

&J$"#515( +,( $/'5/1,2(9?kFJ&#5/'&0( 2'+:%"<( 1,(

favor of emphasizing human happiness and better 

care for nature. 

Chapter 1
The Historical Foundations of Economic Growth
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It is no exaggeration to say that a global shift in 

&-+,+J1-( %"+/2"%<( #,0( &S&,( ,#%1+,#.( &-+,+J1-(

$+.1-K<(#$$&#'5(%+(L&(/,0&'(:#K=(6"&(&[%&,%(+8(%"15(

5"18%(15(5%1..(%+(L&(0&%&'J1,&0<(L/%(1%("#5(J#,K(5%'#,05<(

incorporating advances in psychology and brain 

5-1&,-&<(-+,-&',5(#L+/%(-.1J#%&(-"#,2&<(-"#,21,2(

0&J+2'#$"1-( $#%%&',5<( #,0( J+'&=( ( 6"15( '&$+'%(

summarizes many of those strands and provides 

#( :1,0+:( 1,%+( %"&( $"1.+5+$"1-#.<( $5K-"+.+21-#.<(

and technical aspects of a very disparate global 

J+S&J&,%(:"+5&(-+JJ+,(J&55#2&<(18(1%("#0(+,&<(

might be summarized this way:  “We do not have 

%+(-+,%1,/&($/'5/1,2(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.<(,+'(-#,(:&=(

But there are other things we can do. There is life 

beyond growth.”

But what is it that lies “beyond growth”?

An Economy of Happiness

The word that now most often appears in place 

+8(>2'+:%"@( #5( #( 2+#.( 8+'( %"&( :+'.0T5( &-+,+J1-(

systems is “happiness.” There are other words 

#,0($"'#5&5(%"#%(8+..+:(#.+,2(1,(1%5(:#O&<(1,-./01,2(

>4+/'15"1,2<@( >:&..FL&1,2<@( >$'+5$&'1%K( B:1%"+/%(

2'+:%"I@<(#,0(&S&,(>0&F2'+:%"@=(d/%(:"&,(.&#01,2(

,#%1+,5(.1O&(!"1,#(+'(%"&(i,1%&0(X1,20+J(0+(5$&#O(

+/%(+,(%"15(155/&<(#,0(L&21,(%"&($'+-&55(+8(-'#8%1,2(

#.%&',#%1S&( J&#5/'&J&,%5( +8( +S&'#..( 5/--&55<(

“happiness” is the word that leads the news.

The rise of “happiness” as the leading candidate 

for a revised set of national goals can partly be 

%'#-&0( %+( %"&( %1,K( ;1J#.#K#,( ,#%1+,( +8( d"/%#,<(

:"1-"( .1&5(L&%:&&,(!"1,#( #,0( N,01#=(6"&(X1,2(+8(

Bhutan has long been a very public promoter of 

a new concept and measurement process called 

>9'+55(?+J&5%1-(;#$$1,&55<@(#5(#(-+/,%&'(%+(%"&(

9?k=((6"&(>9?;@(B+'(5+J&%1J&5(>9b;@(Y(9'+55(

National Happiness) is now actively measured in 

d"/%#,<(LK(5/'S&K=(6"'+/2"(%"&(0188/51+,($+:&'(+8(

1,%&',#%1+,#.(J&&%1,25<(%'#01%1+,#.(J&01#<(#,0(,&:(

5+-1#.(J&01#<(%"&(10&#("#5(5$'&#0(#'+/,0(%"&(:+'.0=(

As the concept has gained some distance from 

d"/%#,<( 1%( "#5( #$$&#'&0( 1,-'&#51,2.K( J#1,5%'&#J(

and acceptable to the industrial powers. The British 

news magazine The Economist recently described 

it this way: 

“Academics interested in measures of GDH (gross 

domestic happiness) were once forced to turn to the 

esoteric example of Bhutan. Now Britain’s Conservati-

ve-led government is compiling a national happiness 

index, and Nicolas Sarkozy, France’s president, wants to 

replace the traditional GDP count with a measure that 

takes in subjective happiness levels and environmental 

sustainability.” (12 May 2011)7

6"15(15(,+%(%+(5#K(%"#%(d"/%#,<(+'(#,K(+%"&'(,#%1+,<(

has given up on the idea of growth in monetized 

&-+,+J1-( %&'J5j( 1,0&&0<( d"/%#,( 1%5&.8( "#5(

experienced rising GDP at a brisk clip in recent 

K&#'5(Y( `/5%( /,0&'( 5&S&,( $&'-&,%(Y( 0'1S&,( LK(

1%5(5#.&5(+8("K0'+&.&-%'1-1%K(%+(#(8#5%F2'+:1,2(N,01#<(

#,0(LK(%+/'15J=(BN'+,1-#..K<(5+J&(+8(%"&(%+/'15%5(1,(

Bhutan are people who want to visit the birthplace 

of Gross National Happiness.) 

A+'&+S&'<( %"&( 5#J&(,#%1+,5(,+:( 5$&#O1,2( #L+/%(

happiness and well-being as alternative goals are 

#.5+( 5%1..( U/1%&( $+.1%1-#..K( -+JJ1%%&0( %+( 9'+:%"(

as Usual. Consider China: at the 2011 “BRICS” 

&-+,+J1-( 5/JJ1%<( %"&( 2+S&',J&,%5( +8( d'#f1.<(

3/551#<(N,01#<(!"1,#<(#,0(M+/%"(R8'1-#(B%"&(>d3N!M@(

-+/,%'1&5I( '&.&#5&0( #( `+1,%( 5%#%&J&,%<( %"&(>M#,K#(

?&-.#'#%1+,<@( :"1-"( +$&,&0( :1%"( -+JJ1%J&,%5(

“to assure that the BRICS countries continue to 

&,`+K( 5%'+,2( #,0( 5/5%#1,&0( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<@(

which is universally seen as the only path out of 

poverty. 8

\8( -+/'5&<( $+S&'%K( #..&S1#%1+,( 15( ,+%( #( 0'1S1,2(

concern for the economic growth policies of the 

:+'.0T5(J+5%(1,0/5%'1#.1f&0(#,0(:&#.%"1&5%(,#%1+,5=(

But can nations that are already wealthy create 

and sustain  “economies of happiness” without 

&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"e(6"15(15(%"&(U/&5%1+,(%"#%(15(,+:(

seriously being explored by a growing corps of 

economists and policy makers around the world.

Chapter 1
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Happiness, Money, and Economic 
Growth

N%( 15( 5#10( %"#%( J+,&K<( %"&( J&#5/'1,2( 5%1-O( 8+'(

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( -#,,+%( L/K( "#$$1,&55=( d/%(

J#,K( 5%/01&5( '&S&#.( %"#%<( 1,( 8#-%<(J+,&K( can buy 

"#$$1,&55( Y( /$( %+( #( $+1,%=( A&#5/'&J&,%5( +8(

$&+$.&T5( "#$$1,&55( #,0( 2&,&'#.( 5#%158#-%1+,( :1%"(

.18&( %&,0( %+( '15&( #5( %"&1'(J+,&%#'K( 1,-+J&5( '15&<(

#-'+55( #..( -/.%/'&5<( /,%1.( %"+5&( 1,-+J&5( '&#-"( #(

certain level. After that certain level of income is 

'&#-"&0(Y(#,0(1%("#5(L&&,(S#'1+/5.K(-#.-/.#%&0(#5(

5+J&:"&'&(L&%:&&,(iM?(Co<HHH(#,0()o<HHH($&'(

$&'5+,<( 0&$&,01,2( +,( :"#%( -+/,%'K( K+/( .1S&( 1,<(

#,0(+,("+:(K+/(8'#J&(%"&('&5&#'-"(Y("#$$1,&55(

ceases to rise.  

N,(51J$.&(%&'J5<(%"&(2'+:%"(+8(K+/'(,#%1+,T5(9?k(

will lift your nation up to a strong and stable level 

+8("#$$1,&55<(up to somewhere around USD 15,000 

per person=( R8%&'( %"#%<( 9?k( 2'+:%"( 15( L/K1,2(

many things; but additional happiness is probably 

,+%(#J+,2(%"&J=( (6"15( 15(+8%&,(-#..&0(>7#5%&'.1,T5(

k#'#0+[<@(#8%&'(&-+,+J15%(31-"#'0(7#5%&'.1,<(:"+(

Q'5%( 5%/01&0( %"&( $"&,+J&,+,( 1,( 0&%#1.( 1,( %"&(

late 1970s.9 The “paradox” is that we continue 

to pursue monetized economic growth in the 

L&.1&8( %"#%( 1%( 1,-'&#5&5( "#$$1,&55<( :"&,( '&5&#'-"(

5"+:5(%"#%(1%(0+&5(,+%=(7#5%&'.1,T5(&#'.K(:+'O("#5(

51,-&(L&&,(&[%&,0&0(LK(J#,K(+%"&'('&5&#'-"&'5<(

1,-./01,2(BJ+5%($'+J1,&,%.KI(d'/,+(a'&K<(31-"#'0(

c#K#'0<(?#,1&.(X#",&J#,<( #,0(3//%(p&&,"+S&,=10 

3&5&#'-"&'5( %&,0( %+( 015#2'&&( +,( %"&( U/&5%1+,(

of whether the increase in happiness stops after 

'&#-"1,2(%"&(iM?(Co<HHH(.&S&.(B7#5%&'.1,T5(S1&:I<(+'(

:"&%"&'(1%(51J$.K(5.+:5(0+:,(#(.+%(B#5(X#",&J#,T5(

#,0(p&&,"+S&,T5(:+'O(5&&J5(%+(5"+:I=11 

One can conclude that growing the level of 

monetized economic activity is not unimportant 

1,( &88+'%5( %+( 1J$'+S&( "/J#,( :&.8#'&=( N,0&&0<( 1%(

'&J#1,5( &55&,%1#.j( L/%( +,.K<( 5#K5( %"&( '&5&#'-"<(

in those cases where nations are experiencing 

1,-+J&5( 512,1Q-#,%.K( L&.+:( iM?( Co<HHH( $&'(

$&'5+,( B1,( 9?k( %&'J5I=(R8%&'( %"#%<( 1%( 15( /,-.&#'(

&[#-%.K( :"#%( $/'$+5&(Y( 1,( %&'J5( +8( 1J$'+S1,2(

"/J#,( "#$$1,&55( #,0( 5#%158#-%1+,( :1%"( .18&( Y(

economic growth serves. 

d&-#/5&(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"<(#5(-/''&,%.K($'#-%1-&0<(

is coming at such a great cost to the Earth (and 

often to human health as well) without returning 

#,K(J&#5/'#L.&( 1,-'&#5&( 1,("/J#,("#$$1,&55<( %"&(

U/&5%1+,(+8(2'+:%"(#,0("#$$1,&55("#5(L&-+J&(+,&(

of the most essential issues of our times. What is 

an “economy of happiness”? How do we achieve 

it? Is it the same as a “zero growth” or “steady 

state” economy? Or does it depend on new forms 

of “green growth”? Is there room for “de-growth” 

without inadvertently triggering some dramatic 

reduction in happiness? 

6"&5&( #'&(,+%( &#5K(U/&5%1+,5<( L/%( 1,( %"&5&(&#'.K(

0&-#0&5(+8(%"&(GC5%(!&,%/'K<(%"&(:+'.0(#$$&#'5(%+(

L&(2'#$$.1,2(:1%"(%"&J<(J+'&(#,0(J+'&(5&'1+/5.K=(

We now turn to the essential history behind these 

U/&5%1+,5(#5(:&..(#5(%"&(10&#5<(J&#5/'&J&,%5<(#,0(

analyses that frame much of the current debate 

about the relationship between growth and 

happiness. 

Chapter 1
The Historical Foundations of Economic Growth
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The Origins of Economic Growth

k+$/.#%1+,( 2'+:%"( 15( `/5%( +,&( 8#-%+'<( +,&(

>1,2'&01&,%<@( 1,( %"&( '&-1$&( :&( -#..( &-+,+J1-(

growth; but it is obviously a fundamental factor. 

N%( 15(#.5+<(S&'K(.1O&.K<(%"&(+.0&5%(8#-%+'*((5/--&558/.(

biological adaptations by the human species 

allowed us to multiply and spread out across 

%"&( 7#'%"<( 1,%+( J#,K( 0188&'&,%( &-+.+21-#.( ,1-"&5=(

p&'K(5++,<("+:&S&'(Y(5+(5++,(#5( %+(#.J+5%(L&(

-#..&0(>51J/.%#,&+/5.K@(Y(:&("/J#,5(#.5+(L&2#,(

to develop tools and technology (such as weapons 

#,0(J&%"+05(+8("+/51,2(-+,5%'/-%1+,I<(#5(:&..(#5(

cultural innovations (such as advances in language 

#,0( -/.%/'&5( +8( 8#'J1,2I( %"#%( :+'O&0( %+2&%"&'<(

5K5%&J1-#..K<( %+( 1J$'+S&(%"&(5/'S1S#.('#%&5(+8(+/'(

'&.#%1S&.K( "&.$.&55( L#L1&5<( #,0( %+( 1,-'&#5&( %"+5&(

L#L1&5T(-"#,-&5(+8(.1S1,2(.+,2(&,+/2"(%+('&$'+0/-&=

Pushing “Fast Forward” on the timeline of 

"/J#,( "15%+'K<( #,0( S1&:1,2( %"#%( %1J&.1,&( 8'+J(

#,( 1J#21,&0( $&'5$&-%1S&( +/%510&( +/'( $.#,&%T5(

#%J+5$"&'&<($'+0/-&5(#,(&[%'#+'01,#'K(>2'+:1,2(

and spreading” effect. People move into every 

1,"#L1%#L.&(-+',&'(+8(%"&($.#,&%<(#,0(&S&,(1,%+(5+J&(

uninhabitable ones. Forests and swamps turn into 

farmland. Cities grow like mushrooms. Bases with 

small human populations eventually appear even 

#%(%"&(8'+f&,($+.&5<(#,0(1,(5$#-&(5%#%1+,5(+'L1%1,2(

the planet. The number of people accelerates 

5%&#01.K<( %+2&%"&'(:1%"( #,( 1,-'&#5&( 1,( %"&( ,#%/'#.(

'&5+/'-&5(%"&K(-+,5/J&<(%"&(J#-"1,&5(%"&K(J#O&<(

%"&($.&#5/'&5(%"&K(&,`+K<(%"&(1,S&,%1+,5(%"&K(-+J&(

/$+,(===(#,0(%"&(0&5%'/-%1+,(%"&K(5+J&%1J&5(1,41-%(

on one another.

Dipping periodically into this fast-forward view 

+8( "15%+'K<( :&( :+/.0( #%( S#'1+/5( %1J&5( 5&&( %"&(

important advances in the mechanisms that support 

the ever-increasing and ever-more-productive use 

of resources to increase and improve the material 

standard of living for human beings. We would see 

3+J#,('+#05(#,0(#U/&0/-%5<(%"&(0&S&.+$J&,%(+8(

Chinese and Mongolian systems of bureaucratic 

+'2#,1f#%1+,(#,0(%'#0&(J#,#2&J&,%<(%"&(1,S&,%1+,(

+8(L#,O1,2(1,(3&,#155#,-&(N%#.K<(%"&('15&(+8(5-1&,-&<(

%"&(5$'&#0(+8(%&-",+.+2K<(#,0(5+(J/-"(J+'&=

We would especially notice the rise of energy 

-+,5/J$%1+,<( #5( "/J#,5( .&#',&0( ,&:( :#K5( %+(

-+,S&'%( 5/L5%#,-&5( 8+/,0( 1,( %"&( 7#'%"T5( -'/5%(

into heat and electricity. We would witness the 

spread of information and communications 

%&-",+.+21&5<(%"&(0&,51Q-#%1+,(+8(%'#0&(,&%:+'O5<(

#,0(Y( #55/J1,2( :&( O,&:( :"&'&( %+( .++O(Y( #(

truly phenomenal increase in the production and 

4+:( +8( J+,&K( #'+/,0( +/'( $.#,&%=( (R..( +8( %"&5&(

phenomena have contributed to the exponential 

&[$#,51+,( +8( "/J#,1%KT5( ,/JL&'5<( :"1-"( 1,( %/',(

increase the amount of human activity driving all 

%"+5&( $"&,+J&,#<( 1,( #( 5&.8F'&1,8+'-1,2( 5$1'#.( +8(

transformative change.

But when did growth really take off? And why?

1849-1972:  Growth’s Explosive, 
Bloody Century

The modern “growth of growth” is a story that 

has no exact beginning. There are many decisive 

%/',1,2($+1,%5( 1,(%"&(5%+'K<(5/-"(#5(%"&(7/'+$&#,(

discovery and colonization of North and South 

RJ&'1-#<( +'( %"&( &,0( +8( 7/'+$&#,( 8&/0#.15J( #,0(

the establishment of commerce-and-trade-based 

2+S&',J&,%5<(:"1-"(8'&&0(/$(%"&(&,%'&$'&,&/'1#.(

skills of entire classes of people and accelerated 

the spread of new technologies. These historical 

shifts can be seen as contributing to the “cause” 

+8(2'+:%"<(L/%(%"&K(-#,(#.5+(L&(5&&,(#5(#,(>&88&-%@(

+8( 2'+:%"<( #5( 5:&..1,2( $+$/.#%1+,5( 5$'&#0( +/%<(

5&#'-"1,2(8+'(Y(#,0(0&J#,01,2(Y(J+'&(8'&&0+J(

Chapter 2

The Rise (and Possible Future Fall) 
of the Growth Paradigm
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and better technologies to improve their lives.

d/%( #%( 5+J&( $+1,%<( 2'+:%"( 010(>%#O&( +88=@( N8( +,&(

looks at graphs of data showing the increase in 

$+$/.#%1+,<('&5+/'-&(/5&<($'+0/-%1+,<(9?k<(%'#0&<(

%'#S&.<( :#5%&<( -+JJ/,1-#%1+,5( 0&,51%K<( #,0( J#,K(

other telltale indicators of economic growth over 

%"&($#5%(-+/$.&(+8(-&,%/'1&5<(#($#%%&',( 15(&#5K(%+(

5&&=( a1'5%<( #'+/,0( %"&( J100.&( +8( %"&( ChHH5<( %"&(

2'#$"5( B:"1-"( /$( %+( %"&,( #$$&#'( ,&#'.K( 4#%I( %1$(

/$<(.1O&(#,(#1'$.#,&(%#O1,2(+88(8'+J(#('/,:#K=((6"&,<(

#'+/,0( CDoH<( %"&K( #..( %1$( /$( #2#1,<( #-"1&S1,2( %"&(

5%&&$<(,&#'.K(S&'%1-#.(%'#`&-%+'K(+8(#('+-O&%=(A+5%(

such graphs of global change continue to have that 

5"#$&(%+0#K<(#,0(#(2'+/$(+8(5-1&,%15%5(5%/0K1,2(%"&5&(

trends have given a name to this phenomenon:  the 

“Great Acceleration.”

a12/'&( C*( 6"&( >9'&#%( R--&.&'#%1+,<@( '&4&-%&0(

1,( GE( 2.+L#.( 2'+:%"( %'&,05( 8'+J( C)oH( %+( GHHH<(

assembled by the International Geosphere-

Biosphere Program (Steffen et al.)12

6+( "&.$( /5( /,0&'5%#,0( %"15( $"&,+J&,+,<( 1%( -#,(

be useful to connect these “take-off points” in 

the global system to real events in history. As our 

Q'5%( %/',1,2( $+1,%<( #,0( #5( %"&( 5KJL+.1-(>5%#'%1,2(

gun” for the acceleration of economic growth in 

#(J+0&',(5&,5&<(-+,510&'(%"&(!#.18+',1#(2+.0('/5"(

of 1849.

Digging Up Money

The California gold rush is symbolically important 

%+(%"&("15%+'K(+8(2'+:%"<(L&-#/5&( 1%(-#J&(#%( %"&(

end of European-American expansion across 

Chapter 2
The Rise of the Growth Paradigm

!"#$%&' ()'*+&',-%&./'011&2&%./"3456' %&7&1/&8' "4' 9:' #23;.2' #%3</+' /%&48=' >%3?' (@AB' /3' 9BBB5' .==&?;2&8' ;C' /+&'

International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (Steffen et al.) 

The Great Acceleration
1950 marked the beginning of a massive acceleration in human activity and large-scale changes in the Earth system.
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b+'%"(RJ&'1-#,(-+,%1,&,%<(:"1-"(J#,K("15%+'1#,5(

have recognized as the moment when the “frontier 

-.+5&0@(Y(J+5%.K(8+'(%"&(i,1%&0(M%#%&5<(L/%(#.5+<(

1,( 5+J&( :#K5<( 8+'( %"&( 7/'+$&#,( -+.+,1f#%1+,(

J+S&J&,%( 2&,&'#..K=(R8%&'( %"#%<( %"&'&( :&'&( 8&:(

parts of the planet (with reasonably mild climates) 

left for humans of any origin to migrate to. Nearly 

all the best habitats were already well inhabited by 

other humans.

The American Gold Rush was also important 

because it marked one of the last historical 

moments when people were able to migrate to 

a place where they could literally “dig up money.” 

Gold has long been the preferred currency of 

J#,K( &-+,+J1-( 5K5%&J5<( 8'+J( #,-1&,%( %1J&5( %+(

%"&($'&5&,%<('&2#'0.&55(+8(:"&%"&'(+%"&'(-/''&,-K(

5K5%&J5( :&'&( #.5+( 1,( $.#-&=( \%"&'( '&5+/'-&5<(

'#,21,2( 8'+J(+1.( %+( %'&&5( %+(Q5"<("#S&( %+(L&( sold 

Y( %"#%( 15<( -+,S&'%&0( 1,%+( :"#%&S&'( 8+'J( +8(

J+,&K(15(1,(/5&(LK(%"#%(5+-1&%K<(18(%"&("#'S&5%&'(+8(

%"+5&('&5+/'-&5(15(2+1,2(%+(L&(#L.&(%+($'+Q%(8'+J(

them economically. Barter on a vast scale is too 

-+J$.1-#%&0<( 5+( -+,S&'%1,2(>5%/88@( 1,%+(>J+,&K<@(

through the medium of a monetized economic 

5K5%&J<(15(#(,&-&551%K=(

This conversion step of being “sold” is also possible 

8+'(2+.0<(+8(-+/'5&j(L/%(1%("#5(+8%&,(L&&,($'#-%1-#..K(

/,,&-&55#'K=(N,(J#,K(51%/#%1+,5<(2+.0(15(J+,&K=(6"15(

-#,( 5%1..( L&( 5&&,( %+0#K<( 1,( J#,K( :#K5=( ;&'&( #'&(

three examples:

!" N,(-+/,%'1&5(.1O&(N,01#<($&+$.&(5%1..(+8%&,(#S+10(

banks and “wear their money on their body” 

1,( %"&( 8+'J(+8( 2+.0(L'#-&.&%5<(,&-O.#-&5<( #,0(

other jewelry. Efforts to convince people to 

sell their gold and turn it into monetized 

L#,O(#--+/,%5(J&&%(5%188('&515%#,-&<(&5$&-1#..K(

among the poor.

!" N,( 5+J&(-+/,%'1&5<( 2+S&',J&,%5( 5%1..( #-%1S&.K(

seek out gold deposits to develop with the 

express purpose of “putting the gold in the 

L#,O@( #,0( 1J$'+S1,2( %"#%( ,#%1+,T5( L#.#,-&(

sheet. A controversial gold-mining operation 

L&1,2( 0&S&.+$&0( 1,( 3/J#,1#<( 8+'( &[#J$.&(

B3+51#( A+,%#,#I<( "#5( L&&,( 0&5-'1L&0( LK( #(

8+'J&'(5&,1+'(+8Q-1#.(8#J1.1#'(:1%"(%"&($'+`&-%(

#5("#S1,2<(1,($#'%<(%"#%($/'$+5&=13

!" N,( %"&( :+'.0T5( Q,#,-1#.( J#'O&%5<( 2+.0( 15( 5%1..(

treated somewhat specially (compared to 

other metals and commodities). When stock 

#,0(L+,0(J#'O&%5("#S&(%'+/L.&<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(

people look to gold as a more stable “store of 

S#./&<@(:"1-"(15(+,&(+8(%"&(-.#551-(0&Q,1%1+,5(

of money.

;+:&S&'<( :"1.&( %"&( /5&( +8( 2+.0( #5( >J+,&K@(

$&'515%5<( %"&(!#.18+',1#(9+.0(3/5"(-#,(L&(5#10(%+(

mark (very roughly) the end of an historical period 

+8(1J$&'1#.(&[$#,51+,(0'1S&,(LK(2+.0<(#5(:&..(LK(%"&(

economically dominant European powers of the 

0#K=( M%#'%1,2( :1%"( !+./JL/5T5( 8#J&0( `+/',&K( %+(

%"&(>N,01&5@<(%"&5&($+:&'5("#0(L&&,(1,(#(-+,5%#,%(

5&#'-"( 8+'( .#,05( %+( #-U/1'&( :1%"( '&5+/'-&5( %+(

&[$.+1%( Y( #,0( 2+.0( :#5( #.:#K5( %"&( 2'&#%&5%(

attractor. Most of the early European explorers 

:&'&(>0'1S&,(LK(#,(1,5#,&(./5%(8+'(2+.0<@(,+%&5(%"&(

editor of The Great Explorers . 14

dK(%"&(.#%&FChHH5<(:"&,(&55&,%1#..K(#..(.#,05(:&'&(

5$+O&,( 8+'(LK( 5+J&(-+/,%'K<( #,0(#..( %"&(5+/'-&5(

of gold (and many other resources) had been 

01S10&0(/$(#J+,2(,#%1+,(5%#%&5<(#%%&,%1+,(%/',&0(

in earnest to the process of converting resources 

to monetized economic activity. 

Another way of saying this is that the focus of 

human activity changed from pure “growth” (as 

humanity spread out on the planet) to “economic 

2'+:%"@(Y(%"#%( 15<( 8'+J(#J#551,2('#:('&5+/'-&5(

5/-"(#5(.#,0(#,0(2+.0<(%+(%"&($'+-&55(+8(-+,S&'%1,2(

the available resources into other things that had 

$&'-&1S&0(S#./&<(#,0(%"#%(-+/.0(L&(-+,S&'%&0(1,%+(

money.

Growth’s “Secret Ingredient”:  Energy

The process of combining raw materials with 

labor and technology to produce money was 

greatly accelerated by the energy and technology 

revolution (the “industrial revolution”) that began 

to take form in the late 1800s. To return to Paul 

Chapter 2
The Rise of the Growth Paradigm
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3+J&'T5( >&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( 15( .1O&( -++O1,2@(

#,#.+2K<(1%(:#5(#5(%"+/2"(#..(+8("/J#,1%K("#0(L&&,(

5%'/22.1,2<( 8+'( #..( +8( "15%+'K<( %+( -++O( +S&'( 5J#..(

:++0(Q'&5(:1%"($'1J1%1S&(/%&,51.5=(6"&,(5/00&,.K<(

%+:#'0(%"&(&,0(+8(%"&(ChHH5<("/J#,1%K(:#5(21S&,(#(

8/..K(&U/1$$&0(J+0&',(O1%-"&,(Y(:1%"(#(2#5(5%+S&=

R001,2(+1.<(2#5<(#,0(-+#.(%+(%"&('&-1$&(#5($.&,%18/.(

&,&'2K( 5+/'-&5<( %+2&%"&'( :1%"( %"&( 0&S&.+$J&,%(

+8( -+#.F8/&.&0( &.&-%'1-1%K( $'+0/-%1+,<( -'&#%&0( #(

$+:&'8/.(/$2'#0&(1,(%"&(-#$#-1%1&5(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(

economies to create additional value that could be 

monetized. Trees could be cut faster to generate 

$#$&'(%"#%(L&-#J&(,&:5$#$&'5<(5+.0(%+(#(2'+:1,2(

population of increasingly better-educated readers. 

Cotton could be ginned and woven at high speed 

%+( L&-+J&( 8#L'1-( #,0( 2#'J&,%5( 8+'( %"&( :+'.0T5(

ever more fashion conscious shoppers. Around 

%"&(%/',(+8(%"&(,&:(-&,%/'K<(CDHH<(-#'5(#,0(+%"&'(

industrial products were rolling off fast-growing 

production lines that were driven by these 

extremely powerful new forms of energy. The 

industrial production process became increasingly 

&8Q-1&,%(#%(%/',1,2(+'&5( 1,%+(J&%#.5<( 8+'(&[#J$.&<(

and then turning those metals into shapes and 

8+'J5( #,0(J#-"1,&5( %"#%( -+/.0<( 1,( %/',<( /5&( %"#%(

5#J&( &,&'2K( %+( 0+( 1,-'&#51,2( #J+/,%5( +8(:+'O<(

for which people were prepared to pay increasing 

amounts of money. The cash registers of the world 

were suddenly ringing at breakneck pace.

6+( 2&%( %"#%( J+,&K<( J+'&( #,0( J+'&( $&+$.&( 1,(

these growing centers of industrial activity went 

%+(:+'O<(&55&,%1#..K(5&..1,2(%"&1'(%1J&(5+(%"#%(%"&K(

-+/.0(L/K(%"&($'+0/-%5(%"#%(%"&K<(#,0(+%"&'($&+$.&(

.1O&( %"&J( 1,( +%"&'( 8#-%+'1&5<( :&'&( J#O1,2=(6"&(

links in this chain of production and consumption 

:&'&( +8%&,( &[$.1-1%.K( 0&512,&0*( ( ;&,'K( a+'0<( 8+'(

&[#J$.&<( 5%'/-%/'&0("15(&,%&'$'15&( 1,(5/-"(#(:#K(

that workers at his car factories made just enough 

J+,&K(%+(#88+'0(#(-#'<(5+( .+,2(#5(%"&K(-+,%1,/&0(

working (to pay back the inevitable loans).

d/%(%"&'&(:&'&(J#,K($'+L.&J5(#,0(-+,41-%5(1,(%"15(

$'+-&55<(#5(#,K(U/1-O('&#01,2(+8("15%+'K('&S&#.5<(8'+J(

%"&( .#L+'( 5%'/22.&5( %"#%( '&5/.%&0( 1,( /,1+,1f#%1+,<(

%+( %"&( %&''1L.&( #,0( 2'+%&5U/&( 5"+'%-/%5( %#O&,( 1,(

%"&(1,0/5%'1#.1f&0(8++0(5K5%&J5(B#5(0+-/J&,%&0(LK<(

#J+,2(+%"&'5<(%"&(RJ&'1-#,(:'1%&'(i$%+,(M1,-.#1'(

in his novel The Jungle(1,(CDHqI<(%+(%"&(%'#0&<($+:&'<(

#,0($+.1%1-#.(015$/%&5(%"#%('&5/.%&0(1,(%"&(Q'5%(%'/&(

World War.

_#'( &[#-%&0( #( "+''1Q-( -+5%( 1,( L+%"( "/J#,( #,0(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.( %&'J5=( i,8+'%/,#%&.K<( :#'( $'+S&0(

to be a rather more positive undertaking from the 

perspective of economic growth.

The Wars for Growth

While there are many ways to interpret the causes 

and driving factors in both World War I and World 

_#'( NN<( %"&5&( 2.+L#.F5-#.&( J&2#F015#5%&'5( +8( %"&(

20th Century were at least partly driven by the 

/,U/&,-"#L.&(%"1'5%(+8(%"#%(&'#T5(#JL1%1+/5(&J$1'&5(

#,0(,#%1+,F5%#%&5(8+'('#$10(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"<(#,0(

for the key factors that make growth possible:  

&,&'2K<( .#,0<( '#:(J#%&'1#.5<( %&-",+.+2K<( %'#0&(#,0(

1,S&5%J&,%( 5K5%&J5<( #..( J#,#2&0( LK( :&..F%'#1,&0<(

015-1$.1,&0<("#'0F:+'O1,2($&+$.&=

While World War I is mostly remembered for 

having been “caused” by the assassination of 

R'-"0/O&( a&'01,#,0( 1,( M#'#`&S+<( J#,K( +8( %"&(

underlying dynamics that were triggered by that 

fuse had to do with the control of resources and 

trade routes by nations that had empires to protect 

B+'( %"#%("#0( 1J$&'1#.( #JL1%1+,5I=( N,0&&0<(&J$1'&F

L/1.01,2( "#5<( 51,-&( %"&( 0#:,( +8( '&-+'0&0( "/J#,(

"15%+'K<( #.:#K5( L&&,( 0'1S&,( LK( $+.1%1-#.( S151+,5(

of continuous and rapid economic expansion. 

6"&(_+'.0(_#'5( +8( %"&( GH%"(!&,%/'K( &U/1$$&0(

%"&5&( #,-1&,%( "#L1%5( :1%"( J+0&',( %&-",+.+21&5<(

:"1-"( #J$.1Q&0( %"&( 0&5%'/-%1S&( $+:&'( +8( %"&(

empire-builders by many orders of magnitude. 

Those technologies are dependent on access to 

S#5%( #J+/,%5( +8( &,&'2K<( .&#01,2( 5+J&( J+0&',(

commentators to interpret some of the main 

L#%%.&( #-%1+,(+8(_+'.0(_#'( NN(Y( 5/-"( #5( P#$#,T5(

M+/%"&#5%(R51#(&[$#,51+,5<(9&'J#,KT5( 8+'#K5( 1,%+(

3/551#<(#,0(%"&(iM(&,%'K(1,%+(L+%"(%"&(R%.#,%1-(#,0(

k#-1Q-(%"&#%&'5(Y(1,(%&'J5(+8(%"&(,&&0(%+(-+,%'+.(

key resources such as oil. (See for example Daniel 

r&'21,<(The Prize<(CDDH=15)
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Many historians note that the deep economic 

depression experienced by the industrialized world 

0/'1,2( %"&( CDVH5( :#5( +,.K( Q,#..K( &,0&0( LK( %"&(

conversion of the industrialized nations to a war 

&-+,+JK=(_"&,(#%(:#'<(J#551S&(#J+/,%5(+8(5%#%&(

investment are poured into massive amounts of 

%&-",+.+2K(0&S&.+$J&,%(#,0(1,0/5%'1#.($'+0/-%1+,<(

and everyone is put to work. Some note that 

%"&(:+'.0T5( 1,0/5%'1#.( &-+,+J1&5( "#S&( &55&,%1#..K(

-+,%1,/&0(%+(+$&'#%&(1,(#(:#'%1J&(J+0&<('12"%(/$(

%"'+/2"(%"&($'&5&,%(0#K<(0'1S&,(Q'5%(LK(%"&(>!+.0(

_#'<@(#,0(J+'&('&-&,%.K(LK(%"&(>_#'(+,(6&''+'=@

R5( ,+%&0( &#'.1&'<( :#'( "#5( $'+S&,( %+( L&( +,&( +8(

%"&( :+'.0T5( J+5%( '&.1#L.&( :#K5( 8+'( -#/51,2( 1%5(

J&#5/'#L.&<( J+,&%1f&0( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( Y( 1%5(

>9'+55(?+J&5%1-(k'+0/-%@(Y(%+(#$$&#'( %+('15&=(

N,0&&0<(%"&(9?k(1%5&.8(:#5(1%5&.8(/5&0(#5(#(O1,0(+8(

weapon of war.

The Rise of the GDP

6"&(9'+55(?+J&5%1-(k'+0/-%( 15<( 1,(51J$.&(%&'J5<(

a measure of all the monetized economic activity 

%"#%( %#O&5( $.#-&( 1,( #( -+/,%'K<( 0/'1,2( #( 5$&-1Q&0(

period of time. When the numbers associated 

:1%"(%"&(9?k(#'&(2&,&'#..K(2+1,2(/$<(%"15(15(-#..&0(

“economic growth.” When the numbers are 

2+1,2( 0+:,<( %"15( 15( -#..&0(>'&-&551+,=@(R,0(:"&,(

'&-&551+,5( -+,%1,/&( 8+'( #( .+,2&'( $&'1+0( +8( %1J&<(

they are usually called a “depression.” For all 

$'#-%1-#.($/'$+5&5<(#,0(8+'(J+5%(+8(%"&(.#5%(-&,%/'K<(

the GDP has been reported to the global public 

#5( %"+/2"( 1%(:&'&( 10&,%1-#.( %+( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<(

and therefore identical(%+($'+2'&55(+S&'#..<(1,(&S&'K(

nation.

This formal way of measuring monetized 

economic activity was born in the middle of the 

explosive century that we have called “the growth 

of growth”. The GDP was initially created by 

American economists to help the US government 

try to cope with the economic depression of the 

CDVH5=(;+:&S&'<( 1%($'+S&0(&S&,(J+'&(S#./#L.&( 1,(

planning for war-time economic production. The 

9?k(#..+:&0(%"&(2+S&',J&,%(%+(Q,0(8#-%+'1&5(%"#%(

:&'&(,+%(8/..K(/%1.1f&0<(#,0(&,5/'&(%"#%($'+0/-%1+,(

:#5(J#[1J1f&0=(R--+'01,2(%+(&-+,+J1-("15%+'1#,5<(

Hitler had no GDP (or similar set of effective 

,#%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(5%#%15%1-5I<(#,0(#5(#('&5/.%(J#,K(

German factories were producing much less than 

%"&K( -+/.0( "#S&=(6"15( .&0( %+( #( L12<( #,0( $'+L#L.K(

0&-151S&<( 0188&'&,-&( L&%:&&,( %"&( %:+( :#''1,2(

8#-%1+,5( 1,( %&'J5( +8( ,/JL&'5( +8( %#,O5<( $.#,&5<(

L+JL5<(&%-=( %"#%( %"&K(-+/.0( %"'+:(#%(&#-"(+%"&'(

B5&&(!+LL(&%(#.=<(>N8(%"&(9?k(15(i$<(_"K(15(RJ&'1-#(

?+:,e@<(Atlantic Monthly, 1995).16

d/%( %"&( 1,S&,%+'( +8( %"&( 9?k<( M1J+,( X/f,&%5<(

became increasingly worried that his invention 

:+/.0(L&(J15/5&0=(;&(%&5%1Q&0(+,(%"15($+1,%(L&8+'&(

%"&(iM(!+,2'&55( #5( &#'.K( #5( CDVE<(:#',1,2( %"#%(

the new national economic statistics should not 

be used to assess the overall welfare of the nation. 

R,0(1,(%"&(CDqH5<("&(:'+%&(%"#%(>?15%1,-%1+,5(J/5%(

L&(O&$%( 1,(J1,0(L&%:&&,(U/#,%1%K( #,0(U/#.1%K(+8(

2'+:%"<(L&%:&&,(1%5(-+5%5(#,0('&%/',<(#,0(L&%:&&,(

%"&( 5"+'%( #,0( %"&( .+,2( '/,( ===( 9+#.5( 8+'( nJ+'&T(

growth should specify more growth of what and 

for what””17

6"&( :#',1,25( +8( %"&( 9?kT5( 1,S&,%+'( :&'&<(

"+:&S&'<( -+J$.&%&.K( 12,+'&0<( #,0( #5( %"&( :+'.0T5(

Q,#,-1#.( #,0( &-+,+J1-( 5K5%&J5( 2'&:<( %"&( 9?k(

became more and more central as a scorecard of 

5/--&55( 8+'( %"+5&( 5K5%&J5=( N,%&',#%1+,#.( Q,#,-1#.(

#2'&&J&,%5<($+.1%1-#.(-#J$#12,5(8+-/5&0(+,(2'+:%"<(

i,1%&0( b#%1+,5( 1,01-#%+'5( '&4&-%1,2( %"&( 5+-1+F

&-+,+J1-(5%#%/5(+8(-+/,%'1&5<('&2/.#'('&$+'%5(+,(

GDP-measured Growth as Usual in nearly every 

-+/,%'KT5(,&:5(J&01#<(#,0(J#,K(+%"&'(&[#J$.&5(+8(

continuous and repeated use served to inscribe the 

GDP (and other measures of economic growth) 

deeper and deeper into the mindset of decision-

J#O&'5<(,&#'.K(&S&'K:"&'&(+,($.#,&%(7#'%"=

When one uses only the measure of the GDP 

#5( #( 5-+'&-#'0<( "/J#,( -1S1.1f#%1+,( #$$&#'5( %+( L&(

winning the Game of Life by a landslide. It is only 

when one begins looking at other measures that 

we realize that economic growth has also been 

creating growing amounts of trouble.
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The Tipping Point for Growth as 
Usual

M%#'%1,2( 1,( %"&( CDoH5<( %"&( 2'+:%"( -/'S&5( 8+'(

J#,K( 1,01-#%+'5( +8( "/J#,( &[$#,51+,( ^( ,+%( `/5%(

J+,&%1f&0(&[$#,51+,(#5(J&#5/'&0(LK(%"&(9?k<(L/%(

$"K51-#.(&[$#,51+,<(J&#5/'&0(1,(%&'J5(+8(,/JL&'5(

of people and the amount of resources they use 

#,0( 015-#'0( ^( %1$$&0( /$( 0'#J#%1-#..K<( #5( ,+%&0(

earlier. It is as though the new age of rockets and 

space exploration was serving as a mirror for the 

rocketing trends here on Planet Earth.

6"&('&#5+,5(8+'(%"15(>%1$$1,2($+1,%@(#'&(J#,K<(L/%(

surely the combination of war and( $&#-&( ^( %"#%(

15<(%"&(!+.0(_#'(L&%:&&,(%"&(-#$1%#.15%(_&5%(#,0(

%"&( -+JJ/,15%( 7#5%<( :"1-"( ,&S&'( 4#'&0( /$( 1,%+(

2.+L#.F5-#.&(#'J&0(-+,41-%(Y(:#5(#(J#`+'(-#/5&=(

These competing world economic and political 

5K5%&J5<( .&0( LK( %"&(i,1%&0( M%#%&5( #,0( %"&( ,+:F

0&8/,-%( M+S1&%( i,1+,<( J#0&( S#5%( 1,S&5%J&,%5( 1,(

5-1&,-&<(&,21,&&'1,2<(#,0(1,0/5%'K<(#5(:&..(#5(1,(%"&(

education needed to fuel technological advance. 

Western countries also promoted an increasingly 

-+,5/J&'15%( .18&5%K.&<( $#'%.K( #5( $'++8( %"#%( %"&(

Western model was preferable to the state-

-+,%'+..&0( 8+'-1L.&(>&U/#.1%K@( +8( %"&( M+S1&%( L.+-(

nations. 

6"&('&5/.%(:#5(5$&-%#-/.#'(2'+:%"<(1,(&S&'K(,/#,-&(

+8(%"&(%&'J(0&5-'1L&0(&#'.1&'*(J+'&($&+$.&<(J+'&(

$'+0/-%1+,(#,0(-+,5/J$%1+,<(J+'&(J+,&K(J+S1,2(

%"'+/2"(&-+,+J1&5<(#,0(#--&.&'#%&0(%&-",+.+21-#.(

0&S&.+$J&,%=( 6"#%( 2'+:%"( :#5( #.5+<( &55&,%1#..K<(

/,U/&5%1+,&0=(_1%"( %"&( &[-&$%1+,( +8( %"&( &#'.K(

:#',1,25( 8'+J( '&5&#'-"&'5( #,0(:'1%&'5(Y(J+5%(

visibly from US authors such as Rachel Carson 

(Silent Spring, 1962) and Paul Ehrlich (The Population 

Bomb<( CDqhI( Y( %"&( 10&#( %"#%( %"&'&( J12"%( L&(

planetary limits to human expansion was almost 

unheard of. 

1972:  The Launch of the Global 
Growth Debate

N,( %"15( "15%+'1-#.( '&S1&:<( %"&( K&#'( CD)G( &J&'2&5(

as a key milestone year. This was the year when 

%"&( S&'K( .#5%( iM(R$+..+( 5$#-&5"1$( %++O( +88<( #,0(

the US program of moon exploration was laid to 

rest because of pressing national budget problems. 

N,%&'$'&%1,2( 1%( 5KJL+.1-#..K<( +,&( J12"%( 5&&( 1,(

this turning point a tacit admission that we are 

bound to our home planet. We cannot escape its 

L+/,0#'1&5( #,0( Q,0( ,&:( $.#,&%5( B+'(J++,5I( %+(

inhabit anytime soon.

A+'&( -+,-'&%&.K<( %"&( K&#'( CD)G( #.5+( J#'O&0(

%"&( .#/,-"( +8( %"&( i,1%&0( b#%1+,5T( Q'5%( 2.+L#.(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.( -+,8&'&,-&( B1,( M%+-O"+.JI<( :"1-"(

'&4&-%&0(J#,K(,&:.K(&J&'21,2(:+''1&5(#L+/%(%"&(

future of the planet. The “Stockholm Conference” 

is now seen as the kickoff for what became a 

series of global summits on environment and 

development issues over the ensuing decades. The 

K&#'(CD)G(#.5+(J#'O5(%"&(-'&#%1+,(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(

Q'5%( &,S1'+,J&,%( J1,15%'1&5( #,0( %"&( $#55#2&( +8(

%"&(Q'5%(-+J$'&"&,51S&(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(.#:5<(1,(%"&(

United States and in several European countries.

But no other event captures the importance of 

1972 as a turning point in the history of growth as 

%"&(8#J+/5(!./L(+8(3+J&(g(AN6(5%/0K<(The Limits 

to Growth. This groundbreaking book reported 

on a study that used a computer model of world 

$+$/.#%1+,(2'+:%"<(1,0/5%'1#.($'+0/-%1+,<('&5+/'-&(

/5&<( #,0( $+../%1+,=( N%5( K+/,2( #/%"+'5( B#S&'#2&(

age about 30) warned of serious resource and 

environmental trouble ahead if human expansion 

continued on its then-current course. The book 

L/'5%(+,%+(%"&(:+'.0(5%#2&(.1O&(===(:&..<(.1O&(#('+-O&%=(

N%( 5+.0(J1..1+,5(+8( -+$1&5<( 2&,&'#%&0("/,0'&05(+8(

,&:5$#$&'(#,0(J#2#f1,&("&#0.1,&5<(#,0(1%(.#/,-"&0(

an acrimonious global debate on the long-term 

prospects for economic growth. That debate 

continues to this day.

?/'1,2(%"&(0&-#0&(+8(%"&(CD)H5<(+%"&'(L++O5(#,0(

$/L.1-( S+1-&5( U/&5%1+,1,2( %"&( 5%#,0#'0(J+0&.( +8(

economic growth also began to emerge. These 

S+1-&5(,+%(+,.K(U/&5%1+,&0(%"&(0+J1,#,-&(+8(%"&(

“growth paradigm” (as some people began to call 

1%I<( L/%( #.5+(+88&'&0( #.%&',#%1S&( S151+,5(+8(:"#%( #(

national or global economy could look like if it was 

not focused solely on generating unending growth. 
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M+J&(+8(%"&5&(S+1-&5<(5/-"(#5(%"&(9&'J#,Fd'1%15"(

economist E.F. “Fritz” Schumacher in his bestselling 

book Small is Beautiful BCD)VI<("&.$&0( %+( 8/&.( %"&(

counter-cultural movements of the late 1960s 

and 1970s. Others launched small-but-stubborn 

counter-movements in the academic discipline 

+8( &-+,+J1-5( 1%5&.8<( 5/-"( #5( %"&( -.#551-( :+'O( +8(

Herman Daly on Steady State Economics (1977).

6"&5&( -/.%/'#.( #,0( 1,%&..&-%/#.(J+S&J&,%5(:&'&<(

"+:&S&'<(U/1%&(J#'21,#.=(6"&K("#0(S#,15"1,2.K(.1%%.&(

1J$#-%( +,( 2'+:%"( 1%5&.8<( +'( +,( %"&( -+,%1,/1,2(

0&S&.+$J&,%(+8(%"&(1,5%1%/%1+,5<($+.1-1&5<(#,0(,&:5(

reports that were anchoring the GDP ever deeper 

into the prevailing mindset. Despite the big splash 

made by The Limits to Growth<( 1%5(#-%/#.('&-&$%1+,(

in the political and academic circles of the day 

:#5("+5%1.&(1,(%"&(&[%'&J&=(a+'(0&-#0&5<(%"&(L++O(

was regularly held up (and often ridiculed) as an 

example of wrong thinking.  

;+:&S&'<( %"&( "15%+'K( +8( %"&( 0&L#%&( +,( 2'+:%"(

during the period from 1972 to today could also be 

2'#$"&0(#5(#(2&,%.K('151,2(.1,&(Y(+,&(%"#%(5%#'%5(%+(

look more and more like a rocket. Public concerns 

#L+/%(-.1J#%&(-"#,2&<(L1+01S&'51%K(.+55<(.#'2&F5-#.&(

$+S&'%K<( #,0( +%"&'( $'+L.&J5( "#S&( 2'+:,( '#$10.K(

1,( %"&( .#5%( 0&-#0&=( R( :10&( S#'1&%K( +8( 5-1&,%1Q-(

5%/01&5( "#S&( &5%#L.15"&0( U/1%&( -+,-./51S&.K( %"#%(

human expansion and the ecological systems of 

%"&( $.#,&%( #'&( +,( #( -+..151+,( -+/'5&j( 1,0&&0<( %"&(

collision was probably already under way. Perhaps 

the most poignant indicator of this mega-shift in 

global opinion about the actual limits to growth 

:#5(%"&($/L.1-#%1+,<( 1,(A#K(GHHh<(+8(#( 8'+,%F$#2&(

article in the Wall Street Journal,(#-O,+:.&021,2(^(

8+'( %"&(Q'5%( %1J&(^( %"#%( %"&(#'2/J&,%5( 1,(CD)GT5(

The Limits to Growth were essentially correct. (That 

,&:5$#$&'T5( -+,%'1L/%+'5( #,0( &01%+'5( "#0( .+,2(

been among the strongest critics of the original 

arguments in that book.)18

6+0#K<(1%(:+/.0(L&(#(2'+55(&[#22&'#%1+,(%+(5#K(%"#%(

&1%"&'( %"&( &[$#,51+,( +8( "/J#,1%KT5( $'&5&,-&( +,(

%"&(7#'%"<(+'(%"&($'1J#-K(+8(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(#5(

the top-priority policy goal of nearly all national 

2+S&',J&,%5<( #'&( /,0&'( 5&'1+/5( U/&5%1+,=( d/%(

there are genuine signs that history is approaching 

one of those turning points which will be marked 

by historians as a “before and after” moment. 

6"&'&(#'&(1,-'&#51,2(1,01-#%1+,5<($#'%1-/.#'.K(1,(%"&(

8+'J(+8(5%#%&J&,%5(#,0(#-%1+,5(LK($+.1%1-#.(.&#0&'5<(

that we are approaching the moment when “life 

beyond growth” is becoming possible to imagine. 

The previously unassailable fortress protecting 

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( Y( #( 8+'%'&55( :"+5&( L/1.01,2(

L.+-O5( 1,-./0&( 2.+L#.( Q,#,-1#.( 5K5%&J5<( ,#%1+,#.(

5%#%15%1-5<(&,#L.1,2(1,5%1%/%1+,5<(#,0(%"&(-+'&(L&.1&85(

of both leading economists and global political 

.&#0&'5(Y(15(5%#'%1,2(%+(-'/JL.&=(

d/%(L&8+'&(&[#J1,1,2(%"+5&(512,5<(.&%(/5(.++O(Q'5%(

at the elements of that fortress in more detail.
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a+'(%"&($#5%(-&,%/'K<((>&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"@("#5(L&&,(

more than a social and economic goal:  it has been 

a dominant paradigm<(#(:#K(+8( %"1,O1,2(#L+/%(%"&(

purpose and structure of human civilization. 

A “paradigm” is a philosophical or theoretical 

8'#J&:+'O=( N%( 15(#(5&%(+8( 10&#5(#,0(-+,-&$%5(%"#%<(

1,(%/',<(-#,(5&'S&(#5(%"&(8+/,0#%1+,(8+'(.#:5<('/.&5<(

-/5%+J5<( L&.1&85<( #,0(:#K5( +8( .18&=( N,( $'+8&551+,#.(

015-1$.1,&5<($#'#012J5(#'&(%"&(8/,0#J&,%#.(-+,-&$%5(

that determine how that discipline is practiced. 

6"&("15%+'K(+8(5-1&,-&<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(15(#("15%+'K(+8(

$#'#012J5( &5%#L.15"1,2( %"&J5&.S&5( B&=2=(b&:%+,T5(

laws) and then getting replaced or extended by 

,&:($#'#012J5(B71,5%&1,T5(%"&+'1&5I=(

When a paradigm is operating at the level of a 

:"+.&( 5+-1&%K( #,0( 1%5( &-+,+J1-( 5K5%&J5<( %"#%(

paradigm can become the basis for everything 

from how trade and commerce is organized to 

how individuals make personal decisions about 

%"&1'( .1S&5=( R5( %"&( $'&S1+/5( 5&-%1+,( 0&5-'1L&0<(

economic growth emerged during the last century 

#5( #( 2.+L#..K( 0+J1,#,%( $#'#012J<( #88&-%1,2( %"&(

.#:5<(5%'/-%/'&5<(-/5%+J5<(S#./&5<(#,0("#L1%5(+8(%"&(

societies containing the vast majority of human 

L&1,25=( N%( 15( 1J$+'%#,%(%+(,+%&(%"#%(%"&($#'#012J<(

#5( #( J&,%#.( -+,5%'/-%<( :#5( J+5%.K( L#5&0( 1,( %"&(

lived experience( +8( "/J#,( L&1,25<( #5( %&-",+.+21&5(

1J$'+S&0<( .18&F5$#,5( .&,2%"&,&0<( &,&'2K( L&-#J&(

-"&#$( #,0( &#5K( %+( +L%#1,<( #,0( +$$+'%/,1%1&5(

expanded. But the paradigm was also supported in 

1,%&..&-%/#.<(.&2#.<(#,0(-/.%/'#.(:#K5=(

_"&'&S&'(+,&(.++O5(%+0#K(Y(8'+J(%"&(&-+,+J1-5(

%&[%L++O5( %+( %"&( L#,O( #--+/,%5( +8( 1,01S10/#.5<(

from political discourse and international 

,&2+%1#%1+,(%+(%"&(-"#%%&'(L&%:&&,(,&12"L+'5(Y(

the “philosophical and theoretical framework” 

of economic growth is always present. This 

chapter describes some of the elements of this 

2.+L#.1f&0($#'#012J<(:"1-"(5&'S&5(#5(#('&1,8+'-1,2(

foundation to the continuous physical processes of 

'&5+/'-&(&[%'#-%1+,(B#,0(&["#/5%1+,I<(015%'1L/%1+,(

B/5/#..K( /,&U/#.I<( +S&'( -+,5/J$%1+,( B+'( /,0&'(

-+,5/J$%1+,I<($+../%1+,<(#,0(:#5%&(%"#%(#'&(#J+,2(

the most problematic signature elements of 

economic growth.

Foundations in Economic History

N,( %"&( C)HH5<( d'1%15"( 5+-1#.( $"1.+5+$"&'( P&'&JK(

Bentham introduced a new concept to describe 

%"&( 5/J( %+%#.( +8( "/J#,1%KT5( "#$$1,&55=(;&( -#..&0(

%"15( -+,-&$%( >/%1.1%K<@( #,0( >J#[1J1f1,2( /%1.1%K@(

became a central focus of the emerging discipline 

+8( &-+,+J1-5=( ;+:&S&'<(measuring utility proved 

%+( L&( &[-&&01,2.K( 018Q-/.%<( #,0( 1,( %"&( &#'.K( GH%"(

-&,%/'K<( &-+,+J15%5( '&5+./%&.K( 5"18%&0( %"&1'(

#%%&,%1+,(#:#K(8'+J(>"#$$1,&55<@(:"1-"(-+/.0(,+%(

L&(+L5&'S&0<(#,0(+,%+(+L5&'S#L.&($"&,+J&,#=(6"15(

shift was partly driven by the desire to make the 

social science of economics more like the “hard” 

5-1&,-&5<(5/-"(#5($"K51-5(+'(-"&J15%'K<(015-1$.1,&5(

in which only that which can be observed is 

acknowledged to be “real”.

N,(CDGH<(R.8'&0(A#'5"#..(BiXI(,+%&0(%"#%(>0&51'&<@(

#( O&K( &.&J&,%( +8( /%1.1%K<( -+/.0( +,.K( '&#..K( L&(

observed in the price someone was willing to pay 

8+'(#($'+0/-%(+'(5&'S1-&=(N,(CDVG<(c1+,&.(3+LL1,5(

BiXI(#'2/&0(5%'+,2.K( %"#%(&-+,+J1-5(5"+/.0(,+%(

be concerned with the highly subjective concept 

+8( >"#$$1,&55<@( L/%( :1%"( &-+,+J1-( L&"#S1+'<( #5(

'&4&-%&0( LK( $/'-"#5&( $'1-&5( #,0( $/'-"#51,2(

decisions. Paul Samuelson (US) called this “revealed 

preference.” Ideas like these established a paradigm 

for economics that entirely dominated the 20th 

!&,%/'K*((/%1.1%K<(%"&(5/J(%+%#.(+8("/J#,("#$$1,&55<(

:#5(&88&-%1S&.K(J#0&(&U/#.(%+(J+,&K=(
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N,( :#K5( L+%"( 5/L%.&( #,0( &[$.1-1%<( %"15( 5"18%( 1,(

economic theory implied that the more money 

$&+$.&( "#0<( %"&( "#$$1&'( %"&K(:+/.0( L&j( #,0( %"15(

in turn created the intellectual foundation for a 

century of preoccupation with economic growth 

as measured by the GDP.

The Prominence of Economics and 
Economists

Another important pillar holding up the growth 

paradigm is the high relative status afforded to 

economists. Economists are prominent in all 

modern industrial societies. They play a highly 

$/L.1-( '+.&( #5( +$1,1+,( .&#0&'5<( $+.1-KF5"#$&'5<(

$+.1%1-#.( #0S15&'5<( #,0( J&01#( -+JJ&,%#%+'5=(

Because mainstream economics is focused so 

1,%&,5&.K( +,( J+,&%1f&0( &-+,+J1-( #-%1S1%K( Y(

"+:( %+( >5%1J/.#%&( %"&( &-+,+JK<@( >1,-'&#5&(

&J$.+KJ&,%<@(>#S+10( '&-&551+,<@( &%-=(Y( %"&( S#5%(

majority of economic language in the public sphere 

is focused on maximizing growth. 

Perhaps the most compelling indicator of the 

historical dominance of the growth paradigm in 

&-+,+J1-(%"1,O1,2(Y(#,0(#.5+(#,(1,01-#%+'(+8(%"&(

-'#-O5( 1,( %"#%($#'#012J(Y( 15( %+(L&( 8+/,0( 1,( %"&(

so-called “Nobel Prize in Economics.” This highly 

publicized annual award is not actually a “Nobel 

k'1f&@(1,(%"&(8+'J#.(5&,5&<(J&#,1,2(+,&(+8(%"&($'1f&5(

awarded by the Nobel Foundation and initiated by 

Swedish inventor Alfred Nobel at the signing of his 

will in 1895. The economics prize was added much 

.#%&'<( 1,( CDqh<( #,0(:#5( &5%#L.15"&0( 1,0&$&,0&,%.K(

by the Bank of Sweden. The formal title is “Sveriges 

Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of 

Alfred Nobel.” 

_1%"( '&.#%1S&.K( 8&:( &[-&$%1+,5<( %"&( >b+L&.(

Laureates” in economics have all been rewarded 

for their contribution to the enormous body 

of sophisticated theory and analysis tools that 

5/$$+'%5<( #5( 1%5( J#1,( $/'$+5&<( %"&( 2'+:%"( +8(

%"&(&-+,+JK=(6+(-1%&( `/5%(#( 8&:(%K$1-#.(&[#J$.&5<(

+,&( -#,( .++O( #%( %"&(d#,O(+8( M:&0&,T5( 5/JJ#'K(

explanations for why the Prize was awarded:

!" >8+'("15(#,#.K515(+8(J+,&%#'K(#,0(Q5-#.($+.1-K(

under different exchange rate regimes and his 

analysis of optimum currency areas” (Robert 

A/,0&..<(GHHHI

!" “for a new method to determine the value of 

derivatives” (Robert C. Merton and Myron S. 

M-"+.&5<(CDD)I

!" “for his contributions to the theory of 

&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"@(B3+L&'%(M+.+:<(CDh)I

!" “for their empirical research on cause and 

effect in the macroeconomy [related to forces 

#88&-%1,2( %"&(9?ks@( B6"+J#5( P=( M#'2&,%( #,0(

!"'15%+$"&'(R=(M1J5<(GHCCI

N,('&-&,%(K&#'5<("+:&S&'<(%"&($'1f&("#5(+--#51+,#..K(

L&&,( #:#'0&0( %+( $&+$.&( :"+5&( :+'O<( :"1.&(

,+%( &[#-%.K( 1,( -+,41-%( :1%"( %'#01%1+,#.( 2'+:%"F

-&,%&'&0( &-+,+J1-5<( #%( .&#5%( 5KJL+.1f&5( #,(

&[$#,51+,(+8(%"&(015-1$.1,&T5(J#1,5%'&#J(%+(1,-./0&(

8#-%+'5( +%"&'( %"#,( %"&( L&"#S1+'( +8( Q'J5<( %"&(

J+S&J&,%(+8(J+,&K<(#,0(%"&(0K,#J1-5(+8(J#'O&%5=(

\8( 5$&-1#.( ,+%&( #'&(RJ#'%K#( M&,<( -1%&0( 8+'(>8+'(

"15( -+,%'1L/%1+,5( %+( :&.8#'&( &-+,+J1-5@( BCDDDI<(

#,0(7.1,+'(\5%'+J<(>8+'("&'(#,#.K515(+8(&-+,+J1-(

2+S&',#,-&<(&5$&-1#..K(%"&(-+JJ+,5@(BGHHDI=(M&,(15(

O,+:,(8+'(-"#J$1+,1,2(%"&(:&..FL&1,2(+8(%"&($++'<(

while Ostrom is known for work on resource and 

environmental management.    

R5( #( Q,#.( 1,01-#%+'( +8( %"&( $'+J1,&,-&( +8(

&-+,+J15%5(1,(%"&(2.+L#.(01#.+2/&<(#(5&#'-"(+,(%"&(

word “economist” in the current news articles 

that are indexed by Internet search giant Google 

$'+0/-&5(#L+/%(VH<HHH('&5/.%5(B#5(+8(Gh(M&$%&JL&'(

GHCCI=(6"15(15(2'&#%&'(%"#,(%"&('&5/.%5(8+'(>51,2&'<@(

BGD<HHHI<(>#%".&%&@( BG)<HHHI<(>`+/',#.15%@( BGo<HHHI<(

>L/51,&55J#,@( BGG<HHHI<( >$+.1%1-1#,@( BCD<HHHI<((

>5-1&,%15%@( BCD<HHHI<( >J/51-1#,@( BCq<HHHI<( +'<( +8(

-+/'5&<(>&,S1'+,J&,%#.15%@(Bo<HHHI=(M-+'1,2(5.12"%.K(

higher were news article citations involving the 

:+'0(>.#:K&'@(BVq<HHHI(#,0(>0+-%+'@(BVD<HHHI=((

Economists are truly among the elite when it comes 

%+( $'+8&551+,5( "#S1,2( 1,4/&,-&( +S&'( +/'( 0#1.K(

interpretation of reality; and when interpreting 
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'&#.1%K<(%"&K(%&,0(5%'+,2.K(%+(8+-/5(+,(2'+:%"(#,0(

related issues.19

The Development and Use of 
Economic Indicators

The previous section described the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and its extraordinary 

'+.&( #5( $&'"#$5( %"&(:+'.0T5(J+5%( 1J$+'%#,%( #,0(

widely accepted indicator. But the GDP is hardly 

alone as a statistical pillar holding up the paradigm 

of economic growth as the overriding concern of 

human striving.

b#%1+,5<(%+2&%"&'(:1%"(%"&(5/$'#,#%1+,#.(5%'/-%/'&(

of agreements and institutions that guide global 

Q,#,-1#.( #88#1'5<( /5&( #( S&'K( :10&( S#'1&%K( +8(

J&#5/'&J&,%5( %+( '&4&-%( 0188&'&,%( 8#-&%5( +8( %"&(

:+'.0T5($/'5/1%(+8(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"=(6"&5&(1,-./0&<(

%+( -1%&( `/5%( #( 8&:( &[#J$.&5<( %"&( /,&J$.+KJ&,%(

'#%&<( %"&( '#%&( +8( 1,4#%1+,<( %"&( '&.#%1S&( S#./&5( +8(

-/''&,-1&5<( %"&( $'1-&5( +8(J#,K( O&K( -+JJ+01%1&5<(

%"&(-+JL1,&0(S#./&(+8(5"#'&5(5+.0( 1,(%"&(:+'.0T5(

5%+-O(J#'O&%5(B5%+-O(J#'O&%(1,01-&5I<(%"&($'1-&(+8(

"+/51,2<(%"&(.&S&.(+8("+/5&"+.0(0&L%=

The combined impact of these economic 

1,01-#%+'5<( :"1-"( #'&( '&$+'%&0( :1%"( 2'&#%(

8'&U/&,-K(#,0($'1+'1%K(1,(%"&(,&:5(J&01#(+8(J+5%(

,#%1+,5<( 15( &,+'J+/5=(6"&K( 8'#J&( #( 2'&#%(0&#.(+8(

-1S1-( 015-+/'5&( #%( #..( .&S&.5<( 8'+J( %"&1'( 0+J1,#,%(

'+.&(1,(,#%1+,#.($+.1%1-#.(0&L#%&5(%+(%"&1'(8'&U/&,%(

reference in family conversation in the kitchen. 

A+'&( 1J$+'%#,%.K<( %"&K( :+'O( %+2&%"&'( %+( 5&,0(

a continuous message:  economic growth is 

paramount.

6"&(8#-%(%"#%(%"15(>5%#%15%1-#.(-"+'/5@(15<(8+'(%"&(Q'5%(

%1J&(1,(J+0&',("15%+'K<(L&1,2(U/&5%1+,&0(LK(5+J&(

of the leading political and economic voices of our 

%1J&(B5&&(,&[%(-"#$%&'I<(15(+,&(+8(%"&(J+5%(0&-151S&(

arguments for considering seriously the idea that 

we might be moving into a period of “life beyond 

growth.”

The End of Communism and the 
Victory of Globalized Capitalism

N,( 1%5( L'1&8( '&S1&:( +8( "15%+'K<( %"15( '&$+'%( "#5(

focused principally on the institutions and policy 

mechanisms associated with industrial capitalism 

and free-market societies. This is because the 

capitalist system emerged as the acknowledged 

“winner” in the ideological struggle with state-

controlled communism that dominated history in 

the second half of the Twentieth Century.

N,(CDDG<($+.1%1-#.(-+JJ&,%#%+'(a'#,-15(a/O/K#J#(

$/L.15"&0(#(L++OF.&,2%"(&55#K(%"#%(L&-#J&<(1,(1%5&.8<(

a symbol of this victory. In The End of History and 

the Last Man<( a/O/K#J#( #'2/&0( %"#%( 8'&&FJ#'O&%(

capitalism was the only effective way to manage 

#(J+0&',(5%#%&<(#,0(%"#%( %"&( 8#..(+8(!+JJ/,15J(

and triumph of capitalism might mark the end 

+8( "/J#,1%KT5( 5+-1+F-/.%/'#.( 0&S&.+$J&,%=( a'&&F

J#'O&%(-#$1%#.15J(:#5<(#--+'01,2(%+(a/O/K#J#<(%"&(

last and best stage of economic evolution.

M1,-&( %"&,<( .1%%.&( "#5( "#$$&,&0( %+( 5/22&5%( %"#%(

Fukuyama was wrong in that general conclusion. In 

%"&(:#O&(+8(%"&(-+..#$5&(+8(%"&(M+S1&%(i,1+,<(%"&(

countries of the former “Eastern bloc” all moved 

with great speed to adopt the Western capitalistic 

economic model. This revolutionary shift was 

#--+J$#,1&0( LK( J+'&( &S+./%1+,#'K<( 5%#%&F.&0(

0&-151+,5(1,(!"1,#(#,0(N,01#(%+(.1L&'#.1f&(J#'O&%5<(

+$&,( %'#0&<( #,0( 2&,&'#..K( &JL'#-&( #( -#$1%#.15%(

economic model. Those few countries that persist 

Bb+'%"(X+'&#I(+'(&[$&'1J&,%(Bd+.1S1#I(:1%"(5%#%&F

controlled economic policies are increasingly seen 

as outliers in a well-established global economic 

+'0&'<( 5%'/-%/'&0( LK( JK'1#0( %'#0&( #,0( -/''&,-K(

agreements.

This international trading regime is itself founded 

+,(%"&(Q'J(-+,S1-%1+,(%"#%(#..(2'+:%"(15(2++0<(#,0(

that any restrictions on trade that might threaten 

%"&(+S&'#..( 2'+:%"(+8( %"&( 2.+L#.( &-+,+JK(Y(+'(

%"'&#%&,(%"&(+$$+'%/,1%K(8+'(+%"&'5(%+($'+Q%(8'+J(

+$&,<( 2.+L#.1f&0( J#'O&%5( Y( #'&( %+( L&( #S+10&0=(

An extreme example of the extent to which this 

belief is held as predominant preeminent could 
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L&( 5&&,( 1,(J10FGHCC<(:"&,( %"&( 7/'+$&#,(i,1+,(

Q.&0( #( 8+'J#.( -+J$.#1,%( :1%"( %"&(_+'.0(6'#0&(

Organization against Canada because the State 

of Ontario was providing preferential subsidies 

%+( !#,#01#,( $'+0/-&'5( +8( '&,&:#L.&( &,&'2K<(

instead of keeping its markets open to all comers. 

Ethical or environmental arguments might argue 

8+'( O&&$1,2( 5/-"( &,&'2K( $'+0/-%1+,<( #,0( %"&(

`+L5( 1%( -#,( 2&,&'#%&<( .+-#.( %+(\,%#'1+j( L/%( 2.+L#.(

trade rules in the service of global economic 

growth unrelentingly trump such concerns. Trade 

'/.&5<( %+2&%"&'(:1%"( %"&( '&5%(+8( %"&( 1,%&',#%1+,#.(

rules and institutions that now govern the global 

&-+,+JK<( #'&( #J+,2( %"&( L'1-O5( 1,( %"&( :#..( %"#%(

supports the growth paradigm.

Cultural Values Regarding Natural 
Resources

N,('&-&,%(K&#'5<(#(,/JL&'(+8($'+J1,&,%('&.121+/5(

leaders have made general appeals to their 

constituencies to care for the environment. Their 

calls for stewardship of the Earth and its resources 

#'&<("+:&S&'<(#(S&'K('&-&,%($"&,+J&,+,=(

a+'(J+5%(+8('&-+'0&0("15%+'K<(1,-./01,2(%"&('&-&,%(

&[$.+51+,(+8(2'+:%"(1,(%"&(GH%"(-&,%/'K<(J+5%(+8(

the dominant world religions have either tacitly 

or actively promoted a view of the natural world 

%"#%(#55&'%&0(#("/J#,('12"%(%+(J#5%&'(,#%/'&<(#,0(

%+( /5&( 1%5( '&5+/'-&5( 1,( #,K( :#K( 5+-1&%K( 5#:( Q%=(

“Dominion over the earth” is the Biblical phrase 

B8'+J(%"&(P/0&+F!"'15%1#,(%'#01%1+,I(%"#%(5/J5(/$(

this prevailing philosophy.

A&#,:"1.&<( 0/'1,2( %"&( !+.0( _#'<( M+S1&%F( #,0(

Chinese-style communism had a function similar 

to religion in those societies in terms of framing 

-+'&(S#./&5<(&%"1-5<(#,0(#%%1%/0&5(Y(1,-./01,2(:"&,(

it came to framing core values regarding nature. 

A#551S&( #2'1-/.%/'#.<( 1,0/5%'1#.<( #,0( /'L#,1f#%1+,(

efforts were undertaken in the name of “progress” 

Y( #( 5K,+,KJ( 8+'( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( 1,( %"&(

-+JJ/,15%(-+,%&[%(Y(:1%"+/%(#,K('&2#'0(8+'(%"&(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.(-+,5&U/&,-&5=(

6"&5&(8/,0#J&,%#.(#%%1%/0&5(%+:#'0(,#%/'&<(:"1-"(

characterized most economic systems on the 

$.#,&%( 8+'(J+5%(+8('&-&,%("15%+'K<(-+,%'1L/%&0(%+(

and enabled the growth paradigm in many ways. 

b#%/'&( :#5( %+( L&( /5&0( 8+'( "/J#,( 2#1,j( 1,0&&0<(

natural resources left unused were framed as 

waste. This deeply rooted cultural drive to use all 

#S#1.#L.&( ,#%/'#.( '&5+/'-&5<( 1,( +'0&'( %+( 5/$$+'%(

growing populations and economies and meet 

"/J#,(,&&05(#,0(0&51'&5<(:#5(#(O&K(-+J$+,&,%(+8(

the drive for economic growth.

The Role of Currency and Monetary 
Systems

?/'1,2(%"&(GH%"(!&,%/'K<(#5(,+%&0(&#'.1&'<(+8Q-1#..K(

0&Q,&0( B+'( >Q#%@I( ,#%1+,#.( -/''&,-1&5( '&$.#-&0(

gold-backed currencies as the dominant monetary 

systems the world over. These currency systems 

differed from gold-backed currencies in fundamental 

ways. Money was no longer “convertible” into a 

real asset (gold); its value was based on nothing 

L/%(%"&($'+J15&(+8(%"&(2+S&',J&,%(L#-O1,2(1%<(#,0(

the implicit agreement of all actors in a market to 

ascribe it that value. 

a'&&0(8'+J(1%5(.1,O(%+(2+.0<(J+,&K(L&-#J&(2'+/,0&0(

in a complex system of loan- and purchase-based 

-'&#%1+,(J&-"#,15J5(J#,#2&0(+/%(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(

central banks. The story of how currency systems 

&S+.S&0(1,(J+0&',(%1J&5(15(-+J$.&[<(L/%(%"&(5%+'K(

has a relatively simple conclusion:  these systems 

:&'&(0&512,&0<( 8'+J( %"&( 2'+/,0(/$<( %+( O&&$( %"&(

economy growing. Whether central banks are 

J#,1$/.#%1,2(1,%&'&5%('#%&5<(-#`+.1,2(J#'O&%(#-%+'5<(

+'( $/J$1,2( &[%'#( -#5"( 01'&-%.K( 1,%+( %"&( 5K5%&J<(

they are doing so in order to sustain GDP-

measured economic expansion. 

6+( #,( #5%+,15"1,2( &[%&,%<(J+0&',(J+,&K( &,%&'5(

the world not as an exchange token representing 

-/''&,%( '&#.( #55&%5( Y( :"1-"( 15( 5%1..( "+:( J+5%(

$&+$.&(%"1,O(+8(1%(Y(L/%(#5(#(.1&,(#2#1,5%(%"&(8/%/'&=(

!+JJ&'-1#.(L#,O5<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(&55&,%1#..K(-'&#%&(

money by making loans to their biggest borrowers. 

As this new loan-based money continues to make 

1%5(:#K(1,%+(%"&(:+'.0T5(Q,#,-1#.(5K5%&J<(1%(-#''1&5(

:1%"(1%(#,(+L.12#%1+,(%+(L&($#10(L#-O<(5+J&0#K<(:1%"(
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interest. The interest creates a built-in “demand 

8+'( 2'+:%"@*( ( &-+,+J1-( #-%1S1%K( J/5%( &[$#,0<( 18(

interest payments are to be met. In this and myriad 

+%"&'(:#K5<(2'+:%"(15(L/1.%(%"&(S&'K(8#L'1-(+8(+/'(

monetary systems.

The Spread of Consumerism and the 
Culture of Desire

Few people are familiar with the name Edward 

d&',#K5<(L/%(1,(%"&(Q'5%("#.8(+8(%"&(GH%"(!&,%/'K<(

d&',#K5(Y(:10&.K(#-O,+:.&02&0(#5(%"&( 1,S&,%+'(

+8(>k/L.1-(3&.#%1+,5@(#5(#($'+8&551+,<(#,0(#(,&$"&:(

+8(M12J/,0(a'&/0(Y(:#5(&[%'#+'01,#'1.K(1,4/&,%1#.(

1,(RJ&'1-#,( $+.1%1-#.( #,0( L/51,&55( .18&<( 8'+J( %"&(

1920s through to the 1950s. Using manipulative 

J#55($5K-"+.+21-#.(J&55#21,2(+,(#(,#%1+,#.(5-#.&<(

channeled through the emerging power of the 

J#55( J&01#<( d&',#K5( #1J&0( %+( -"#,2&( %"&( :#K(

Americans thought about themselves and about 

their relationship to products and services. To an 

#5%+,15"1,2(0&2'&&<("&(5/--&&0&0(1,(%"#%(#1J=(;15(

work laid the groundwork for the internalized 

culture of consumer desire that spread from the 

i,1%&0( M%#%&5( %+( %"&( '&5%( +8( %"&( :+'.0( Y( #,0(

became a cornerstone of the growth paradigm.

6"&( #L+S&( $#'#2'#$"(J#K( 5+/,0( 8#'F8&%-"&0<( L/%(

it is well documented in the academic literature 

#5( :&..( #5( 1,( 0+-/J&,%#'K( Q.J=( N,( #( -#'&8/..K(

'&5&#'-"&0( 8+/'F"+/'( 0+-/J&,%#'K( Q.J( 5&'1&5(

-#..&0( >6"&( !&,%/'K( +8( %"&( M&.8<@( L'+#0-#5%( 1,(

2002 (and available to view on the Internet site 

r+/6/L&=-+JI<( %"&(dd!T5(R0#J(!/'%15( 0&5-'1L&5(

how Bernays shaped a concerted national effort in 

the United States to change Americans from frugal 

citizens into hungry consumers.20 This effort was 

0'1S&,<( 1,($#'%<(LK(%"&(iM(2+S&',J&,%T5(-+,-&',5(

about the risk of unleashing the same “primitive” 

psychological forces that had terrorized the 

world in Nazi Germany. Creating a nation of 

consumers was a strategy for creating a nation of 

-+,%'+..&0<('#%1+,#.(-1%1f&,5(:"+(-+/.0(L&(%'/5%&0(

to participate in democracy.

d&',#K5T( :+'O( :#5( #.5+( -+JJ1551+,&0( #,0(

Q,#,-&0(LK(iM(1,0/5%'1#.(1,%&'&5%5<(:"+5&(+'121,#.(

J+%1S#%1+,(:#5( %+(#S+10(J#'O&%(5#%/'#%1+,<( 51,-&(

they were producing large amounts of products 

in a nation of frugal savers. Bernays and others 

succeeded in converting people from a needs-

L#5&0( #$$'+#-"( %+( 5"+$$1,2<( %+( #( desires-based 

approach. 

6+(#($"&,+J&,#.(0&2'&&<(d&',#K5T( 10&#5(+,("+:(

%+(%/',(8'/2#.<(5&.8F'&.1#,%(-1%1f&,5(1,%+(8&#'8/.<(5&.8F

+'1&,%&0(-+,5/J$%1+,(J#-"1,&5(Y(10&#5(%"#%(:&'&(

5"#$&0(LK(%"&(:'1%1,25(+8("15(/,-.&<(M12J/,0(a'&/0<(

#,0(a'&/0T5(S1&:5(+,(%"&(,#%/'&(+8(%"&(5/L-+,5-1+/5(

J1,0(Y(2#S&(L1'%"(%+(#,(&,%1'&(1,0/5%'K(0&S+%&0(

to shaping mass opinion and desire. This industry 

Bk3<(J#'O&%1,2<(#,0(#0S&'%151,2I(1,(%/',("#5(5"#$&0(

%"&(.1S&5(+8(L1..1+,5(+8($&+$.&=(R,0(K&%<(%"&(8#-%(%"#%(

our modern focus on consumption is the direct 

result of decades of conscious social engineering is 

still almost entirely unknown.

6+0#K<(%"&(-+/$.1,2(+8("#$$1,&55(%+(%"&(5#%158#-%1+,(

of desire through economic consumption is now 

so widespread that it may in fact be the strongest 

&.&J&,%(+8(%"&(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"($#'#012J(Y(#,0(

%"&( J+5%( 018Q-/.%( &.&J&,%( +8( %"#%( $#'#012J( %+(

change. 

These are some of the key structures holding up 

the paradigm of economic growth today. Now we 

turn to the challenges to that paradigm. These 

-"#..&,2&5("#S&(%#O&,(J#,K(8+'J5(+S&'(%"&(K&#'5<(

#,0(%"&1'("15%+'K("#5(L&&,(51J$.1Q&0(0'#J#%1-#..K=(

d/%(.++O1,2(#%(%"15("15%+'K(1,(>L12($1-%/'&@(%&'J5<(

#5(+,&(.++O5(#%(#(.#,05-#$&(8'+J(#,(#1'$.#,&<(5+J&(

patterns do begin to emerge.
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Human beings have not always welcomed economic 

growth with open arms. Throughout modern 

history there are incidences of people rising up 

to resist changes that were being promoted with 

the purpose of sustaining or accelerating growth. 

M+J&( +8( %"15( '&515%#,-&( "#5<( +8( -+/'5&<( L&&,( 1,(

the form of resistance to invasion from external 

J1.1%#'K(8+'-&5<(#5(0&5-'1L&0(&#'.1&'(1,(%"15('&$+'%=(

But there are many other types of resistance.

Sometimes resistance to growth has taken the form 

of resistance to technological advances 

designed to accelerate growth. The most famous 

historical example of this is the “Luddite” 

J+S&J&,%(1,(7,2.#,0<(8'+J(%"&(&#'.K(ChHH5<(,#J&0(

after its leader Ned Ludd. The “Luddites” were 

textile workers who destroyed new mechanized 

looms because they believed they were a threat 

to their jobs. Proponents of the new technology 

#'2/&0( %"#%( -'&#%1,2(J+'&(&8Q-1&,%( .++J5(:+/.0(

,+%('&0/-&(`+L5<(1%(:+/.0(+,.K(1,-'&#5&($'+0/-%1+,(

Y(%"#%(15<(1%(:+/.0(#--&.&'#%&(2'+:%"(1,($'+0/-%1+,<(

but not at the expense of jobs. Arguments about 

whether “labor-saving technologies” contribute to 

employment or to unemployment continue to this 

day. 

Another important form of resistance has 

been in the form of resistance to increased 

demands on labor.  This has been most visible 

1,(%"&("15%+'K(+8(/,1+,1f1,2<(#5(:+'O&'5(+'2#,1f&0(

to resist demands that they work ever-longer 

hours for low wages (usually in poor working 

conditions). Growing economies needed more and 

J+'&($'+0/-%1+,<(#,0(8#-%+'K(+:,&'5(#.5+(:#,%&0(

%+(J#O&(1,-'&#51,2($'+Q%5=((i,1+,1f&0(.#L+'(8+/2"%(

"#'0<(&5$&-1#..K(1,(%"&(&#'.K(#,0(J100.&(CDHHT5<(%+(

put limits on working hours and set standards for 

workplace conditions.

a1,#..K<( #,0( $&'"#$5( J+5%( 1J$+'%#,%.K<( 15( %"&(

resistance to the appropriation of land and 

resources that has especially characterized the 

struggle of many indigenous people against invading 

-+.+,1f&'5=(6+($1-O(`/5%(+,&(&[#J$.&<(%"&(#L+'121,#.(

peoples of  Australia lived in a “steady state 

&-+,+JK@( 8+'( oH<HHH( K&#'5( L&8+'&( %"&( #''1S#.( +8(

European settlers. They had no need for economic 

2'+:%"=(N,(-+,%'#5%<(%"&(2'+:%"(1J$&'#%1S&(+8(%"&(

-+.+,1f&'5<(:"1-"(.&0(%+(&[$#,51+,(1,%+(+--/$1&0(

lands and the extraction of resources such as 

./JL&'( +'( J&%#.<( :#5( $'&-15&.K( %"&( 8+'-&( %"#%(

#L+'121,#.( $&+$.&5( :&'&( '&515%1,2( Y( #,0( 5%1..(

'&515%Y/51,2(.&2#.(-"#..&,2&5<(#$$&#.5(%+(&%"1-5(#,0(

J+'#.1%K(S1#(%"&(J&01#<(#,0(+%"&'(J&#,5=21

To return to the example of North America and 

the spread of European colonization across that 

-+,%1,&,%<(1%(15(1,5%'/-%1S&(%+(.++O(#%(%"&(&-+,+J1-(

51%/#%1+,( +8( +,&( +8( %"&( Q'5%( 5/--&558/.( 7,2.15"(

-+.+,1#.( 5&%%.&J&,%5<( %"&( k.KJ+/%"(!+.+,K( B,&#'(

$'&5&,%F0#K( d+5%+,I<( &5%#L.15"&0( 1,( CqGH=22 The 

k.KJ+/%"( 5&%%.&'5<( :"+( #'&( '&J&JL&'&0( %+0#K(

primarily as “Pilgrims” and as seekers of religious 

8'&&0+J<( :&'&( #.5+( 5"#'&"+.0&'5( 1,( +,&( +8( %"&(

&#'.1&5%( -+'$+'#%1+,5*( ( &#-"( $&'5+,( :#5( &U/#.(

to one share in the Plymouth Company. The life 

of these early colonists in the “New World” of 

America was largely spent seeking to maximize 

$'+Q%5( 8+'( %"&J5&.S&5( #5(:&..( #5( 8+'( %"&1'( +%"&'<(

#L5&,%( 5"#'&"+.0&'5( ^( Q,#,-1#.( 1,S&5%+'5( 1,(

c+,0+,( ^( J+'&( %"#,( 1%( :#5( 5$&,%( 1,( '&.121+/5(

:+'5"1$=( A#O1,2( %"#%( $'+Q%( '&U/1'&0( &[$#,51+,*((

J+'&( $&+$.&<(J+'&( $'+0/-%1+,<( #,0(J+'&( %'#0&=(

6"15( $#%%&',( +8( &[$#,51+,( U/1-O.K( L'+/2"%(

-+.+,15%5( 1,%+( -+,41-%( :1%"( %"&( ,#%1S&( $&+$.&5(

:"+<( %"'+/2"(RJ&'1-#T5(6"#,O521S1,2( '1%/#.5<( #'&(

usually remembered for their friendly welcome 

and for the helping hand they offered to the 

struggling colonists. The initial friendliness of the 
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>N,01#,5@( U/1-O.K( %/',&0( %+( '&515%#,-&( +,-&( %"&(

native peoples understood that it was the intent 

of the colonizers to commandeer their lands 

and resources. But the Native Americans did not 

5%#,0(#(-"#,-&(#2#1,5%(%"&(5/$&'1+'(Q'&$+:&'<(#,0(

&S&,%/#..K( %"&( 5/$&'1+'( ,/JL&'5<( +8( %"&( 1,S#01,2(

colonizers.

The story of the aborigines of Australia or the 

encounter of Native Americans with the Plymouth 

Colony have been repeated thousands of times 

around the world in the past few centuries. This 

form of resistance to the growth paradigm is still 

"#$$&,1,2( #..( #'+/,0( /5<( %"+/2"( ,+:( 1%( "#$$&,5(

at the margins of an expanding global industrial 

-1S1.1f#%1+,(̂ (1,(%"&(RJ#f+,('#1,8+'&5%<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(

or in the highlands of Papua New Guinea. 

N,( #001%1+,( %+( %"&5&( .#'2&'( 5+-1#.<( &-+,+J1-<( #,0(

"15%+'1-#.( -/''&,%5<( %"&'&( "#S&( L&&,( ,/J&'+/5(

discrete movements that have also crystallized 

around (or in some way incorporated) a resistance 

%+(%"&(0+J1,#,%(2'+:%"($#'#012J<(#,0(%"&(5&#'-"(

#8%&'( #,( #.%&',#%1S&( %"#%( S#./&0( "#$$1,&55<( :&..F

L&1,2<( #,0( 51J1.#'( S#./&5=( ;&'&( #'&( 5+J&( +8( %"&(

J+5%( 1J$+'%#,%( J+S&J&,%5<( 1,( %&'J5( +8( %"&(

history of the growth paradigm and its alternatives.

Utopian Movements

6"&(:+'0(>i%+$1#@(-+J&5(8'+J(M1'(6"+J#5(A+'&T5(

,+S&.(+8(CoCq(+8(%"&(5#J&(,#J&<(:"1-"(0&$1-%&0(

"15( S151+,( +8( #( $&'8&-%( 5+-1&%K=( ;+:&S&'<( %"&(

-+,-&$%(+8(%"&($&'8&-%(5+-1&%K(15(J/-"(+.0&'<(0#%1,2(

back at least to Plato and his book Republic (360 

d!7I=(\S&'(%"&(-&,%/'1&5<(#,0(-'&5%1,2(1,(%"&(CD%"(

#,0( GH%"( -&,%/'1&5<( J#,K( 0188&'&,%( &[$&'1J&,%5(

in “utopian” social living have been attempted. 

The history is far too complex to summarize or 

-"#'#-%&'1f&( 1,(#( 8&:(5&,%&,-&5<(L&-#/5&( 1%(5$#,5(

5/-"( #(:10&( '#,2&(+8( $"1.+5+$"1&5( #,0($'#-%1-&5<(

from the small-scale religious simplicities of 

RJ&'1-#T5(>M"#O&'@(J+S&J&,%( 1,( %"&( .#%&( C)HH5<(

to the birth of modern state Communism on a 

212#,%1-(5-#.&(1,(3/551#<(1,(%"&(&#'.K(CDHH5=

b+%( #..( i%+$1#,( 5+-1&%1&5( #'&<( +'( :&'&<( >#,%1F

2'+:%"<@( #5( %"&( &[$#,51+,15%( 1J$&'1#.15J( +8( %"&(

M+S1&%(i,1+,(J#O&5( $.#1,=(;+:&S&'<(J+5%( +8( %"&(

smaller scale Utopian movements in modern times 

have been at least distrustful of the economic 

2'+:%"( $#'#012J<( 18( ,+%( $'#-%1-#..K( +$$+5&0(

%+( 1%=( 3&.121+/5( i%+$1#,5<( .1O&( %"&( M"#O&'5( 1,( %"&(

i,1%&0(M%#%&5<(+8%&,('#,(5/--&558/.(L/51,&55&5(#,0(

participated in the economic life of the nation in 

:"1-"(%"&K(.1S&0j(L/%(%"&K(8+-/5&0(.&55(+,(L/51,&55<(

:"1-"(%"&K(5#:(#5(#(J&#,5(%+(#,(&,0<(#,0(J+'&(

+,( %"&( -"#'#-%&'FL/1.01,2( S1'%/&5( +8( :+'O=( >T615(

#( 218%( %+( L&( 51J$.&<@( 2+&5( %"&( +.0( M"#O&'( "KJ,<(

neatly summing up the attitude of most Utopians 

toward the accumulation of wealth:  do not pursue 

economic growth for its own sake. 

The Cultural Revolutions of the 
1960s and 1970s

The cultural history of the Western democracies 

in the 1960s and 1970s includes a strong element 

+8(>-+/,%&'F-/.%/'#.@('&L&..1+,<($#'%1-/.#'.K(#J+,2(

young people. While thoughts about the economy 

:&'&( '#'&.K( &[$'&55&0( 01'&-%.K<( J/-"( +8( %"&(

rebellion was against the dominant paradigm of 

economic growth. “Hippies” and other cultural 

protestors were not concerned with increasing 

their incomes; they were interested in increasing 

their sense of freedom. Being chained to a job and 

#( 5#.#'K<(>:+'O1,2( 8+'(6"&(A#,@( 1,( %"&(RJ&'1-#,(

5.#,2(+8(%"&(0#K<(:#5(-+,510&'&0(>5&..1,2(+/%@(#,0(

was to be avoided at all costs. At one extreme 

&,0( +8( %"&( +$1,1+,( 5$&-%'/J<( $#'%1-1$#%1+,( 1,(

the normal economy was seen as tantamount to 

&,0+'51,2(1J$&'1#.15%(:#'5(+8(-+,U/&5%(+S&'5&#5=

6"15( &5%#L.15"J&,%FU/&5%1+,1,2( 8'#J&( +8( J1,0(

:#5(#.5+(1,4/&,-&0(LK(%"&(&#'.1&5%(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(

%"1,O&'5( B5/-"( #5( 3#-"&.( !#'5+,T5( CDqG( L++O(

Silent Spring) and environmentalist events (such as 

7#'%"(?#K( 1,( CD)H<( #,0( %"&( Q'5%(i,1%&0(b#%1+,5(

Conference on the Human Environment in 

M%+-O"+.J(1,(CD)GI=(\/%(+8(%"#%(-+,%&[%<(1,%&'&5%(

began to grow in alternative economic theories. 

Many people who lived through this era also credit 

%"&( Q'5%( $"+%+2'#$"5( +8( %"&( 7#'%"( %#O&,( 8'+J(
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space (by US astronauts and Soviet cosmonauts) 

with changing the way people thought about 

the economy and its relationship to people 

#,0( &-+5K5%&J5=( 6"&( $"'#5&( >M$#-&5"1$( 7#'%"@<(

8+'( &[#J$.&<( :#5( -+1,&0( 0/'1,2( %"&( CDqH5( LK(

&-+,+J15%(X&,,&%"(d+/.01,2=23 

These historical movements set the stage for 

&-+,+J1-( %"1,O&'5( 5/-"( 7=( a=( M-"/J#-"&'<( :"+(

1,%'+0/-&0( >d/00"15%( 7-+,+J1-5@( 1,( CDqq<( #,0(

;&'J#,( ?#.K<( :"+( Q'5%( 1,%'+0/-&0( %"&( $"'#5&(

“steady state economy” in 1973. Their ideas 

#L+/%(5J#..&'F5-#.&<(,+,F2'+:1,2(&-+,+J1&5(:&'&(

-+,510&'&0(U/1%&('#01-#.(#%(%"&(%1J&=(d/%(%"&K($.#,%&0(

%"&( 5&&05( %"#%( 1,5$1'&0(&#'.K( &[$&'1J&,%#%1+,<( 1,(

lifestyle and community development as well as 

1,( '&5&#'-"=(6"+5&( &[$&'1J&,%5<( 1,( %/',<( "&.$&0(

prepare the ground for the mainstreaming of what 

+,-&(:#5('#01-#.<(#5(:&(5"#..(5&&=

Simple Living Movements 

N,(CDhC<(%"&(RJ&'1-#,(:'1%&'(?/#,&(7.21,($/L.15"&0(

a book called Voluntary Simplicity.  Elgin himself saw 

this work as directly inspired by the ideas of E. F. 

M-"/J#-"&'( B&5$&-1#..K( M-"/J#-"&'T5( CD)V( L++O(

Small is Beautiful)24<(#,0("&(5#:(%"&($'+J+%1+,(+8(

Voluntary Simplicity as in some sense “carrying 

+,@(%"#%(%+'-"=(?/'1,2(%"&(,&[%(%:+(0&-#0&5<(%"&(

10&#(+8(-"++51,2(%+(.1S&(51J$.K(Y(%+('&0/-&(+,&T5(

1,-+J&( 1,( +'0&'( %+( '&0/-&( +,&T5( &,S1'+,J&,%#.(

1J$#-%<( :"1.&( 1,-'&#51,2( +,&T5( 5&,5&( +8( 8'&&0+J(

#,0( 1,,&'( $&#-&(Y( 5$'&#0( /,%1.( 1%( "#0( L&-+J&(

#(J1,+'( 5+-1#.(J+S&J&,%( 1,( %"&(\7!?( ,#%1+,5<(

spanning different demographic groups. The idea 

of choosing simplicity and resisting the “rat race” 

&S&,(2#S&('15&<(&5$&-1#..K(1,(%"&(CDDH5<(%+(J#2#f1,&5(

and television shows on lifestyle. It simultaneously 

gave birth to parallel movements such as the “Slow 

a++0@( #,0(>M.+:(!1%1&5@( 1,1%1#%1S&5<( :"1-"( .1,O&0(

ideas about simplicity and non-commercialized 

#-%1S1%K(:1%"(#("12"&'(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&=(

While the simplicity movement has not achieved 

J#1,5%'&#J( -'1%1-#.( J#55<( 1%( "#5( L&&,( #( J#`+'(

contributor to a stream of social thought that 

"#5<( 1,( %/',<( "&.$&0( $'&$#'&( %"&( 2'+/,0( 8+'( ,&:(

economic thinking about happiness and well-being. 

Individual commitments to simplicity gave way to 

J+'&( -+..&-%1S&( -+JJ1%J&,%5<( +8( %"&( 5#J&( O1,0<(

%"#%(:&'&(&JL'#-&0(LK(5J#..(-+JJ/,1%1&5<(S1..#2&5<(

and whole towns.

Eco-Villages, Transition Towns, and 
Slow Cities

R5(#:#'&,&55(+8(%"&(7#'%"T5(J#`+'(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(

problems grew and spread during the 1990s 

#,0( &#'.K( GHHH5<( 5+( 010( #( J+S&J&,%( +8( $&+$.&(

dedicated to demonstrating an alternative way 

+8( .18&( %"#%(:+/.0( ,+%(>-+5%( %"&( 7#'%"<@( #,0( %"#%(

would be more resilient in the face of expected 

&,S1'+,J&,%#.<( 5+-1#.<( #,0( &-+,+J1-( -"#..&,2&5=(

Some people were moved to design and start 

,&:( -+JJ/,1%1&5<( 8'+J( 5-'#%-"<( %"#%( &JL'#-&0(

these alternative economic and environmental 

$'1,-1$.&5=( >7-+FS1..#2&5<@( 8+'( &[#J$.&<( #'&( +8%&,(

small-scale settlements set up in the margins 

+8( 1,0/5%'1#.( 5+-1&%1&5<( 1,( $.#-&5( '#,21,2( 8'+J(

abandoned industrial or urban sites to rural areas. 

They are designed from the ground up to be more 

&,S1'+,J&,%#..K(8'1&,0.K<(#,0(%+(#%%#1,(5/L515%&,-&(

#,0(5/8Q-1&,-K(1,(%"&1'(&-+,+J1&5(Y(,+%(2'+:%"=(

Others were more inclined to reform existing 

-+JJ/,1%1&5=( 6"&( >M.+:( a++0@( J+S&J&,%<(

8+'( &[#J$.&<( 1,S+.S&5( #S+101,2( >8#5%( 8++0@( #,0(

embracing a more artisan-like and ecological 

approach to meal preparation and enjoyment. 

Slow Food organizers expanded that concept into 

the “Slow Cities” movement (especially in Italy) 

or even “Slow Society” concepts (championed 

&S&,(#J+,2(L/51,&55( .&#0&'5( 1,( P#$#,(0/'1,2( %"&(

J100.&( GHHH5I=( A+'&( '&-&,%.K<( %"&( >6'#,51%1+,(

6+:,5@( J+S&J&,%( Y( :"1-"( 2'&:( +/%( +8( %"&(

>k&'J#-/.%/'&@( &-+F2#'0&,1,2( J+S&J&,%( Y(

emerged around 2005 as a coordinated program 

%+("&.$(5J#..<(&[15%1,2(-+JJ/,1%1&5(L&-+J&(J+'&(

'&51.1&,%<(5&.8F'&.1#,%<(#,0(&,S1'+,J&,%#..K(8'1&,0.K=

R2#1,<(%"&5&(J+S&J&,%5("#S&('&J#1,&0(0&-10&0.K(

marginal to the mainstream. While a few townships 

have more or less formally embraced the idea of 

L&1,2(#(6'#,51%1+,(6+:,<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(%"&(J+S&J&,%(
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mostly consists of smaller-scale “Transition 

N,1%1#%1S&5<@(5+J&%1J&5(1,S+.S1,2("/,0'&05(+8($&+$.&(

1,( #( -+JJ/,1%K<( #,0( 5+J&%1J&5( 1,S+.S1,2( `/5%( #(

"#,08/.(+8( $&+$.&=(;+:&S&'<( %"&(J+S&J&,%( 1%5&.8(

15(2'+:1,2(1,($+$/.#'1%K(#,0<(.1O&(+%"&'(#.%&',#%1S&(

J+S&J&,%5(L&8+'&( 1%<("#5(5&'S&0(#5(#,( 1,-/L#%+'(

for alternative ideas regarding the relationship 

L&%:&&,("#$$1,&55<(&-+,+J1-5<(#,0(%"&(:&..FL&1,2(

of both people and nature. The growing popularity 

+8(%"&5&(J+S&J&,%5<(:"1-"(#%%'#-%(%"&(1,%&'&5%(+8(

J#,K(J+'&($&+$.&(%"#,(#-%/#..K($'#-%1-&(%"&J<("#5(

helped set the stage for a more thorough-going 

revision of traditional economic thought.

The New Economics

R..(+8( %"&( 8+'&2+1,2(#'&<( 1,( 5+J&(:#K5<( #($'&8#-&(

to the emergence of what some have called “New 

7-+,+J1-5@( Y( #( L+0K( +8( &-+,+J1-( $"1.+5+$"K(

and theory built on ideas more associated with 

5/8Q-1&,-K( %"#,( 2'+:%"<( #,0(:1%"( '&5$&-%1,2( %"&(

limits of the Earth system rather than testing 

those limits with untrammeled expansion. New 

Economics may have begun in the alternative and 

-+/,%&'F-/.%/'#.( LK:#K5( 0&5-'1L&0( &#'.1&'<( L/%( 1%(

has certainly not remained there. The pioneering 

efforts of thinkers like Daly and Schumacher have 

L&&,( `+1,&0( LK( %"&( 10&#5( +8( -+/,%.&55( +%"&'5<( 1,(

economics as well as other disciplines in the social 

and natural sciences. (A good review can be found 

1,(?#S10(d+K.&<(&%(#.=<(The New Economics, 7#'%"5-#,<(

2009.)25 

Along with the New Economic ideas have come 

,&:( %++.5( 1,S+.S1,2( #0S#,-&0( J#%"&J#%1-5<(

-+J$/%&'(J+0&.1,2(%&-",1U/&5<(#,0(&S&,(L'#1,(5-#,(

%&-",+.+2K<(:"1-"("#S&(J#%-"&0(%"&(5+$"15%1-#%&0(

methods employed by “mainstream” exponents 

of traditional growth economics and helped to 

legitimize the New Economics in the eyes of a 

$'&S1+/5.K( 5O&$%1-#.( $+.1%1-#.( -.#55=( 6+0#K<( b&:(

Economics comprises an expanding critical mass 

of new thinking whose champions include Nobel 

Prize-winning economists and heads of state.

The difference between the New Economics and 

%"&(+.0&'($#'#012J(+8(2'+:%"FQ[#%&0(&-+,+J1-5<(

>9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.<@(-#,(L&(L'1&4K(5/JJ#'1f&0(#5(

follows:

Broader, More Humane Goals:  Growth as 

i5/#.( 15( 8+-/5&0(+,(51J$.&(&[$#,51+,<( 5/$$+'%&0(

by the belief that growth always guarantees an 

advance in human progress. New Economics 

focuses instead on the real outcomes that 

economies are supposedly trying to achieve:  the 

well-being of citizens.

An Ethical Orientation:  Growth as Usual 

L#'&.K( -+,510&'5( %"&( &%"1-#.( U/&5%1+,5( 1,S+.S&0(

in building wealth today regardless of its impact 

+,( %"&( 8/%/'&=( A+'&+S&'<( 1%( %&,05( %+( S#./&(

-+,-&,%'#%1+,5( +8( :&#.%"( +S&'( J+'&( &U/1%#L.K(

distributed wealth. New Economics not only 

-+,-&',5( 1%5&.8(:1%"(&U/1%K( 155/&5( %+0#K<(L/%(:1%"(

%+J+''+:( #5( :&..*( ( 5$&-1Q-#..K<( %"&( 8#1',&55( +8(

%+0#KT5( &-+,+J1-( $+.1-1&5( #,0( $'#-%1-&5( %+( %"&(

prospects of future generations (a concept known 

#5(>1,%&'F2&,&'#%1+,#.(&U/1%K@I=

Clear Ecological Boundaries:  Growth as 

Usual often ignores the reality that ecosystems and 

resources are limited. New Economics takes those 

.1J1%5( #5( #( 5%#'%1,2( $+1,%<( #'+/,0(:"1-"( %+( L/1.0(

#(,&:<(:+'O1,2(5K5%&J(+8(S#./#%1+,<(0&S&.+$J&,%<(

&J$.+KJ&,%($+.1-K<(&%-=

More Systemic Indicators: (a1,#..K<(9'+:%"(#5(

i5/#.(O&&$5(5-+'&(1,(51J$.15%1-(:#K5<(.&0(LK(>X1,2(

+8(R..( N,01-#%+'5<@(%"&(9?k=(b&:(7-+,+J1-5(/5&5(

an array of modern measurements to provide 

corrective feedback on the issues that really matter 

Y(1,-./01,2(J&#5/'&5(+8(5/L`&-%1S&("#$$1,&55(#,0(

$&'-&1S&0(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&=

Elements of the New Economics are now in the 

process of crossing over into what might be called 

>A#1,5%'&#J(7-+,+J1-5<@(J&#,1,2( %"&( &-+,+J1-(

-+,-&$%5<( $+.1-1&5<( #,0( J&#5/'&5( &JL'#-&0( LK(

national or governmental decision makers. But it is 

important to note the New Economics also retains 

#(-&'%#1,(5&$#'#%&,&55(Y(1%5(5%#%/5(#5(>#.%&',#%1S&@(

Y($#'%.K(0/&(%+(%"&(015#22'&2#%&0(:#K(1,(:"1-"(1%5(

S#'1+/5($'#-%1%1+,&'5(8'#J&<(0&5-'1L&<(#,0($'+J+%&(

their somewhat different formulations of relatively 
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similar concepts. 

In the next chapter we will consider some of these 

diverse contemporary expressions of the New 

7-+,+J1-5<(1,(%"&(8+'J(+8(0188&'&,%(8'#J&:+'O5(+'(

>L'#,05=@(7#-"(L'#,0(+8(b&:(7-+,+J1-5($'+Q.&0(

here has achieved some level of mainstream 

#--&$%#,-&<(#,0(&#-"(2&,&'#..K("#5(#,(1,01-#%+'(+'(

set of indicators that help to express the brand in 

-+,-'&%&<(J&#5/'#L.&(%&'J5=
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The historical streams and examples summarized 

in the preceding chapter are important to 

understanding the roots of contemporary growth 

-'1%1-15J<( L/%( %"&K("#S&(&55&,%1#..K( L&&,(J#'21,#.(

#-%1S1%1&5=(b+,&(+8(%"&5&(J+S&J&,%5(Y(8'+J(%"&(

Luddites of the 19th century to the Transition 

6+:,5(+8(%"&(GC5%(-&,%/'K(Y(-#,(L&(5#10(%+("#S&(

"#0( #( 0&-151S&<( "15%+'KF-"#,21,2( 1J$#-%( +,( %"&(

overwhelming dominance of economic growth 

as the driving theme of contemporary global 

civilization.

;+:&S&'<( 1,( '&-&,%( K&#'5( %"&'&( "#S&( #$$&#'&0(

some indications that the dominance of the growth 

$#'#012J(15(5%#'%1,2(%+(:&#O&,<(&S&'(5+(5.12"%.K=(6"&(

evidence is most convincing when it appears not 

#%(%"&(J#'21,5(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(J#,K(5+-1&%1&5<(L/%(

#%( %"&1'(-&,%&'5(Y( 8+'(&[#J$.&<( 1,( %"&(S+1-&5(+8(

5+J&(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(.&#01,2(&-+,+J15%5<(5$&#O1,2(

to heads of state.

The most prominent example of this was the 

formation of the Commission on the Measurement 

+8( 7-+,+J1-( k&'8+'J#,-&( #,0( M+-1#.( k'+2'&55<(

#.5+(O,+:,(#5(%"&(>M%12.1%f(!+JJ1551+,<@(#8%&'(1%5(

!"#1'J#,<( %"&( b+L&.Fk'1f&( :1,,1,2( &-+,+J15%(

P+5&$"(M%12.1%f=(B6"&('&$+'%(+8(%"&(!+JJ1551+,("#5(

also been referred to as the “Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi 

Report.”)26 The Stiglitz Commission was formed in 

GHHh(#%( %"&('&U/&5%(+8(a'&,-"($'&510&,%(b1-+.#5(

M#'O+fK=((6"&('&#5+,(8+'(1%5(8+'J#%1+,(:#5(+8Q-1#..K(

explained this way:

“Increasing concerns have been raised since a long 

time about the adequacy of current measures of 

economic performance, in particular those based on 

-DE' F#$%&=G' H3%&3I&%5' /+&%&' .%&' ;%3.8&%' 1341&%4='

.;3$/' /+&' %&2&I.41&'3>' /+&=&'F#$%&='.='?&.=$%&='3>'

societal well-being, as well as measures of economic, 

environmental, and social sustainability.”27

R%( %"&( -+,-./51+,( +8( 1%5( :+'O<( %"&( !+JJ1551+,(

reported to President Sarkozy that “the time 

is ripe for our measurement system to shift 

emphasis from measuring economic production 

%+(J&#5/'1,2($&+$.&T5(:&..FL&1,2<@(#,0(1%($'+S10&0(

#( 0&%#1.&0( 5&%( +8( 5+-1+F&-+,+J1-( '&4&-%1+,5( #,0(

analyses to support this (and other) conclusions. 

6"&(M%12.1%f(!+JJ1551+,(:#5(,+%(%"&(Q'5%(1J$+'%#,%(

&88+'%( +8( 1%5( O1,0=(\%"&'( &88+'%5( $'&-&0&0( 1%<( #,0(

others have followed it (and will follow it). But 

the Stiglitz Commission can be seen as a major 

J1.&5%+,&(1,(%"&(5%+'K(+8(%"&(b&:(7-+,+J1-5(Y(

and potentially as a turning point in the history of 

,#%1+,#.( 0&S&.+$J&,%($'+-&55&5<( 1,-./01,2("+:(#(

,#%1+,T5( $'+2'&55( 15( #55&55&0<( #,0(:"#%( 2+#.5( #'&(

5&%( 8+'( #( ,#%1+,T5( 0&S&.+$J&,%=( a/%/'&( "15%+'1#,5(

may look to this report as the moment when 

continuing economic growth at all costs ceased 

to be the dominant goal and guiding paradigm for 

nearly all statecraft.  

_+'O( '&.#%&0( %+( %"&( M%12.1%f( !+JJ1551+,T5(

conclusions has been taken forward by agencies 

+8( %"&( a'&,-"( 2+S&',J&,%<( #,0( "#5( -+,%1,/&0(

more generally under the sponsorship of the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (the OECD) and its program on 

“The Progress of Societies.” One can now track 

%"15( 2'+:1,2( Q&.0( S1#( #,( &[%'&J&.K( /5&8/.( #,0(

-+J$'&"&,51S&( :&L51%&<( J#,#2&0( LK( %"&( \7!?<(

called “Wikiprogress.org”. Wikiprogress is a portal 

not only to current research on well-being and 

5+-1#.($'+2'&55(2&,&'#..K<(L/%(%+(0#%#<(,&:5('&$+'%5<(

and networking with others who are professionally 

engaged on new approaches to progress 

accounting. It is an essential resource for anyone 

who wishes to follow the progress of alternative 

ways of thinking about progress. The OECD has 

#.5+($/L.15"&0(#(J#`+'(,&:('&$+'%(+,(%"&5&(155/&5<(
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directly linked to the recommendations of the 

M%12.1%f(!+JJ1551+,<(-#..&0(>;+:T5(c18&e(A&#5/'1,2(

Well-Being.”28

d/%(L&8+'&(+,&(01S&5(1,%+(%"&5&(0&%#1.&0('&5+/'-&5<(

1%("&.$5(%+(Q'5%("#S&(#(5&,5&(+8(%"&(+S&'#..(%&''1%+'K=(

6+0#K<(%"&(b&:(7-+,+J1-5("#5(J#,K(,#J&5<(.1,O&0(

to many streams of thought. All of these new ways 

+8( %"1,O1,2( #L+/%( "#$$1,&55<( &-+,+JK( 2'+:%"<(

5+-1#.($'+2'&55<(#,0("/J#,(:&..FL&1,2(#'&(2'+:1,2(

1,( %"&1'( 1J$+'%#,-&( #,0( 1,( %"&1'( 1,4/&,-&( +,(

mainstream economic and political thinking. More 

1J$+'%#,%.K<( %"&( 5%'&#J5( #'&( L&21,,1,2( %+( `+1,(

themselves together. They are beginning to form 

something more like a river.

A Guided Tour of the Territory

The rest of this chapter provides the reader with a 

“guided tour” through some of the key formulations 

of alternatives to economic growth. Some of these 

1,S+.S&(#(2&,&'#.(#,0(512,1Q-#,%(5"18%(+8(&J$"#515(

%+(-+,-&$%5(.1O&(:&.8#'&<(:&..FL&1,2<(#,0("#$$1,&55j(

+%"&'5(8+-/5(+,(S&'K(5$&-1Q-(#5$&-%(+8(%'#01%1+,#.(

2'+:%"( &-+,+J1-5<( 5/-"( #5( %"&( &,S1'+,J&,%#.(

01J&,51+,<( #,0( 5&&O( %+( '&8+'J/.#%&( 2'+:%"(:1%"(

this additional dimension in mind.  

R5( :1%"( J+5%( ,&:( 10&#5<( 1%( 15( +8%&,( `/5%( #5(

1J$+'%#,%( %+( /,0&'5%#,0(:"+( %"&(J&55&,2&'( 15<(

#5( 1%( 15( %+(/,0&'5%#,0( %"&(J&55#2&=(a+'(&[#J$.&<(

included in this review are three similar-but-

distinct reformulations that are promoted by 

0188&'&,%(-./5%&'5(+8(+'2#,1f#%1+,5<(%"1,OF%#,O5<(#,0(

&[$&'%5<(#5(:&..(#5(0188&'&,%(01S151+,5(+8(%"&(i,1%&0(

b#%1+,5=( ( >9'&&,( 9'+:%"<@( >9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<@(

and “Sustainable Development” are sometimes 

/5&0( 1,%&'-"#,2&#L.K<(L/%( %"&K(#'&(U/1%&(0188&'&,%(

-+,-&$%5<( 5"#$&0( LK( U/1%&( 0188&'&,%( -"#J$1+,(

organizations within the international community. 

Also included here is a short summary of the 

concept of Gross National Happiness (or Gross 

?+J&5%1-(;#$$1,&55I<(%"&($#%"FL'&#O1,2(#$$'+#-"(

championed by the tiny Himalayan kingdom of 

d"/%#,<( #5( :&..( #5( J+'&( '#01-#.( -+,-&$%5( 5/-"(

as De-Growth. All of these reformulations have 

more or less currency and recognition in the 

1,%&',#%1+,#.( #'&,#<( #,0( %"&'&( #'&( J#,K( J+'&(

formulations besides these that are not listed. 

a+'(%"15('&$+'%<(:&("#S&(1,-./0&0(+,.K(%"+5&(%"#%(

appear to have caught the serious attention of 

&-+,+J1-($+.1-KFJ#O&'5<(#%(5+J&(512,1Q-#,%(.&S&.<(

somewhere in the world. 

A+5%<( L/%( ,+%( #..<( +8( %"&5&( '&8+'J/.#%1+,5( #'&(

accompanied by proposals for alternative measures 

of socio-economic progress and human well-being. 

M+J&%1J&5<(%"&5&(J&#5/'&5(+'(1,01-#%+'5(#'&(#%(%"&(

"&#'%(+8(%"&('&8+'J/.#%1+,<(#,0(#'&(1,0&&0(&55&,%1#.(

%+(0&Q,1,2(%"&(,&:(-+,-&$%(+'(/,0&'5%#,01,2(1%(#5(

#(8'#J&:+'O(Y(J/-"(#5(/,0&'5%#,01,2(%"&(9?k(

is now essential for understanding the framework 

(and paradigm) of Growth as Usual. 

We present short descriptions of each “stream” 

1,(%"15(,&:(&-+,+J1-(.#,05-#$&<(1,-./01,2(:"&'&(1%(

-+J&5(8'+J<(#,0(:"#%(#'2/J&,%5("#S&(L&&,('#15&0(

1,(5/$$+'%(+'(1,(-'1%1-15J=(_&(#.5+($'&5&,%<(:"&'&(

$+551L.&<(%"&(1,01-#%+'5(#55+-1#%&0(:1%"(%"&5&(,&:(

concepts. This chapter is intended to help the 

reader navigate through this emerging landscape 

+8(-+,-&$%5<(J&%"+05<(#,0(J&#5/'&J&,%5(%"#%(#'&(

seeking to replace Growth as Usual with something 

more suited to life on a small planet.

Green Growth  
Green Growth is a concept conceived by the 

-+,5/.%#,-K( A-X1,5&K( 1,( -+,,&-%1+,( :1%"( 1%5(

-.1J#%&( -"#,2&( $'#-%1-&<( L/%( #.5+( -"#J$1+,&0(

LK( %"&( i,1%&0( b#%1+,5<( $#'%1-/.#'.K( 1,( R51#<( #5(

a follow-up implementation strategy linked 

to the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable 

?&S&.+$J&,%( BP+"#,,&5L/'2I( #,0( %"&( '&5/.%1,2(

“Plan of Implementation.” Green Growth has its 

-&,%&'(+8(1,%&..&-%/#.(2'#S1%K(1,(X+'&#<(:"1-"("+5%5(

the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI). The 

L+#'0( +8( %"&(999N( #.5+( '&4&-%5( #(>:"+T5(:"+@(

+8( &-+,+J1-( %"1,O&'5<( 1,-./01,2( b1-"+.#5( M%&',<(

P&88'&K( M#-"5<( #,0(;#,( M&/,2F5++( B8+'J&'( $'1J&(
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J1,5%&'(+8(X+'&#I=(6"&($.#-&J&,%(+8(%"&(999N(1,(

M+/%"(X+'&#('&4&-%5( %"&(5&'1+/5,&55(:1%"(:"1-"(

that country has implemented a series of policy 

J&#5/'&5<(&5$&-1#..K(#8%&'(%"&(GHHh(Q,#,-1#.(-'1515<(

in order to stimulate traditional economic growth 

1,(#(>2'&&,&'@(B$'1,-1$#..K(0&Q,&0(#5(>.+:F-#'L+,@I(

way.

6"&($.#-&J&,%(+8(%"&(999N(1,(X+'&#(#.5+('&4&-%5(#(

L'+#0&'<(1,%&',#%1+,#.(1,%&'&5%(Y(.&0(LK(%"&(i,1%&0(

b#%1+,5(Y(1,("&.$1,2(%"&(R51#(#,0(k#-1Q-('&21+,(

to “leapfrog” over the industrialization patterns 

+8( %"&(_&5%<(#,0(#S+10(%"&(%'#$(+8(>2'+:1,2(Q'5%<(

cleaning up later.” Many countries in the Asia and 

k#-1Q-('&21+,(5&&(#($'&551,2(,&&0(%+(-+,%1,/&(%"&1'(

economic growth in order to alleviate poverty 

#,0(%+(#-"1&S&(5+-1#.($'+2'&55=(;+:&S&'<(%"&K(#'&(

also already experiencing increased environmental 

0&2'#0#%1+,<(01J1,15"1,2(,#%/'#.('&5+/'-&5<("&#.%"(

$'+L.&J5<( #,0( %"&( 1J$#-%5( +8( -.1J#%&( -"#,2&=(

They increasingly have recognized the need for a 

different approach to support the export-driven 

&-+,+J1-( #-%1S1%1&5( +8( %"&( '&21+,<( #,0( >9'&&,(

Growth” has emerged as the preferred approach 

at the top levels of government.

A variety of 

UN-sponsored 

programs are 

working to 

make Green 

9'+:%"( Y(

and its close 

cousin “Green 

E c o n o m y ” 

(more below) 

Y( %"&( .&#01,2( &-+,+J1-( 0&S&.+$J&,%( 5%'#%&2K(

%"'+/2"+/%(%"&(R51#Fk#-1Q-('&21+,<(#,0(1,0&&0(%"&(

:+'.0=(6"&(\7!?(#.5+($'+J+%&5(9'&&,(9'+:%"<(

and has its own Green Growth strategy. Green 

9'+:%"( 15( $'1,-1$#..K( #( >%+$F0+:,@( #$$'+#-"<(

driven by government initiatives; it does not as 

K&%(1,-./0&(512,1Q-#,%(-+JJ/,1%KFL#5&0(+'(J/.%1F

5%#O&"+.0&'( &,2#2&J&,%( $'+-&55&5<( #5( 15( J+'&(

typical of Sustainable Development.  

Green Growth can also be criticized for being 

>2'&&,@( 1,( '&.#%1S&.K( .1J1%&0( :#K5<( #,0( 1%( +8%&,(

-+J&5( /,0&'( -'1%1U/&( LK( &,S1'+,J&,%#.15%5<( #5(

:&..( #5( LK( #,%1F2'+:%"( #-%1S15%5<( 8+'( :"+J(>?&F

Growth” is the preferred framework (see below). 

9'&&,( 9'+:%"T5( /.%1J#%&( 2+#.( 15( 5%1..( 2'+:%"<(

sometimes at the expense of existing ecosystems. 

But it has emerged as a serious and very 

mainstream alternative to Growth as Usual with 

both environmental and social dimensions. The 

ibT5(9'&&,(9'+:%"( $'+2'#J5( "#S&( &J$"#51f&0(

#(M/5%#1,#L.&(c1S&.1"++05(R$$'+#-"(BMcRI<(#('12"%5F

based concept that recognizes the poor as a key 

stakeholder in the development process. Green 

Growth encourages the use of participatory 

#55&55J&,%5<(:"1-"( 10&,%18K( %"&(J#1,( -+,5%'#1,%5<(

opportunities and concerns faced by the poor 

and to include them into the policy planning and 

implementation cycle. This supports vulnerable 

communities by providing pro-poor social services 

and by creating an enabling environment for 

sustainable development.29

Green Economy
>9'&&,(7-+,+JK@(15(#.5+(#(i,1%&0(b#%1+,5(1,1%1#%1S&<(

but it was introduced and championed primarily 

by the United Nations Environment Program 

Bib7kI<(:"1.&(9'&&,(9'+:%"(:#5(J+'&(&[$.1-1%.K(

$'+J+%&0( LK( %"&( ibT5( 7-+,+J1-( #,0( M+-1#.(

!+JJ1551+,( 8+'(R51#,( #,0( %"&( k#-1Q-( B7M!RkI=(

R-"1J(M%&1,&'<("&#0(+8(ib7k<(0&5-'1L&5(%"&(9'&&,(

Economy Initiative as being aimed at neutralizing 

the argument that sustainability can only be 

#-"1&S&0(#%(%"&(-+5%(+8(&-+,+J1-(0&S&.+$J&,%<(#,0(

at challenging the myth that the green economy is 

a futuristic concept. UNEP championed the idea of 

>2'&&,(5%1J/./5($#-O#2&5@<(1,(%"&(:#O&(+8(%"&(GHHh(

Q,#,-1#.(-'1515<(#,0(10&,%1Q&0(5$&-1Q-(#'&#5(:"&'&(

large-scale public investment could kick-start a 

>2'&&,( &-+,+JK<@( LK( '&01'&-%1,2( tC=V( %'1..1+,( #(

year from industries that overuse resources to 10 

greener areas ranging from sustainable forestry 

%+('&%'+Q%%1,2(L/1.01,25=(6"&(1,S&5%J&,%(Y(#L+/%(

G( $&'-&,%( +8( :+'.0( &-+,+J1-( +/%$/%(Y( :+/.0(

help cut greenhouse gases and avoid price shocks 
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www.greengrowth.org

The UN‘s main portal on this topic.
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associated with a dependence on fossil fuels and 

+%"&'( -+JJ+01%1&5=( BM+/%"( X+'&#( -+,%1,/&5( %+(

be the foremost example of this policy option in 

$'#-%1-&<("#S1,2(1,S&5%&0(hHu(+8(1%5(GHHh(Q,#,-1#.(

5%1J/./5($#-O#2&<(+'(iM?(VH(L1..1+,<(1,(.+:F-#'L+,(

0&S&.+$J&,%=( M+/%"( X+'&#T5( &[#J$.&( 15( "&.0( /$(

under the banners of both Green Growth and 

Green Economy.)

R5( +8( GHCC<( ib7k( ,+:( $'+S10&5( #( S#'1&%K( +8(

5&'S1-&5( #55+-1#%&0( :1%"( %"&( 9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<(

and essential works as a consulting and research 

+'2#,1f#%1+,( 1,( %"15( '&2#'0<( "&.$1,2( -+/,%'1&5( %+(

frame strategy and policy and providing them 

with model-based analyses of the impact of Green 

Economy investments. The Green Economy has 

also been named as one of just two major themes 

proposed for discussion at the “Rio+20” meetings 

1,( GHCG( B8+'J#..K<( %"&( _+'.0( !+,8&'&,-&( +,(

Sustainable Development). Rio+20 is a 20-years-

later follow up to the Earth Summit meeting of 

CDDG(1,(31+(0&(P#,&1'+=(R%(%"&(31+vGH(-+,8&'&,-&<(

Green Economy could be embraced as a central 

5%'#%&2K(#J+,2(J#,K(+'(&S&,(J+5%(2+S&',J&,%5<(

#5( :&..( #5( J#,K( b9\5<( 8+'( J+S1,2( 8+':#'0( +,(

5/5%#1,#L.&( 0&S&.+$J&,%=( ;+:&S&'<( %"&( 2.+L#.(

politics of sustainable development are notoriously 

challenging. Chances for a binding or even a 

S+./,%#'K(#2'&&J&,%(+,(%"15(%+$1-(Y(#5(+$$+5&0(%+(

#(.&55&'(5%#%&J&,%(+'(0&-.#'#%1+,(Y(#'&(-/''&,%.K(

not deemed to 

be high.

In promoting 

the Green 

E c o n o m y 

-+,-&$%<(ib7k(

has partnered 

with think 

tanks and 

c o m m e r c i a l 

actors (such 

as Deutsche 

d#,OI<( .&,01,2(

internat ional 

-'&01L1.1%K( %+( 1%5( &-+,+J1-( #,#.K5&5=( N,( GHCC<( 1%(

'&.&#5&0( #( J#`+'( 5%/0K<( >6"&( 9'&&,( 7-+,+JK(

3&$+'%<@( :"1-"( L'1,25( -/''&,%( -+,-&$%5<( -#5&(

5%/01&5<(#,0(#,#.K5&5(%+2&%"&'(1,(+,&(0+-/J&,%=30 

R,0( 1,( ?&-&JL&'( GHCC<( %"&( ibT5( 7,S1'+,J&,%(

A#,#2&J&,%(9'+/$(Y(:"1-"(1,-./0&0(%"&("&#05(

+8( 8+'%K( ib( #2&,-1&5( Y( $/L.15"&0( #( '&$+'%(

intending to clarify the use of Green Economy 

and other related terms (“Working Towards a 

Balanced and Inclusive Green Economy: A United 

Nations System-wide Perspective”). Since it is over 

GHH($#2&5(.+,2<("+:&S&'<(%"15('&$+'%(15(-"#..&,21,2(

reading for ordinary users of terms like “Green 

7-+,+JK@( #,0( >9'&&,( 9'+:%"@<( :"1-"( '&J#1,(

5+J&:"#%( 018Q-/.%( %+( 0188&'&,%1#%&( 1,( -+JJ+,(

practice.

Sustainable Development

!
While both “Green Growth” and “Green 

Economy” can be seen as expressions or subsets 

+8(>M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%<@(+'(&S&,(#5($'+0/-%5(

+8(%"&(M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%(J+S&J&,%<(J#,K(

people make a strong distinction between these 

terms.

Sustainable Development has traditionally 

L&&,( 0&Q,&0( #5( 1%( :#5( :"&,( Q'5%( 1,%'+0/-&0(

by the UN-mandated 1987 World Commission 

on Environment and Development (the so-

called Brundtland Commission):  “[development 

that] meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to 

J&&%( %"&1'( +:,( ,&&05=@( N,( %"&( U/#'%&'F-&,%/'K(

51,-&( 1%5( 1,%'+0/-%1+,<( %"&( -+,-&$%( "#5( L&-+J&(

a cornerstone of international negotiation and 

#2'&&J&,%FJ#O1,2( +,( #( :10&( S#'1&%K( +8( 5+-1#.<(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.<( #,0( &-+,+J1-( %+$1-5<( '#,21,2(

from climate change (Framework Convention on 

Climate Change) to biodiversity (Convention on 

d1+01S&'51%KI(%+(5+-1#.(2+#.5(5/-"(#5(2&,0&'(&U/1%K(

or improved infant survival rates (Millennium 

Development Goals).

;+:&S&'<(/,.1O&(9'&&,(9'+:%"(+'(9'&&,(7-+,+JK<(
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For more information:

www.unep.org/greeneconomy

UNEP’s main portal on this topic, 

includes the Green Economy Report

www.greeneconomycoalition.org

The Green Economy Coalition is a 

civil society platform organization 

that promotes a stronger 

vision of what “Green“ 

means
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Sustainable Development (“SD”) has no clearly 

articulated economic philosophy or strategy. 

Critics of SD say that the concept attempts to be 

#..(%"1,25(%+(#..($&+$.&<(#,0(%+(5+.S&(#..($'+L.&J5=(

Mainstream and environmentally-oriented critics 

+8(9'&&,(9'+:%"<(+,(%"&(+%"&'("#,0<(#'&(.1O&.K(%+(

2'#S1%#%&(%+(M?(#5(#,(#.%&',#%1S&(Y(#.L&1%(#(:&#O.K(

#'%1-/.#%&0(+,&(Y(%+(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.=

N%(15($&'"#$5(#,(1,01-#%+'(+8(M?T5(0188/5&(5%#%/5(%"#%(

$'1+'(%+(GHCC<(%"&(i,1%&0(b#%1+,5("#0(,+(-&,%'#.(

portal of information on Sustainable Development 

(as it does for both Green Growth and Green 

7-+,+JKI=( 6"#%( .#-O( 5"+/.0( L&( Q..&0( :1%"( %"&(

+$&,1,2( +8( %"&( ,&:( i,1%&0( b#%1+,5( \8Q-&( 8+'(

M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%(Bib\M?I<(1,(.#%&(GHCC=(

ib\M?(:1..(#.5+(L&(L#5&0(1,(M+/%"(X+'&#<(J#O1,2(

that country an extraordinary “center of gravity” 

8+'(#..(%"'&&(+8(%"&5&(-+,-&$%5<(#%(.&#5%(1,(ib(%&'J5=(

6"&(&5%#L.15"J&,%(+8(ib\M?('&4&-%5(%"&(&[%&,%(

to which SD has emerged as an overall planning 

-+,-&$%<(5/$$+'%&0(LK(#(L'+#0(L+0K(+8(O,+:.&02&(

+,(L+%"(5$&-1Q-(%+$1-5(B5/-"(#5(&,&'2K<(L/1.01,25<(

and food) and processes (such as stakeholder 

-+,5/.%#%1+,<( 1,%&2'#%1S&( $.#,,1,2<( #,0( 1,01-#%+'(

0&S&.+$J&,%I=(A+5%(,#%1+,5<(8+'(&[#J$.&<($'+0/-&(

Sustainable Development strategies or plans. 

;+:&S&'<( %"&5&( $.#,5( /5/#..K( +--/$K( #( :&#O(

position relative to national economic decision-

making.

As an inte-

grative planning 

and visioning 

-+,-&$%<( M?(

does stand 

in contrast 

to traditional 

e c o n o m i c 

2'+:%"( $+.1-K<(

which assumes that unrestricted freedom in the 

&[$#,51+,(+8(-#$1%#.<(1,8'#5%'/-%/'&<(%&-",+.+2K(#,0(

-+,5/J$%1+,(:1..(-'&#%&<(LK(#/%+J#%1-(#,0(J#'O&%F

0'1S&,( J&#,5<( #( $'&8&''&0( 8/%/'&=( M/5%#1,#L.&(

?&S&.+$J&,%<(#5(/,0&'5%++0(#,0($'#-%1-&0(LK(J+5%(

$'+8&551+,#.5( %+0#K<( 1J$.1-1%.K( #-O,+:.&02&5( %"#%(

2'+:%"(J/5%( #%( .&#5%( L&( -"#,,&.&0( #,0(01'&-%&0<(

#,0(1,(5+J&(-#5&5('&5%'1-%&0<(18(%"&(>#L1.1%K(+8(8/%/'&(

generations to meet their own needs” is not to 

be jeopardized. But most national Sustainable 

Development planning processes do not identify 

#,K( 5$&-1Q-( .1J1%5( +'( L+/,0#'1&5( #'+/,0( 2'+:%"(

$&'(5&(Y(:"1-"(5/22&5%5( %"#%(J+5%(0+(,+%("#S&(

a clear understanding of the word “sustainable.”31

Indicators of Green Growth, Green 

Economy, and Sustainable Development

While there has been extensive work on the 

Q&.0(+8(M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%( N,01-#%+'5<(+S&'(

#( $&'1+0( +8( %:&,%K( K&#'5<( %"&'&( 15( 5%1..( ,+( 51,2.&<(

0&Q,1%1S&<( #2'&&0F/$+,( :#K( +8( J&#5/'1,2( 5+-1#.(

progress in terms of this concept. 

The best short summary of the status in the 

Q&.0(+8( M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%( N,01-#%+'5( B#,0(

its cousins Green Growth and Green Economy) 

might be this: “Research continues.” This lack of 

arrival at a conclusive proposal on how to replace 

the GDP is one reason why simpler-to-grasp 

#.%&',#%1S&5(Y( 5/-"( #5( d"/%#,T5( 9'+55( b#%1+,#.(

;#$$1,&55(N,01-#%+'(Y("#S&($'+S&,(5+(#%%'#-%1S&=

For Green Growth<(%"&(-&,%&'$+1,%(+8('&5&#'-"(

#$$&#'5( %+( L&( %"&( \7!?<(

which recently published a 

report called “Towards Green 

Growth: Monitoring Progress.” 

This is a relatively technical 

report that digs into the 

relationships between material 

1,$/%5(%+(#,(&-+,+JK<(&8Q-1&,%(

$'+0/-%1+,<( #,0( +/%$/%5( 1,( %"&( 8+'J( +8(J#%&'1#.(

prosperity. The report catalogues a host of relevant 

J&#5/'&J&,%5(%+(0'#:(+,(Y(:1%"(%+$1-5('#,21,2(

8'+J(,#%/'#.('&5+/'-&(/5&(%+($+.1-K('&5$+,5&5(Y(

and comprehensively summarizes the state of the 

Q&.0<( 8'+J( %"&( $&'5$&-%1S&( +8( \7!?T5( J&JL&'(

governments. The result is very useful for a 

$'+8&551+,#.(#/01&,-&<(L/%("#'0(2+1,2(8+'(%"&('&5%(

of the world.
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For more information:

www.un.org/esa/dsd/

The UN’s Division for 

Sustainable 

Development

!
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For Green Economy, 

there is even less clarity or 

agreement on how to go 

about measuring progress. 

ib7kT5( $/L.15"&0( J#%&'1#.5(

1,-./0&( #( 512,1Q-#,%( #J+/,%(

+8( U/#,%1%#%1S&( 1,8+'J#%1+,<(

but for indicators of whether 

#,(&-+,+JK("#5( 5/--&&0&0( 1,(L&-+J1,2(>2'&&,<@(

ib7k($+1,%5('&#0&'5(L#-O(%+(%"&(\7!?(Y(:"1-"(

focuses on mapping the wide array of technical 

+$%1+,5( #S#1.#L.&<( #5( ,+%&0( #L+S&( Y( +'( %+( %"&(

World Bank (see the section on “Genuine Savings” 

below).

For Sustainable Develop-

ment<( %"&( $1-%/'&( 15( #( L1%(

L'12"%&'( #,0( -.&#'&'<( L/%( 5%1..(

/,Q,15"&0( Y( #,0<( 8+'( %"&(

,+,F5$&-1#.15%<( 5%1..( 5+J&:"#%(

confusing. The United Nations 

Department of Economic and 

Social Affairs has published a 

set of guidance documents 

for use at the national level. It tells countries what 

%"&K(5"+/.0(%"1,O(#L+/%(J&#5/'1,2(BDq(1,01-#%+'5<(

oH(+8(:"1-"(#'&(10&,%1Q&0(#5(>-+'&@I<(#,0($'+S10&5(

methodology sheets for how to do it. Countries 

-#,( %"&,( /$.+#0( %"&1'( Q,15"&0(b#%1+,#.( 3&$+'%5(

+,( 5/5%#1,#L.&( 0&S&.+$J&,%(Y(:1%"( +'( :1%"+/%(

1,01-#%+'5(Y(#%(%"&(ib(:&L51%&=32 

Genuine Progress, Genuine Savings, 
and the Green GDP

Some efforts to reframe growth have focused 

5$&-1Q-#..K(+,(1,01-#%+'5(#,0(%"&1'($+:&'(%+(5"#$&(

policy and decision-making. The acknowledged 

problems in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

have given rise to a number of different efforts to 

'&0&Q,&( +'( '&1,S&,%( %"#%( 1,01-#%+'<( #,0( %"&'&LK(

reframe the overall goal of economic growth. 

Three of these efforts have risen to the level 

of being formally adopted (or at least used and 

referenced) by governmental entities. 

Genuine Progress<( #5( #( -+,-&$%( 1,( &-+,+J1-5<(

grew out of the work of economist Herman Daly 

#,0( "15( -+..&#2/&( P+",( !+LL<( #,0( %"&1'( &88+'%5(

%+( '&0&Q,&( &-+,+J1-( J&#5/'&J&,%( 1,( #( J+'&(

integrative way. Daly and Cobb introduced the 

Index of Social and Economic Welfare (ISEW) as 

a correction to the Gross Domestic Product with 

a 1990 book entitled For the Common Good. 

?/'1,2(%"&(CDDH5(#,0(GHHH5<('&5&#'-"&'5(#0#$%&0(

%"&1'(+'121,#.(J&%"+0+.+21&5<( 5+J&%1J&5(:+'O1,2(

1,( 1,0&$&,0&,%( %"1,OF%#,O5<( #,0( 5+J&%1J&5(

working in connection with governments. The 

phrase ISEW was largely replaced by the phrase 

“Genuine Progress Indicator” (GPI) after this new 

indicator was publicized by a cover story in the US 

magazine Atlantic Monthly in 1995 (“If the GDP is 

i$<(_"K(15(RJ&'1-#(?+:,e@I=33

Calculations of Genuine Progress are an attempt 

%+(1J$'+S&(512,1Q-#,%.K(+,(%"&(9?k(LK(5/L%'#-%1,2(

social and environmental costs (many of which 

#-%/#..K( -#/5&( %"&( 9?k( %+( '15&I<( #,0( #001,2( %"&(

value of some non-monetized economic activity 

(such as volunteer work). Only a few government 

entities have formally adopted latest-generation 

9kNF5%K.&( J&#5/'&J&,%5<( J+5%( '&-&,%.K( #,0(

$'+J1,&,%.K( %"&(!#,#01#,(-1%K(+8(70J+,%+,<(#,0(

the US State of Maryland (see Box). GPIs had 

previously been calculated for the US States of 

i%#"<(\"1+<(A1,,&5+%#<(#,0(p&'J+,%=(d/%(S#'1#%1+,5(

on the same theme are emerging today in other 

countries as well.

A Canadian think-tank has recently introduced 

#( ,&:<( 5%'1$$&0F0+:,( S#'1#,%<( J1,/5( %"&( $/'&.K(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.( 8#-%+'5<( %"#%( 1%( -#..5( %"&( N,0&[( +8(

Economic Well-Being (IEWB). This methodology 

focuses on the distinction between consumption 

#,0(-#$1%#.<(#,0(1%( .++O5(#%( 155/&5(5/-"(#5(1,-+J&(

&U/1%K( #,0( &-+,+J1-( 5&-/'1%K( 1,( +.0( #2&=( N,(

M&$%&JL&'<(GHCC<(1%('&.&#5&0(#('&$+'%(%"#%(1,-./0&5(

calculations of the new IEWB index for all the 

OECD nations.34 

N,( !"1,#<( &-+,+J15%( b1/( _&,K/#,( '&-&,%.K(

introduced a new measure called the “GDP 

Quality Index.” Niu Wenyuan had previously tried 

%+( 1,%'+0/-&( #(>9'&&,(9?k@( %+( !"1,#<( L/%( "#0(

J&%(5%188('&515%#,-&(B5&&(L&.+:I=(6"&(,&:(J&#5/'&<(
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which is more 

.1O&( %"&( 9kN<(

c o m b i n e s 

QS&( &.&J&,%5*(

the energy 

intensity per 

/,1%( +8( 9?k<(

income gaps 

between rich 

#,0( $++'<(

waste per unit 

+8(9?k<(U/#.1%K(

of life (life 

expectancy and 

other human 

development 

1,01-#%+'5I<( #,0( #( -+J$+51%&( J&#5/'&( +8(

J#,#2&J&,%(U/#.1%K(B-+S&'1,2($/L.1-(1,8'#5%'/-%/'&<(

%"&(51f&(+8($/L.1-(L/'&#/-'#-K<(#,0(+%"&'(J&#5/'&5I=((

BM&&(>!"1,#T5(2'&&,(&-+,+J15%(5%1''1,2(#(5"18%(#:#K(

8'+J(9?k<@(The Guardian, 16 September 2011.)

It must be underscored that none of these efforts 

has resulted in anything like a replacement of 

traditional GDP measurements with GPI-style 

J&#5/'&5=( ;+:&S&'<( %"&( 5&'1+/5( 0&L#%&( #'+/,0(

the GPI and its variants has helped to establish 

the consensus around the weakness of the GDP 

as a proxy measure of overall social and economic 

welfare. 

Some of the criticisms directed at the GPI can 

also help to explain why the GDP has retained 

its central position in economic decision-making 

for so long. Measures of Genuine Progress involve 

selecting out which topics should be treated as 

>-+5%5@(#,0(:"1-"(#5(>L&,&Q%5<@(#,0(%"&,(&5%1J#%1,2(

0+..#'(S#./&5(8+'(%"+5&(-+5%5(+'(L&,&Q%5(%"#%(#'&(

not monetized. Critics claim that these choices 

#'&(J#%%&'5(+8($+.1%1-5(#,0(10&+.+2K<(:"1-"(J#O&5(

the GPI vulnerable to statistical manipulation. 

a+'(&[#J$.&<(15(-/%%1,2(0+:,(#(8+'&5%(#(>-+5%@(+'(

#(>L&,&Q%@( %+( 5+-1&%Ke( N%(J#K( L&( 5&&,( #5( #( -+5%(

8'+J(#,(&,S1'+,J&,%#.15%($&'5$&-%1S&<(:"1.&(L&1,2(

5&&,(#5(#(L&,&Q%(%+(%"+5&(:"+(/5&(%"&(./JL&'(#,0(

$#$&'=(6"&(%'#01%1+,#.(9?k<( 1,(-+,%'#5%<(J#O&5(,+(

5/-"(015%1,-%1+,5(Y( 1%( 51J$.K( -+,S&'%5( %"&( 8&..&0(

8+'&5%(1,%+(J+,&K<(#%(:"#%&S&'(%"&(-/''&,%($'1-&(15(

+,(%"&(%1JL&'(J#'O&%(Y(#,0(5+(%"&(9?k('&U/1'&5(

no additional ethical or values-based decisions 

about how to treat forests in accounting terms. 

(Those decisions were made when the GDP was 

Q'5%(0&512,&0=I

Maryland Leads the Way on the GPI

6"&(M%#%&(+8(A#'K.#,0<(iMR<("#5(&J&'2&0(#5( %"&(

most serious user and champion of the Geniune 

k'+2'&55( N,01-#%+'( B9kNI(J&%"+0+.+2K<( .&0( LK( 1%5(

-/''&,%(9+S&',+'<(A#'%1,(\TA#..&K=(N,(M&$%&JL&'(

GHCC<(9+S&',+'(\TA#..&K('&.&#5&0(%"&(%"1'0(#,,/#.(

/$0#%&(+8(%"&(9kN<(,+%1,2(%"#%(%"&(1J$+'%#,-&(+8(%"&(

indicator is growing over time. “With three years 

+8(0#%#(,+:(-+J$1.&0<(:&(#'&(.++O1,2(#%(%"&(L&5%(

ways to incorporate these values into decision-

making and we encourage our local partners to do 

5+(#5(:&..<@("&(,+%&0=

A#'K.#,0T5( 9kN( 15( -#.-/.#%&0( /51,2( #,( #''#K( +8(

Gq( 1,01-#%+'5<( 01S10&0( 1,%+( &-+,+J1-<( 5+-1#.<( #,0(

environmental factors. When compared to the 

Gross State Product (a State-level version of the 

9?kI<( A#'K.#,0T5( 9kN( 5"+:5( +S&'#..( :&..FL&1,2(

in the state lagging behind traditional economic 

2'+:%"(Y(#,0(#-%/#..K(0&-.1,1,2(+,&(K&#'(BGHHDI<(

despite a sharp rise in the traditional GSP/GDP 

measure.

The Maryland GPI is sponsored by the state 

2+S&',J&,%<( #,0( $'+J+%&0( LK( 1%5( 2+S&',+'=( N%(

has no formal legislative role in policy making at 

%"15( 5%#2&<(L/%( 1,510&'5( '&$+'%( %"#%( %"&(0#%#("#S&(

L&&,( S&'K( 1,4/&,%1#.( 1,( "&.$1,2( %+( 5"#$&( $+.1-K(

discussions on a wide variety of issues dealt with 

by state government. “The greatest impact is 

51J$.K(%"#%(1%(&[15%5<@(5#10(+,&($&'5+,(8#J1.1#'(:1%"(

the program.35
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For more information:

On Maryland’s GPI:

www.green.maryland.gov/mdgpi 

For the new report on the Index of 

Economic Well-Being for the OECD 

nations: www.csls.ca/iwb/oecd.asp

For an overview of the GPI and 

related uses in the  US 

and Canadian context:

www.newdream.org/

J%3#%.?=K%&8&F4"4#L

the-dream/rethinking-growth
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Genuine Savings,(1,(-+,%'#5%(%+(%"&(9kN<(15(#(J+'&(

%'#01%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(1,01-#%+'(Y(%"&(,#%1+,#.(>,&%(

5#S1,25@('#%&(Y(%"#%("#5(L&&,(5.12"%.K(J+01Q&0(1,(

order to integrate the values of natural and human 

capital. Data on national “Genuine Savings” rates 

have been calculated and published by the World  

d#,O<(:"&'&(%"&K("#S&(L&&,(/5&0(%+(0&J+,5%'#%&(

the extent to which traditional economic growth 

$#%"5<(:"1-"('&5/.%5(1,(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(0&2'#0#%1+,(

#,0('&5+/'-&(0&$.&%1+,<(J#K(#-%/#..K(L&('&,0&'1,2(

poorer nations more impoverished.36
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Genuine Progress Indictor Gross State Products
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Figure 2: The State of Maryland’s Genuine Progress Indicator for 2010.  Source: State of Maryland

For more information:

http://bit.ly/
genuinesaving

Figure 3:  A schematic of the structure of “Genuine Savings”. Source: World Bank
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a1,#..K<( %"&( Green GDP is the least innovative 

in this related set of measures and frameworks. 

A Green GDP is a conventional Gross Domestic 

k'+0/-%<( #0`/5%&0( 8+'( %"&(&,S1'+,J&,%#.( -+5%5(+8(

the economic activities that it measures. Green 

9?k5("#S&(L&&,(#0+$%&0(LK(5+J&(2+S&',J&,%5<(

most notably China (which produced but then 

suppressed Green GDP data in 2005-200737) and 

India (which plans to begin publishing Green GDP 

0#%#( 1,( GHCoI=( !"1,#T5( 5/$$'&551+,( +8( %"&(9'&&,(

GDP was related to the political impact that the 

0#%#( :&'&( &[$&-%&0( %+( -#/5&<( 51,-&( 1%( 5"+:&0(

economic growth to be far lower than a “normal” 

9?k(:+/.0(J&#5/'&( 1%( %+(L&<(&5$&-1#..K( 1,(5+J&(

provinces.

The idea for a Green GDP is not new. The online 

encyclopedia Wikipedia recounts that in 1993 

%"&( d/'&#/( +8( 7-+,+J1-( R,#.K515<( %"&( +8Q-1#.(

L++OO&&$&'(+8(%"&(iM(&-+,+JK<(L&2#,('&5$+,01,2(

to concerns that the GDP was in need of reform. 

The agency began working on a green accounting 

system called Integrated Environmental and 

7-+,+J1-(R--+/,%5=(6"&(1,1%1#.('&5/.%5<('&.&#5&0(1,(

CDDE<(5"+:&0(%"#%(9?k(,/JL&'5(:&'&(+S&'5%#%1,2(

%"&( 1J$#-%( +8( J1,1,2( -+J$#,1&5( %+( %"&( ,#%1+,T5(

economic wealth. Mining companies did not like 

%"+5&( '&5/.%5<( #,0( 1,( CDDo( R.#,( d=( A+..+"#,<( #(

Democratic House Representative from West 

p1'21,1#T5(-+#.(-+/,%'K<(5$+,5+'&0(#,(#J&,0J&,%(

to the 1995 Appropriations Bill that stopped the 

Bureau of Economic Analysis from working on 

'&S151,2( %"&( 9?k=( N,( %"&( iM( -+,%&[%<( %"&( 9?k(

'&J#1,5(&55&,%1#..K(>8'+f&,<@(LK(#-%(+8(!+,2'&55=38 

Critics of the 

Green GDP 

say that it 

is too hard 

to calculate 

#--/'#%&.K<( +'(

even that it is 

impossible to 

calculate. Since many natural resources are often 

/5&0(8+'( 8'&&(B1,-./01,2(:#%&'I<(%"&K(0+(,+%("#S&(

prices or monetary values attached to them. As a 

'&5/.%<(%"&'&(15(,+(:#K(%+(O,+:("+:(%+(J+,&%1f&(

%"&J<(#$#'%(8'+J(-'/0&(&5%1J#%&5<(8+'(1,-./51+,(1,(

GDP-type calculations.39 

Gross National Happiness

The phrase “Gross National Happiness” was 

Q'5%( 1,%'+0/-&0( LK( d"/%#,T5( X1,2( P12J&( M1,2K&(

_#,2-"/-O<(1,(CD)G=(A/-"(.#%&'<(%"&(-+,-&$%(:#5(

developed into a survey instrument by researchers 

at the Center for Bhutan Studies to gauge the 

well-being of the Bhutanese people. In recent 

K&#'5<( d"/%#,T5( 1,-'&#51,2.K( 5+$"15%1-#%&0( 5/'S&K(

%&-",1U/&5("#S&(L&&,(5%/01&0<(#0+$%&0(#,0(#0#$%&0(

by other governmental entities in many different 

$#'%5(+8(%"&(:+'.0<(#,0(%"&($'#-%1-&(+8(J&#5/'1,2(

“Gross National Happiness” has become a 

512,1Q-#,%(8+-/5(+8(015-/551+,(#,0(0&L#%&=

While the idea of “measuring happiness” sounds 

+00(%+(J#,K($&+$.&(#%(Q'5%<(%"&($'#-%1-&(+8(5/'S&K1,2(

$&+$.&(%+(0&%&'J1,&(%"&1'($&'-&1S&0(:&..FL&1,2<(.18&(

5#%158#-%1+,<(#,0(5&.8F'&$+'%&0("#$$1,&55("#5(#(.+,2(

"15%+'K=(R.5+( 1,( '&-&,%( K&#'5<( %"&( %&-",1U/&5( 8+'(

J&#5/'1,2<(#,#.Kf1,2<(#,0(1,%&'$'&%1,2(5/-"(5/'S&K(

result have been strengthened by advances in both 

L'#1,(5-1&,-&(#,0(5%#%15%1-5<(:"1-"("#S&( 1,-'&#5&0(

.&S&.5( +8( -+,Q0&,-&( 1,( %"&( '&.1#L1.1%K( +8( 5/'S&K(

0#%#=(_"1.&( %"&( 0&L#%&5( -+,%1,/&<( #( -+,5&,5/5(

has emerged that the science of measuring and 

#55&551,2("/J#,("#$$1,&55(15(,+:(5/8Q-1&,%.K(:&..(

developed to be relevant to national progress 

assessment and policy making in countries as 

01S&'5&( #5(d"/%#,<(!"1,#<( a'#,-&<( #,0( %"&(i,1%&0(

X1,20+J=

As the pioneer in measuring Gross National 

;#$$1,&55<( d"/%#,T5( 2+S&',J&,%( B%"'+/2"( %"&(

!&,%&'( 8+'( d"/%#,( M%/01&5I( "#5( L&&,( '&Q,1,2( 1%5(

#$$'+#-"( 8+'(+S&'( #( 0&-#0&<( 0&S&.+$1,2( #,( #''#K(

of survey instruments that cover everything 

8'+J( 5/L`&-%1S&.K( '&$+'%&0( &J+%1+,#.( 5%#%&5<( %+(

$&'5+,#.( %1J&( /5&<( %+( 8#J1.1#'1%K( :1%"( %"&( .+-#.(

ecosystem. A sampling of the indicators selected 

by the Bhutanese provides a snapshot of the 

,#%1+,#.(-/.%/'&<(#5(:&..(#5(#(:+'O1,2(0&Q,1%1+,(+8(

:"#%(>"#$$1,&55@(J&#,5( 1,(%"&(+8Q-1#.(d"/%#,&5&(

context. The indicators include:

Chapter 5
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!" a'&U/&,-K(+8(8&&.1,2(5&.Q5",&55

!" a'&U/&,-K(+8(8&&.1,2(+8(2&,&'+51%K

!" Occurrence of suicidal thought

!" X,+:.&02&(+8(%"&(,#J&5(+8($.#,%(#,0(#,1J#.(

species (“Do you know the names of plants 

and animals in your local surrounding?”)

!" c&S&.( +8( &0/-#%1+,<( .1%&'#-K( '#%&<( "15%+'1-#.(

literacy

!" a'&U/&,-K(+8($.#K1,2(%'#01%1+,#.(2#J&5

!" Number of days in a year attending community 

festivals

!" Household income

!" N,-+J&(5/8Q-1&,-K(%+(J&&%(&S&'K0#K(,&&05

!" Room ratio (number of person per room)

!" Purchase of second hand clothes

!" Sleep hours

!" Sense of trust in neighbors

!" Labor exchange with community members

!" “Members of your family really care about 

each other” 

!" Trust in media

6'#01%1+,<( $5K-"+.+2K<( "&#.%"<( &-+.+21-#.( -+,-&',5<(

&55&,%1#.( '&.#%1+,5"1$5<( #,0( J+0&',( %&-",+.+2K(

(such as media) all have a place in the Bhutanese 

-+,-&$%( +8( 9'+55( b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55( Y( #,0(

their use is not merely theoretical. Unlike other 

8'#J&:+'O5(#,0(1,01-#%+'5($'+Q.&0("&'&<(d"/%#,T5(

GNH is also policy-relevant. Recent visitors 

%+( d"/%#,( '&$+'%( %"#%( &[%&,51S&<( J+,%"F.+,2(

community consultations are held in connection 

:1%"( J#`+'( 0&S&.+$J&,%( 0&-151+,5<( 5/-"( #5( %"&(

building of a new highway. Community members 

#'&(#5O&0(%+('&4&-%(+,("+:(%"&(,&:(0&S&.+$J&,%(

J12"%( 1J$#-%( %"&( 9b;( 1,01-#%+'5<( #,0( %"&5&(

'&4&-%1+,5(#'&(5&'1+/5.K(-+,510&'&0(1,(J#O1,2(Q,#.(

decisions on policy and investment.

N,( %"&( -/''&,%( &-+,+J1-( -.1J#%&<( :1%"( +,2+1,2(

serious disruptions in Western economies and 

-/''&,-K(5K5%&J5<(#,0($+.1%1-#.(.&#0&'5(5-'#JL.1,2(

%+(>$/%(2'+:%"(L#-O(+,(%'#-O<@(1%(J#K(L&(018Q-/.%(

to imagine a switch from GDP to GNH occurring 

#,K%1J&( 5++,=( b+,&%"&.&55<( -"#,2&5( /,0&'( :#K(

now point to a not-too-distant future where 

national happiness indices may begin to compete 

seriously with economic growth measures for the 

attention of ordinary citizens. To illustrate:

!" 6"&(2+S&',J&,%(+8( %"&(i,1%&0(X1,20+J(:1..(

$/L.15"( 1%5( Q'5%( ,#%1+,#.( "#$$1,&55( 1,0&[( 1,(

2012. 

!" The German parliament has formed a formal 

-+JJ1%%&&(%+(&[$.+'&(0+1,2(%"&(5#J&<(#,0(15(

0/&(%+('&$+'%( 1%5(Q,01,25(1,(%"&(,&[%(+,&(+'(

two years. 

!" R/5%'1#( #.'&#0K( $/L.15"&5( +8Q-1#.( 5%#%15%1-5(

+,( ,#%1+,#.( "#$$1,&55( #,0( :&..FL&1,2<( 1,(

connection with its sustainable development 

programs. 

!" And the French government has produced its 

+:,(+8Q-1#.(2/10&.1,&5(8+'(#(,#%1+,#.("#$$1,&55(

1,0&[(%"#%(5&&J5<(#%(Q'5%(2.#,-&<(51J1.#'(%+(%"&(

Bhutanese model. 

6"&( \7!?( 8/'%"&'( '&$+'%5( B1,( >;+:T5( c18&e(

A&#5/'1,2( _&..Fd&1,2@<( \-%+L&'( GHCC40) that 

51J1.#'( &88+'%5(Y( S#'K1,2( 1,( 5-#.&( 8'+J( ,#%1+,#.(

consultation processes to more statistical exercises 

Y(#'&( 2+1,2(+,( 1,(b+':#K<(R/5%'#.1#<( N%#.K<( M$#1,<(

M.+S&,1#<( P#$#,<( #,0( 5&S&'#.( +%"&'( -+/,%'1&5=( N%( 15(

important to note that each of these initiatives is 

%#1.+'&0(%+(%"&(5$&-1Q-5(+8(&#-"(,#%1+,<(#,0(%+(%"&(

/,1U/&(:#K(%"#%(&#-"(-/.%/'&(0&Q,&5("#$$1,&55(#,0(

:&..FL&1,2=(a+'(&[#J$.&<(%"&(U/&5%1+,5(#5O&0(LK(%"&(

French are very different from those asked by the 

d"/%#,&5&<( #,0( '&$+'%&0.K( 1,-./0&( %"&( 8+..+:1,2*(

“Do you own at least two pairs of shoes? Can you 

afford to eat meat every other day? Is your home 

018Q-/.%(%+("&#%<(0#J$(+'(%++(5J#..(%+("#S&(8'1&,05(

over to visit? Do you casually bump into friends? 

Chapter 5
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Are you in touch with your family? Do you have 

unbearably noisy neighbours?”41 

While it seems counter-intuitive for governments 

to be focusing on measuring happiness in the midst 

+8( %+/2"( &-+,+J1-( %1J&5<( %"&'&( 15( #( $&'-&$%1L.&(

political logic operating here as well. The shift 

to happiness and away from growth marks a 

“change in the scorecard” that potentially can 

serve the political interests of sitting governments. 

Delivering traditional economic growth has 

L&-+J&(0&J+,5%'#L.K(J+'&(018Q-/.%(8+'(-+/,%'1&5(

.1O&( a'#,-&<( 9&'J#,K<( +'( P#$#,<( :1%"( %"&1'( #21,2(

demographics and declining economic power in 

%"&(8#-&(+8(%"&('15&(+8(!"1,#(#,0(N,01#=(;#$$1,&55<(

:&..FL&1,2<( #,0( U/#.1%K( +8( .18&<( #5( ,+%&0( &#'.1&'( 1,(

%"15('&$+'%<(#'&(,+%(5%'+,2.K(-+/$.&0(%+(&-+,+J1-(

growth and income once a country has achieved 

a minimum level of material economic comfort. 

Political leaders may be realizing that a shift of focus 

from GDP-measured growth to “Gross National 

Happiness” may help them to distract voters 

from these tougher economic circumstances. 

k&+$.&T5( 1,-+J&5(J#K(,+%(L&('151,2(#5(%"&K(:&'&(

before; but if it can be demonstrated to them 

%"#%( %"&1'( "#$$1,&55( 15( /,#88&-%&0(Y(+'( $&'"#$5(

&S&,(&,"#,-&0(LK( %"&( 5.+:&'(&-+,+J1-($#-&(Y(

then the political leadership can still claim some 

“measure of success.”

Political consid-

&'#%1+,5( #510&<(

there is no 

doubt that 

>"#$$1,&55<@( #5(

a potential new 

f r a m e w o r k 

for evaluating 

%"&( :&..FL&1,2( +8( #( ,#%1+,<( "#5( L&-+J&( $+$/.#'=(

N%( '&J#1,5( %+( L&( 5&&,<( "+:&S&'<( :"&%"&'( +%"&'(

nations will also follow Bhutan in putting their new 

happiness indices to work as instruments of citizen 

consultation and policy making.42 

De-Growth

“De-Growth” is perhaps the most radical notion 

covered in this survey of alternatives to the 

$#'#012J( +8( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( 51,-&( 1%( J&#,5(

,+%"1,2( .&55( %"#,( 2'+:%"T5( +$$+51%&*( ( 5"'1,O#2&=(

The “De-Growth Movement” consists largely 

of a network of academic 

researchers and economic 

activists who study and 

promote the idea that aiming 

for smaller-scale economies 

will generate greater human 

:&..FL&1,2<(:"1.&('&0/-1,2(%"&(

pressure on natural resources 

and ecosystems. The concept 

rose to international 

attention with the publication 

+8( #( '&$+'%<( LK( &-+,+J15%(

61J(P#-O5+,<(155/&0(1,(A#'-"(GHHD(LK(%"&(i,1%&0(

X1,20+JT5( +8Q-1#.( M/5%#1,#L.&( ?&S&.+$J&,%(

!+JJ1551+,=(61%.&0(>k'+5$&'1%K(:1%"+/%(9'+:%"e<@(

k'+8=(P#-O5+,T5('&$+'%(:#5('&J#'O#L.&(1,(L&1,2(%"&(

Q'5%(5/-"(%'&#%J&,%(+8(%"&(%+$1-(155/&0(LK(#,(+8Q-1#.(

national government body. It was later republished 

#5(#(L++O(Y(:1%"+/%(%"&(U/&5%1+,(J#'O(1,(%"&(%1%.&=(

6"15( L++O<( Prosperity without Growth, has become 

the most widely read current introduction to De-

Growth and an essential reference on the topic.

P#-O5+,T5( #'2/J&,%( -#,(L&( 5/JJ#'1f&0(Y(#5("&(

5/JJ#'1f&5(1%("1J5&.8(Y(1,(%"'&&(5"+'%(5%#%&J&,%5*

1. Growth is unsustainable.( P#-O5+,( #--&$%5(

%"&( 0&-#0&5( +8( 5-1&,%1Q-( '&5&#'-"( %"#%( &5%#L.15"(

the “Limits to Growth” and the “Planetary 

Boundaries” within which we humans must live. 

91S&,( %"&5&( 8#-%5<( &,0.&55( &[$#,51+,( 1,( '&5+/'-&(

&[%'#-%1+,<($'+0/-%1+,<(-+,5/J$%1+,<(#,0(:#5%&(15(

patently impossible.

2. De-Growth is unstable. ;&'&<(P#-O5+,(L/1.05(

#( L'102&( L&%:&&,( %'#01%1+,#.( &-+,+J1-( %"1,O1,2<(

and proponents of the alternative. He explains the 

extent to which national economic systems are 

-+J$.&%&.K(0&$&,0&,%<( 8+'(%"&1'(-+'&(5%#L1.1%K<(+,(

continuous growth. “Recessions” and “depressions” 

bring with them serious social unrest and political 
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1,5%#L1.1%K(Y(:"1-"(2+S&',J&,%5(#'&(5/$$+5&0(%+(

prevent. This systems perspective helps to explain 

%"&( 1,%&,51%K( :1%"( :"1-"( 2+S&',J&,%5( 5%'1S&<( #%(

#..( -+5%5<( %+( O&&$( 2'+:%"( 2+1,2<( 0&5$1%&( #..( %"&(

#--/J/.#%&0( &S10&,-&( #L+/%( 2'+:%"T5( ,&2#%1S&(

&,S1'+,J&,%#.(-+,5&U/&,-&5<(#,0(2'+:%"T5(1,#L1.1%K(

to deliver ever-increasing well-being. 

3. Decoupling won’t work. “Decoupling” 

means maintaining continued monetary economic 

2'+:%"(B1,-'&#5&5(1,(9?kI<(:"1.&('&0/-1,2('&5+/'-&(

/5&<(:#5%&<(#,0($+../%1+,(B:"1-"(+'01,#'1.K('15&(:1%"(

growth in a “coupled” fashion). First introduced as 

a goal of policy by the Dutch government in the 

&#'.K( CDDH5<( 0&-+/$.1,2( 1,S+.S&5( 1,-'&#51,2( %"&(

&8Q-1&,-K(:1%"(:"1-"(%"&(&-+,+JK(%/',5('&5+/'-&5(

1,%+(%"1,25(+8(S#./&<(#5(J&#5/'&0(LK(1,01-#%+'5(5/-"(

as “carbon intensity” (how much CO
2
 is emitted 

per dollar of GDP produced by an economy). 

P#-O5+,(,+%&5(%"#%(%+(0#%&<(0&-+/$.1,2T5(2#1,5("#S&(

been marginal when compared to the absolute 

growth in emissions like CO
2
=(6"&5&( &8Q-1&,-KF

based approaches to reducing overall impact on 

$.#,&%#'K( &-+5K5%&J5( #'&( ,+%( '&#.15%1-<( #--+'01,2(

to this analysis. There is no way that economies 

-#,(0&-+/$.&(Y( %"#%( 15<( 5&$#'#%&( %"&($'+-&55(+8(

growth from the process of ecosystem destruction 

Y(8#5%(&,+/2"(%+(%/',(%"&(%10&(+,($'+L.&J5(.1O&(

global warming.

P#-O5+,T5( :+'O( &55&,%1#..K( .&#S&5( %"&( :+'.0( :1%"(

#( U/&5%1+,<(:"1-"( "&( #'%1-/.#%&5( #5(>_"#%( 15( %"&(

path forward?” But he and other proponents of 

De-Growth have also created policy proposals and 

even alternative economic models that attempt to 

0&J+,5%'#%&( #( 0188&'&,%<( 1,0&&0( %'#,58+'J#%1S&<(

&-+,+J1-( $#%":#K=( P#-O5+,( #,0( !#,#01#,(

&-+,+J15%( k&%&'( p1-%+'<( #/%"+'( +8( A#,#21,2(

:1%"+/%( 9'+:%"( #,0( +,&( +8( P#-O5+,T5( 8'&U/&,%(

-+..#L+'#%+'5<( $/L.15"&0( #( ,&:5$#$&'( -+./J,( 1,(

September 201143 that summarizes key elements 

of the alternative economic pathway that the De-

9'+:%"(J+S&J&,%($'+$+5&5( %+( %"&(:+'.0<( 8'+J(

“braver policy-making” to “a renewed sense of 

5"#'&0( $'+5$&'1%K=@(A+'&( 5$&-1Q-#..K<( %"&1'( S151+,(

of transformative change includes:

!" A “radical overhaul” of the capital 

investment markets, with the aim 

of dramatically reducing speculation in 

-+JJ+01%1&5( .1O&( 8++0( 8/%/'&5( +'( Q,#,-1#.(

0&'1S#%1S&5( .1O&( "&02&( 8/,05<( #,0( 1,-'&#51,2(

1,S&5%J&,%5( 1,( .+:F-#'L+,( %&-",+.+2K<(

%'#,5$+'%#%1+,<( "&#.%"( -#'&<( &0/-#%1+,<( #,0(

&8Q-1&,%("+/51,2(#,0(%'#,5$+'%#%1+,=

!" !"#$"%& '(")*+,)-$"*#& .)/0,**)$"%&

at the expense of the customer 

and taxpayer,” presumably through 

tighter regulation of business behavior and 

&,-+/'#2&J&,%( +8( ,&:( -+'$+'#%&( 8+'J5(Y(

5/-"( #5( %"&( >dF!+'$+'#%1+,<@( +'( >d&,&Q%(

!+'$+'#%1+,<@(:"1-"(1,S+.S&5(5&%%1,2(5%'+,2&'(

governance rules in place to ensure that a 

-+'$+'#%1+,( #-%5( %+( L&,&Q%( 5+-1&%K( 1,( 5+-1#.(

and environment terms as well as economically.

!" Dramatic cultural changes to reduce the 

&J$"#515( +,( -+,5/J&'15J( #,0( J#%&'1#.15J<(

and increase a general cultural swing in the 

01'&-%1+,( +8( >2++0( ,/%'1%1+,<( 0&-&,%( "+J&5<(

2++0( U/#.1%K( 5&'S1-&5<( 5%#L.&( -+JJ/,1%1&5<(

0&-&,%<( 5&-/'&( &J$.+KJ&,%( #,0( "&#.%"K(

environments.”

6"&5&( #'&( '&S+./%1+,#'K( 10&#5( %"#%( '&4&-%( #(

5%'+,2.K(10&#.15%1-(#,0(-+JJ/,1%#'1#,(5&%(+8(S#./&5<(

#,0(?&F9'+:%"(-+,8&'&,-&5<(5%/01&5<(#,0(%&[%5(#'&(

generally focused on (1) searching for evidence that 

5/-"(-"#,2&5(#'&(/,0&'(:#K<(#,0g+'(BGI($'+J+%1,2(

arguments and strategies for making such changes 

(including abandonment of the GDP in favor of 

other indicators of well-being). But while De-

Growth can be seen as sitting at one end of the 

5$&-%'/J(+8(#.%&',#%1S&(b&:(7-+,+J1-(10&#5<(#,0(

as a kind of radical departure from traditional 

2'+:%"( &-+,+J1-5<( 1%( 15( 1J$+'%#,%( %+( ,+%&( %"#%(

there are differences of view within the De-

Growth movement itself. Some advocate a fairly 

#22'&551S&(#,0($'+#-%1S&(#$$'+#-"(Y(+,&(5"+/.0(

#%%&J$%( %+( J#O&( ?&F9'+:%"( "#$$&,( Y( :"1.&(

+%"&'5(L&.1&S&(%"#%(?&F9'+:%"(15(51J$.K(1,&S1%#L.&<(

given the constraints placed on traditional growth 

LK(#(0&$.&%&0('&5+/'-&(L#5&=(a+'(%"15(5&-+,0(2'+/$<(
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the work of 

“De-Growth 

Economics” is 

not about pro-

moting change; 

it is about 

preparing for 

an unavoidable 

descent (as 

'&4&-%&0(1,(%"&(

title of Peter 

p1-%+'T5( GHHh(

L++O<(Managing 

w i t h o u t 

Growth44I<(#,0(#L+/%(-'&#%1,2(J+'&('&51.1&,%(5+-1#.(

structures or self-sustaining communities (as 

'&4&-%&0( 1,( %"&(6'#,51%1+,(6+:,(J+S&J&,%(-1%&0(

earlier).

While “De-Growth” has recently escaped from the 

#L5+./%&(+/%.#,05(+8(&-+,+J1-(%"1,O1,2<(+:1,2( 1,(

,+(5J#..($#'%(%+(61J(P#-O5+,T5(L'&#O%"'+/2"('&$+'%(

B:"1-"(-#''1&0(%"&(.&21%1J#-K(+8(#(iX(2+S&',J&,%(

-+JJ1551+,I<(1%('&J#1,5(#(J#'21,#.(-+,-&$%(:"+5&(

protagonists are not generally in positions of 

decision-making authority. De-Growth proponents 

tend to reject half-way concepts such as “Green 

7-+,+JK@(#,0(>M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%<@(5&&1,2(

these as just Growth as Usual in somewhat greener 

clothing. The absolutist approach of De-Growth 

J#K(L&(`/5%1Q&0(LK(%"&(J+S&J&,%T5(1,%&'$'&%#%1+,5(

of the facts on resource use and waste; but in 

$'#-%1-&<(%"15(#$$'+#-"(J&#,5(B+8(-+/'5&I(%"#%(?&F

Growth proposals are not seriously entertained 

LK(,#%1+,#.( 2+S&',J&,%5=( M%1..<( LK( 5%#O1,2(+/%( %"&(

radical end of the New Economics spectrum in a 

-.&#'( #,0( /,-+J$'+J151,2( :#K<( ?&F9'+:%"( #.5+(

serves the function of making other alternative 

10&#5( Y( 5/-"( #5( 9'+55( b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55<( +'(

%"&( '&-&,%.K( $'+$+5&0( >6+L1,(6#[@( +,( Q,#,-1#.(

%'#,5#-%1+,5( 1,( %"&( 7/'+$&#,( i,1+,( Y( #$$&#'(

much more acceptable to the mainstream of 

economic opinion.45

A Spectrum of Alternatives

This summary review of the different ways that 

the paradigm of Growth as Usual has been 

'&8+'J/.#%&0( Y( +'<( 1,( %"&( -#5&( +8( ?&F9'+:%"<(

-+J$.&%&.K( '&`&-%&0( 1,( 8#S+'( +8( #( J+'&( '#01-#.<(

5J#..&'F5-#.&<( #.%&',#%1S&( S151+,( 8+'( %"&( 2.+L#.(

&-+,+JK( Y( $'+S10&5( #( '&#5+,#L.&( 5,#$5"+%( +8(

>%"&(5%#%&(+8(%"&(#'%=@(;+:&S&'<(1%(15(1,(J#,K(:#K5(

incomplete. 

b+%( 1,-./0&0( "&'&<( 8+'( &[#J$.&<( #'&( 5&S&'#.(

innovative indicators that attempt to shift emphasis 

#:#K( 8'+J( 2'+:%"( 8+'( 1%5( +:,( 5#O&<( #,0( +,%+( #(

broader range of issues. These indicators include 

%"&( \7!?T5( ,&:( >r+/'( d&%%&'( c18&( N,0&[<@46 

which allows the user to view OECD national 

0#%#( %"'+/2"( #( S#'1&%K(+8(Q.%&'5( B5&.&-%&0(LK( %"&(

user) that are related to overall progress and well-

L&1,2j(+'(%"&(b&:(7-+,+J1-5(a+/,0#%1+,T5(>;#$$K(

k.#,&%( N,0&[<@47 which drew headlines around 

the world on its initial release in 2007. The “HPI” 

-+JL1,&5(.18&(5#%158#-%1+,<( .18&(&[$&-%#,-K<(#,0(%"&(

Ecological Footprint (a measure of the total human 

pressure on ecosystems) to produce an indicator 

that purports to show which countries are able to 

$'+S10&(%"&(J+5%("#$$1,&55(8+'(%"&1'($&+$.&<(:"1.&(

producing the smallest ecological impact. 

N,01-#%+'5( .1O&( %"&( ;kN<( %"&( 7-+.+21-#.( a++%$'1,%<(

or Your Better Life Index (and there are others 

as well) certainly contribute to the general rise of 

1,%&'&5%( 1,(#.%&',#%1S&5(%+(2'+:%"<(#,0(5$&-1Q-#..K(

in New Economic frameworks and measurements. 

They help to chip away at the foundations of the 

growth paradigm. But they do not propose an 

#.%&',#%1S&(%+('&$.#-&(1%<(1,(8/,0#J&,%#..K(&-+,+J1-(

terms.

The policy-relevant proposals of New Economics 

can be seen as spanning a spectrum that stretches 

from fairly mainstream (Green Growth) to fairly 

'#01-#.( B?&F9'+:%"I<( :"&,( -+J$#'&0( %+( %"&(

dominant growth paradigm (Growth as Usual). In 

$'#-%1-&<(%"&(01S101,2(.1,&5(L&%:&&,(%"&5&(S#'1+/5(

,&:( -+,-&$%5( -#,( +8%&,( L&( U/1%&( L./''K=( M+J&(

agencies or political actors may use a phrase like 

9'&&,( 9'+:%"<( 8+'( &[#J$.&<( ,+%( L&-#/5&( %"&K(
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&JL'#-&(#(5$&-1Q-(0&Q,1%1+,(+8(%"#%(%&'J<(L/%(51J$.K(

because they believe it will be more politically 

#--&$%#L.&(%"#,(M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%=(\%"&'5<(

"+:&S&'<( "#S&( 5%'+,2( -+JJ1%J&,%5( %+( 5$&-1Q-(

8+'J/.#%1+,5( +8( +,&( -+,-&$%( +'( #,+%"&'<( #,0(

tensions can emerge between different “camps” 

+,($/'&(-+,-&$%/#.(#,0(0&Q,1%1+,#.(2'+/,05=(6"15(

-+,-&$%/#.(5$&-%'/J(15(.+$F510&0<(#5(%"&(8+..+:1,2(

graphic illustrates.

\,(%"&('12"%(:&(Q,0(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.<(#5(J&#5/'&0(

by the Gross Domestic Product. On the left is 

?&F9'+:%"(Y(+,&(+8(:"+5&($'1J#'K(J&#5/'1,2(

5%1-O5( 15( #.5+<( 1'+,1-#..K<( %"&( 9?k=( B?&F9'+:%"( 15(

2&,&'#..K(+--/''1,2(:"&,(%"&(9?k(2+&5(0+:,<(L/%(

the De-Growth concept also refers to absolute 

reductions in resource use and consumption.) On 

the top half of the graphic are the concepts that 

"#S&(L&&,(0&5-'1L&0("&'&(#5(>8'#J&:+'O5@(Y(%"#%(

15<(1,%&2'#%&0(5&%5(+8(0&Q,1%1+,5(#,0(-+,-&$%5<(+8%&,(

1,S+.S1,2( 5$&-1Q-( 2+#.5( #5( :&..=( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"<(

9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( M/5%#1,#L.&( ?&S&.+$J&,%<( #,0(

De-Growth all involve a set of assumptions about 

how economies should work. All are alternatives 

%+(%"&(8'#J&:+'O(+8(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.<(:"1-"("#5(

its own set of core concepts and assumptions. 

The farther away these frameworks are from the 

8#'F'12"%( &,0( +8( %"&( 5$&-%'/J<( 1,( %"15( 1../5%'#%1+,<(

the more they are seen as “alternative” relative to 

mainstream economic opinion. 

On the bottom half of the graphic are most of the 

1,01-#%+'5( $'+Q.&0( 1,( %"15( '&$+'%<( #.5+( #''#,2&0(

according to their perception as “mainstream” 

+'( >#.%&',#%1S&<@( '&.#%1S&( %+( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"=(

Bb+%&(%"#%(%"&(,&:(N,0&[(+8(7-+,+J1-(_&..Fd&1,2<(

:"1-"(15(,+%(1,-./0&0(1,(%"&(1../5%'#%1+,<(:+/.0(L&(

placed in between the Green GDP and Genuine 

Savings. The new Chinese GDP Quality Index 

would likely fall in between Genuine Savings and 

the Genuine Progress Indicator. These are not 

included in the diagram because they have not yet 

been adopted as policy tools.) The indicators do 

not line up perfectly with the frameworks above 

%"&J(1,(%"15(1../5%'#%1+,<(L&-#/5&(%"&(1,01-#%+'5(#'&(

5+J&%1J&5(-.+5&'<( 1,( %&'J5(+8( %"&1'(-+,5%'/-%1+,<(

to mainstream than the frameworks with which 

%"&K(#'&(J+5%(-.+5&.K(#55+-1#%&0=(a+'(&[#J$.&<(%"&(

9'&&,(9?k(15(&55&,%1#..K(%"&(,+'J#.(9?k<(J1,/5(

-&'%#1,( &,S1'+,J&,%#.( -+5%5=( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"<( +,(

%"&(+%"&'("#,0<( 1,S+.S&5(#(J+'&($'+#-%1S&(5&%(+8(

choices regarding capital investment and policy 

1,-&,%1S&5<( 1,( 8#S+'( +8( -&'%#1,( %&-",+.+21&5( %"#%(

are seen as “greener.” This active preference for 

different investment and policy priorities places 

Green Growth just a bit farther away from pure 

9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.( %"1,O1,2( %"#,( %"&( 9'&&,( 9?k<(

because Green GDP is simply a passive measure 

of economic performance (green or otherwise).
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Figure 4: The spectrum of alternative economic frameworks and indicators, in conceptual terms, from radical 
(“De-Growth”) to mainstream (“Growth as Usual”). In practice, the difference between these concepts and 
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A key message of this illustration is that none of 

/+&'>%.?&<3%P='3%'"48"1./3%='J%3F2&8'"4'/+"='%&J3%/'.%&'

so far very away from Growth as Usual Y(:1%"(%"&(

obvious exception of De-Growth. Green Economy 

is arguably a bit farther away from mainstream than 

9'&&,( 9'+:%"<( L&-#/5&( %"&( #-%+'5( $'+J+%1,2(

Green Economy tend to give somewhat higher 

priority to ecosystem and human health. Sustainable 

Development (“SD”) is pictured here as being in 

%"&(J100.&<(L&-#/5&(1%(15(+8%&,($&'-&1S&0(#5(L&1,2(

8#'%"&'( #:#K( 8'+J( %'#01%1+,#.( 9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.<(

+:1,2( %+( 1%5( &J$"#515( +,( 5+-1#.( &U/1%K( #,0( %"&(

long-term conservation of natural resources (even 

18(%"&5&(L&,&Q%5(J12"%(-+J&(#%(%"&(-+5%(+8(5+J&(

&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"I=(N,($'#-%1-&<("+:&S&'<(M?($.#,5(

#,0(5%'#%&21&5(-#,(5%'&%-"(U/1%&(-+J8+'%#L.K(8'+J(

S&'K(2'+:%"F8'1&,0.K($+.1-1&5(Y(5+J&%1J&5(%+(#,(

extent that makes them even more mainstream 

%"#,(9'&&,(9'+:%"(Y(#..(%"&(:#K(%+(5+J&:"#%(

anti-growth policies.

\,( %"&( 1,01-#%+'( 510&<(9'&&,(9?k( 1,S+.S&5(+,.K(

a small reform of traditional economic growth 

measures. Genuine Savings (also known as 

>R0`/5%&0(b&%(M#S1,25@I(J#'O5<("+:&S&'<(#( .#'2&'(

departure from the GDP norm. Genuine Savings 

8+-/5&5(+,(-"#,2&5(%+(,#%1+,#.(:&#.%"(#,0(-#$1%#.<(

'#%"&'(%"#,(1,-+J&<(#,0(#0`/5%5(%'#01%1+,#.(,#%1+,#.(

:&#.%"( Q2/'&5( LK( #001,2( 5+-1#.( 1,S&5%J&,%5( #,0(

subtracting losses in the total value of natural 

'&5+/'-&<(#J+,2(+%"&'(8#-%+'5=(d/%(9&,/1,&(M#S1,25(

still “presents resource and environmental issues 

:1%"1,(#(8'#J&:+'O(%"#%(Q,#,-&(#,0(0&S&.+$J&,%(

$.#,,1,2(J1,15%'1&5( -#,( /,0&'5%#,0@(Y( %"#%( 15<( #(

J+,&%1f&0(S#./&<(%K$1-#..K(&[$'&55&0(1,(iM(0+..#'5=

The Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) also 

$'&5&,%5( #(J+,&%1f&0( 0+..#'( S#./&<( L/%( 1%5( 5-+$&(

is much more extensive than the Genuine Savings 

Indicator (GSI) and includes a wider array of 

5+-1#.( #,0( &,S1'+,J&,%#.( 8#-%+'5=( ;+:&S&'<( L+%"(

the GPI and the GSI include traditional economic 

0#%#(%"#%<(#%(L+%%+J<('&4&-%(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"=(a+'(

&[#J$.&<(:"1.&( %"&(9kN( -#,( L&( '&0/-&0(+'( &S&,(

turned negative by the counter-balancing effects of 

%"&(5+-1#.(#,0(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(-+5%5(+8(2'+:%"<(it is 

driven upwards by increases in personal consumption. 

N,(+%"&'(:+'05<(%"&(9kN(Y(0&5$1%&(L&1,2(1,S&,%&0(

as a way to criticize the obsession with growth 

1,(J#1,5%'&#J( &-+,+J1-5(Y( 5%1..( 8'#J&5( 2'+:%"(

in personal consumption as positive and desirable. 

N,( %"&( 5#J&( :#K<( 9&,/1,&( M#S1,25( '#%&5( %&,0(

%+( '&5$+,0( $+51%1S&.K(Y( %"#%( 15<( 2+( /$(Y(:"&,(

9?k( 2+&5( /$( #,0( -+,%'1L/%&5( %+( #( ,#%1+,T5(

overall wealth. Draw-downs in the value of 

natural resources or under-investment in social 

L&,&Q%5(J#K(-+/,%&'FL#.#,-&(%"&(/$:#'0F$/5"1,2(

tendencies of traditional economic growth in the 

9&,/1,&(M#S1,25(8+'J/.#<(L/%(%"15(0+&5(,+%(-"#,2&(

the fact that growth is still framed as positive in the 

context of the Genuine Savings Index.

N,( 5/J<( #..( +8( %"&( 1,01-#%+'5( $'&5&,%&0<( :1%"( %"&(

&[-&$%1+,( +8( 9'+55( b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55<( 1,-./0&(

economic growth as a positive attribute. They do 

'&$'&5&,%( '&8+'J5(+,( %"&(9?k<( L/%( %"&K( 0+(,+%(

attempt a replacement of its core logic:  growth is 

2++0<(+'(#%(.&#5%(-+,01%1+,#..K(2++0=

9'+55(b#%1+,#.(;#$$1,&55( B9b;I<( +,( %"&( +%"&'(

"#,0<( '&$'&5&,%5( #( -+J$.&%&( L'&#O( :1%"( %"&(

%'#01%1+,#.( 2'+:%"( $#'#012J<( L+%"( 1,( -+,-&$%/#.(

and in methodological terms. GNH surveys do not 

#$$&#'( %+( 1,-./0&( #,K( U/&5%1+,5( :"+5&( #,5:&'5(

are driven by economic growth per se. Traditional 

monetized measures such as consumption 

&[$&,01%/'&5( #'&( ,+%( 1,-./0&0( 1,( %"&(9b;<( ,+'(

in most other happiness and well-being measures. 

Even in the economically oriented examples from 

%"&($'+$+5&0(a'&,-"(2/10&.1,&5(U/+%&0(#L+S&(Y(

“Do you own at least two pairs of shoes? Can 

K+/(#88+'0(%+(&#%(J&#%(&S&'K(+%"&'(0#Ke@(Y(%"&(

emphasis is on =$>F1"&41C<(,+%(2'+:%"=(

6"&( 9b;( -#,,+%<( "+:&S&'<( L&( -"#'#-%&'1f&0(

#5( #,%1F2'+:%"<( &1%"&'( B:"1-"( 15( :"K( 1%( 15( $.#-&0(

exactly in the middle of this spectrum). The GNH 

#,0(%"&(9?k(J&#5/'&(-+J$.&%&.K(0188&'&,%(%"1,25<(

with the GNH coming much closer to measuring 

the actual outcome that most people hope will be 

$'+0/-&0(LK(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"*((#(2++0(U/#.1%K(+8(

.18&<(8+'(#5(J#,K($&+$.&(#5($+551L.&=(N,(#(5&,5&<(%"&(

9b;(Y(%+2&%"&'(:1%"(%"&(J#,K('&.#%&0(J&#5/'&5(

of national happiness and well-being that are now 
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1,( 0&S&.+$J&,%( #'+/,0( %"&(:+'.0(Y('&$'&5&,%5(

the only true candidate for replacing the GDP that 

is currently under serious consideration by the 

global community of policy makers. 

Conclusion: A Landscape Still in 
Formation

This concludes our “guided tour” through 

-+,%&J$+'#'K( #.%&',#%1S&<( L/%( $+.1-KF'&.&S#,%<(

8'#J&:+'O5(%+(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"=(R5(,+%&0(&#'.1&'<(

these are separate-but-related streams of thoughts 

whose proponents often strive to maintain that 

5&$#'#%&,&55=( 6"&( 015%#,-&( +8( +,&T5( $'&8&''&0(

framework from the established mainstream of 

opinion (Growth as Usual) has a tendency to 

create social clustering effects. Some champions of 

>M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%<@( 8+'(&[#J$.&<( %&,0( %+(

regard the “Green Growth” movement with some 

5/5$1-1+,(+'(/,&#5&<(#,0(S1-&(S&'5#=(

But it is also clear that all these separate steams 

Y( 1,-./01,2( ?&F9'+:%"( Y( 0+( #$$&#'( %+( L&(

converging in some respects. There appears to be 

L'+#0( #2'&&J&,%<( #-'+55( %"&( 5$&-%'/J( +8( %"&5&(

#.%&',#%1S&(8'#J&:+'O5<(+,(8+/'(J#1,($+1,%5*

1. “Growth as Usual” is impossible in the 

long term. Growth may have produced many 

L&,&Q%5(%+("/J#,1%K(B+$1,1+,5(0188&'(+,(`/5%("+:(

J/-"( L&,&Q%( "#5( L&&,( -'&#%&0I<( L/%( 1%( 15( #.5+(

$'+0/-1,2( 0#,2&'+/5( -.1J#%1-( -"#,2&<( &-+5K5%&J(

0&5%'/-%1+,<(0&&$.K($'+L.&J#%1-(2#$5(L&%:&&,(%"&(

'1-"(#,0(%"&($++'<(#,0(+%"&'(5&'1+/5(-+,-&',5<(+'(

even outright catastrophes. The planet is not big 

enough to support Growth as Usual for very much 

longer.

2. The GDP is an inadequate or even 

misleading indicator of progress. It needs to 

L&(#%(.&#5%('&8+'J&0<(#,0(J#KL&(&S&,('&$.#-&0<(#5(

the primary measuring stick by which political and 

social systems assess their success. 

3. Alternatives are both necessary and 

possible.  The world appears to be in “search 

J+0&<@( .++O1,2( 8+'( %"&( L&5%( J1[( +8( %'#01%1+,#.(

economic thinking (e.g. the power of markets) 

and New Economic thinking (such as shifting 

emphasis from material consumption to non-

material experience and human development). The 

emerging consensus is that this mix can be found; 

but there is no consensus yet that it has been 

8+/,0<(1,(#,K(0&Q,1%1S&(8+'J/.#%1+,=

4. Happiness and human well-being 

are the essential goals of any economic 

framework. While this is perhaps the most 

radical new idea to emerge from these different 

5%'&#J5<(%"&'&(0+&5(5&&J(%+(L&(#(5/'$'151,2(#J+/,%(

of consensus about the centrality of happiness 

#,0( :&..FL&1,2<( #-'+55( %"&( %'#01%1+,#.( .&8%F'12"%(

spectrum of political ideology. If this perspective 

takes deeper root and becomes a true organizing 

$'1,-1$.&( 8+'( ,#%1+,#.( &-+,+J1-( $+.1-KFJ#O1,2<( 1%(

will prove to be revolutionary. 

a+'(#%(.&#5%(#(-&,%/'K<(>2'+:%"(8+'(1%5(+:,(5#O&@(Y(

meaning economic growth driven by a fundamental 

desire to become bigger and/or more powerful 

#5(,#%1+,5(Y("#5(L&&,(+,&(+8(%"&(J+5%($+:&'8/.(

guiding principles of global civilization. If this begins 

now to be replaced by the principle of “growth 

8+'(%"&(5#O&(+8("/J#,("#$$1,&55<@(-+J$.&J&,%&0(

by the principle of knowing “how much growth is 

&,+/2"<@(:&(J#K(L&(:1%,&551,2(%"&(L1'%"(+8(#(%'/&(

transformation in the governance of human social 

and economic development.
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a+'( %"&( Q'5%( %1J&( 1,( J+0&',( "15%+'K<( ,#%1+,#.(

governments are considering publicly the idea 

%"#%( J#[1J1f1,2( "/J#,( "#$$1,&55<( :&..FL&1,2<(

#,0( U/#.1%K( +8( .18&( 15( #( J+'&( :+'%"K( 2+#.( %"#,(

maximizing economic growth for its own sake. A 

8&:($1+,&&'1,2(2+S&',J&,%5<( 5/-"(#5(d"/%#,<( #'&(

experimenting with measures of happiness and 

well-being as tools for citizen consultation and 

policy development. Others are exploring the 

publication of happiness and well-being indicators 

as complements to national economic reporting. 

k'+J1,&,%( 1,5%1%/%1+,5( 5/-"(#5( %"&(\7!?<(:"1-"(

5&'S&5(%"&(8+':#'0F.++O1,2(1,%&'&5%5(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(

0&S&.+$&0( &-+,+J1&5<( "#S&( %#O&,( %"&( .&#0( 1,(

the area of research and development on these 

U/&5%1+,5=(R5(+8(GHCC<(%"&(>#.%&',#%1S&5(%+(2'+:%"@(

,+( .+,2&'( 5&&J( U/1%&( 5+(>#.%&',#%1S&=@( M+J&( +8(

them have decisively made the shift from think-

tanks and academic journals into mainstream 

policy making.

;+:&S&'<( %"&5&( ,&:( &,%'#,%5( 1,%+( %"&( :+'.0T5(

economic policy dialogue are very fresh on the 

5-&,&<( #,0( 1%( 15( 8#'( %++( &#'.K( %+( 0&-.#'&( %"#%( #(

transformation in economic thought and policy 

"#5( +--/''&0=( W/&5%1+,1,2( 2'+:%"(Y( &-+,+J1-(

2'+:%"<($+$/.#%1+,(2'+:%"<(2'+:%"(1,(-+,5/J$%1+,(

+8( '&5+/'-&5<( 2'+:%"( 1,( '&5/.%1,2( $+.1%1-#.( $+:&'(

Y("#5(L&&,(#("12".K($+.#'1f1,2(#,0(-+,%'+S&'51#.(

#-%1S1%K(8+'(#%(.&#5%(8+'%K(K&#'5<(&S&'(51,-&(%"&(L++O(

The Limits to Growth Q'5%(12,1%&0(#(Q'&5%+,&(+8(2.+L#.(

debate (1972). There are powerful factors at work 

in the world that are highly resistant to a creeping 

revolution in how nations set their economic goals 

and assess their progress.

Some of these factors have been discussed already 

in Chapter 3. They include the vast body of existing 

&-+,+J1-( %"&+'K<( $+.1-K<( #,0($'#-%1-&(Y(:1%"( #..(

of its institutional inertia and resistance to change 

Y(%"#%(15(L/1.%(#'+/,0(5/5%#1,1,2(2'+:%"<(%+2&%"&'(

with the generally conservative mainstream of the 

economics profession itself. These factors also 

include cultural habits (such as consumerism) that 

have been built up over decades; cultural attitudes 

(such as the view that humans have an innate right 

%+( %"&( 8'&&( /5&( +8( %"&( &,%1'&( 7#'%"T5( '&5+/'-&(

base) that are the product of millennia; and even 

purely biological considerations issuing from our 

&S+./%1+,=( ;/J#,5<( #5( %"&( b+L&.( k'1f&F:1,,1,2(

:'1%&'(#,0(5+-1+.+215%(7.1#5(!#,&%%1($/%( 1%<("#S&(#(

built-in “desire to be MORE.”

R,K( 8+'&-#5%( +8( %"&(b&:( 7-+,+J1-5T( 1JJ&01#%&(

future must take into consideration these 

8/,0#J&,%#.( 5%#'%1,2( -+,01%1+,5<( %+2&%"&'( :1%"( #(

:10&( '#,2&( +8( -+,%&J$+'#'K( 155/&5<( %'&,05<( #,0(

$+:&'( 0K,#J1-5=(R%( Q'5%( 2.#,-&<( 1%( J12"%( #$$&#'(

that the odds are stacked strongly against change; 

#,0(K&%<(-"#,2&(15(#.'&#0K("#$$&,1,2=(

6"&( 8+..+:1,2( 15(#(5"+'%('&S1&:(+8(J#`+'( 8#-%+'5<(

1,( $+.1%1-#.F&-+,+J1-( %&'J5<( %"#%( #'&( J+5%( .1O&.K(

to affect the “progress of alternative ideas about 

$'+2'&55@( 1,( %"&( ,&[%( 8&:( K&#'5<( #,0( :"#%( %"#%(

impact is likely to be. This chapter is a necessarily 

L'15O( :#.%f( %"'+/2"( #( Q&.0( +8( %+$1-5( %"#%<( 8'+J(

the perspective of alternatives to the paradigm of 

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<( -+/.0(:&..( L&( .#,0J1,&5*( ( #,K(

one of them has the power to stop the progress 

+8(%"&5&(,&:(10&#5(0&#0(1,(%"&1'(%'#-O5<(#%(.&#5%(1,(

certain countries. Other factors could accelerate 

the progress of the New Economics in less-than-

$'&01-%#L.&( :#K5=( M+J&( 8#-%+'5(>-/%( L+%"( :#K5<@(
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depending on who is doing the cutting.

The factors explored are:  

!" 6"&(2.+L#.(Q,#,-1#.(-'1515

!" Disaster and recovery

!" R'J&0(-+,41-%

!" Poverty alleviation 

!" Geopolitical power shifts

!" Democracy movements

!" The private sector 

!" Rio+20 and other UN processes

The chapter closes with a summary prognosis for 

%"&(1JJ&01#%&(8/%/'&(+8(>c18&(d&K+,0(9'+:%"<@(%"#%(

15<( %"&( &[$&-%&0( $'+2'&55( +8( 10&#5( #,0( $'#-%1-&5(

that challenge the overwhelming dominance of the 

2'+:%"( $#'#012J( 1,( "/J#,( #88#1'5=( ;+:&S&'<( %"15(

prognosis should not be taken as a prediction. As 

'&-&,%("15%+'K(5+(-.&#'.K(0&J+,5%'#%&5<(+/'(:+'.0(

routinely experiences global-scale surprises. But 

LK( .++O1,2( #"&#0<(:"1.&( #.5+( &[$&-%1,2( 5/'$'15&5<(

proponents of New Economic thinking may be 

#L.&( %+(,#S12#%&( %/'L/.&,%( %1J&5(J+'&(&88&-%1S&.K<(

#S+10( .#,0J1,&5<( #,0( %"&'&LK( "&.$( %+( #--&.&'#%&(

%"&(1,5%1%/%1+,#.1f#%1+,(+8(,&:(10&#5(#L+/%(2'+:%"<(

"#$$1,&55<(#,0("/J#,(:&..FL&1,2=

Growth’s “Tsunami”:  The Global 
Financial Crisis

Any discussion about the immediate future of 

the alternatives to growth must begin with the 

1JJ&01#%&( $#5%=( N,( GHHh<( %"&( :+'.0( &,%&'&0( #(

$&'1+0(+8(Q,#,-1#.(#,0(&-+,+J1-(%/'L/.&,-&(%"#%(

-+,%1,/&5( %+0#K=( R5( %"15( '&$+'%( 2+&5( %+( $'&55<(

public commentators continue to worry about the 

stagnation of the global economy and the possible 

-+..#$5&(+8(%"&(7/'+<(#,0($&+$.&(#'&('+/%1,&.K(%#O1,2(

to the streets of Greece and other countries to 

protest against the “austerity packages” designed 

to “rescue” them. What are they being rescued 

from? Although it is not called by the same name 

1,(%"15(-+,%&[%(Y(%"&(:+'05(/5&0(#'&(>'&-&551+,<@(

>0&$'&551+,<@(#,0(>-+..#$5&@(Y(%"&(J+,5%&'(8'+J(

which countries like Greece are being rescued is 

nothing other than “De-Growth.” 

N'+,1-#..K<( %"&( 5$&-%&'( +8( 1,S+./,%#'K( 2.+L#.( ?&F

Growth appears to have been triggered by a 

runaway obsession with growth on the part of 

certain banks and lending institutions. It is a widely 

5"#'&0(-+,5&,5/5(%"#%(%"&(-'1515(%"#%(L&2#,(1,(GHHh<(

:"1-"(-+5%( %"&(:+'.0( %'1..1+,5(+8(iM(0+..#'5<(:#5(

%'122&'&0(LK(&[-&551S&('15OF%#O1,2<(-+''/$%1+,<(#,0(

%"&($/'5/1%(+8(&S&'F2'&#%&'($'+Q%5(#%(#,K(-+5%=(R5(

#(iM(M&,#%&(1,S&5%12#%1S&('&$+'%(&[$'&55&0(1%<(>%"&(

-'1515(:#5(===(%"&('&5/.%(+8("12"('15O<(-+J$.&[(Q,#,-1#.(

$'+0/-%5j(/,015-.+5&0(-+,41-%5(+8(1,%&'&5%j(#,0(%"&(

8#1./'&(+8('&2/.#%+'5<(%"&(-'&01%('#%1,2(#2&,-1&5<(#,0(

the market itself to rein in the excesses of Wall 

Street.”48 The systematically reckless and greedy 

behavior of a relatively tiny number of people 

-#/5&0(#(-+J$.&[(5K5%&J(+8(Q,#,-1#.( 1,5%1%/%1+,5<(

+L.12#%1+,5<(#,0(%'#,5#-%1+,5(Y(/$+,(:"1-"(L1..1+,5(

of people depend for the smooth functioning of 

%"&1'(.1S&5(Y(%+($#'%1#..K(-+..#$5&=

N,(%"&(:#O&(+8(%"#%(-+..#$5&<(2+S&',J&,%5(#'+/,0(

the world began borrowing and investing heavily 

with the express purpose of preventing a more 

-+J$'&"&,51S&(5"'1,O#2&<(+'(&S&,(-+..#$5&<(1,(%"&(

2.+L#.(&-+,+JK=(6"&(2+#.(+8(%"+5&(1,S&5%J&,%5(Y(

#,0(%"&(2+#.(+8(%+0#KT5(1,%&'S&,%1+,5<(1,-./01,2(%"&(

pumping of new currency into national economies 

B>U/#,%1%#%1S&( &#51,2@I( Y( 15( %+( 5&%( ,#%1+,#.(

economies back on the path of growth. The 

desperate lengths to which national governments 

are willing to go in order to achieve this goal is 

-.&#'( %&5%1J+,K( %+( %"&( 1,512"%5(+8(61J( P#-O5+,( 1,(

Prosperity without Growth described earlier:  for 

J+0&',( 1,0/5%'1#.( &-+,+J1&5<( 2'+:%"( &U/#.5(

stability.

;+:&S&'<( 1%( 15( 1,%&'&5%1,2( %+( ,+%&( %"#%( ,#%1+,#.(

government interest in shifting emphasis away 

8'+J( %"&( 9?k<( #,0( %+:#'0(J&#5/'1,2( "#$$1,&55(

#,0( :&..FL&1,2<( &J&'2&0( #.J+5%( 51J/.%#,&+/5.K(

:1%"( %"&( Q,#,-1#.( -'1515( +8( GHHh=( 6"&( a'&,-"F

sponsored “Commission on the Measurement of 
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Economic Performance and Social Progress” (the 

Stiglitz Commission) had already formed in early 

2008; it issued its landmark report in early 2009.  

Most national efforts cited above also began in 

2009 or 2010.

\,&(-#,(-+,-./0&(%"#%(2+1,2( 8+':#'0<( %"&(:+'.0(

is likely to see a certain amount of “double-

messaging” coming from national governments on 

%"15(155/&=(\,(%"&(+,&("#,0<(%"&(1,-'&#5&(1,($+.1-K(

rhetoric about the rising importance of happiness 

and well-being does not seem to have been slowed 

LK( %"&( Q,#,-1#.( -'1515j( 1,0&&0<( %"#%( '"&%+'1-( J#K(

&S&,("#S&(L&&,($#'%.K(#--&.&'#%&0(LK(1%<(#5(,+%&0(

&#'.1&'=(\,( %"&( +%"&'( "#,0<( %"&'&( #$$&#'5( %+( L&(

,+(&,0(1,(512"%(%+(%"&(1,%&,51S&(5&#'-"<(LK(,#%1+,#.(

2+S&',J&,%(.&#0&'5<(8+'(#(,&:(>J#21-(8+'J/.#@(+8(

5+-1#.<(Q5-#.<(#,0(J+,&%#'K($+.1-1&5(%"#%(:1..('&%/',(

%"&( 1,0/5%'1#.( :+'.0( %+( 5%&#01&'<( J+'&( $+51%1S&(

GDP numbers. 

6"&( Q,#,-1#.( -'1515(J#K( "#S&( "&.$&0( +$&,&0( %"&(

0++'( 8+'(b&:( 7-+,+J1-( %"1,O1,2<( #,0( &5$&-1#..K(

for new measures of happiness and well-being; but 

the old economics is still very much in charge of 

national and international policy.

The Mixed Impact of Disaster and 
Recovery

P#$#,( :#5( ,+%( %"&( +,.K( ,#%1+,( %"#%( 5/88&'&0(

8'+J( J#`+'( 015#5%&'5( 1,( GHCC<( L/%( %"&( 0'#J#%1-(

-+5%5( +8( %"+5&( 015#5%&'5<( 1,( "/J#,( .1S&5( #5( :&..(

#5( 1,8'#5%'/-%/'&( #,0( &-+5K5%&J( "&#.%"<( "#S&(

-+JJ#,0&0(%"&(:+'.0T5(#%%&,%1+,=(6"&(>VFCC@(%'1$.&(

015#5%&'( B&#'%"U/#O&<( %5/,#J1<(,/-.&#'(J&.%0+:,I(

-#/5&0(#L+/%(#(Cu(0&-.1,&(1,(%"&(,#%1+,T5(9?k(Y(

%"#%(15<(#('&.#%1S&.K(5J#..(#J+/,%(+8(1,S+./,%#'K(?&F

9'+:%"(Y(J+5%.K(0/&(%+(#(,&#'.K(ou(0&-.1,&( 1,(

exports.49 While the disaster had serious economic 

-+5%5<( 1%( :1..( 5++,( L'1,2<( 1,( 5%'1-%.K( 9?k( %&'J5<(

&-+,+J1-(L&,&Q%5(#5(:&..=(dK(&#'.K(GHCG<(015#5%&'(

'&-+S&'K( 1,( %"&( 8+'J(+8('&$#1'1,2<( '&L/1.01,2<(#,0(

'&F&U/1$$1,2( %"&( #88&-%&0( #'&#5( 15( &[$&-%&0( %+(

-+,%'1L/%&($+51%1S&.K(%+(%"&(,#%1+,T5(&-+,+JK=(P+L5(

:1..(L&(-'&#%&0<(1,8'#5%'/-%/'&(:1..(L&(/$2'#0&0<(#,0(

%"&('&,&:#L.&(&,&'2K(5&-%+'(:1..(&5$&-1#..K(L&,&Q%=(

Money spent on disaster recovery is likely to push 

%"#%(,#%1+,T5(9?k(/$<(1,(:#K5(%"#%(0&-#0&5(+8(Q5-#.(

$+.1-K( LK( #( 5/--&551+,( +8( P#$#,&5&( 2+S&',J&,%5(

"#0(L&&,(/,#L.&(%+(#--+J$.15"=(?15#5%&'('&-+S&'K<(

1,(#(:&#.%"K(-+/,%'K(.1O&(P#$#,<(+8%&,(8/,-%1+,5(#5(#(

GDP growth-stimulus package.50

The same is not true for all nations affected 

LK( 015#5%&'<( "+:&S&'=( k#O15%#,<( 8+'( &[#J$.&<(

&[$&'1&,-&0(0&S#5%#%1,2(4++05( 1,(GHCH(%"#%(-+5%(

the nation billions of dollars and reduced its GDP-

measured economic growth by several percentage 

points. Recovery and rebuilding there will also push 

%"&(9?k(L#-O(/$(Y(L/%(+,.K( 18( %"&'&( 15(J+,&K(

to invest and spend on that recovery (which was 

&[$&-%&0(%+(-+5%(h(+'(D(L1..1+,(iM?<(#--+'01,2(%+(

R/5R10<( -+J$#'&0( %+( %"&( ,#%1+,T5( %+%#.( 9?k( +8(

about 165 billion). Finding the large sums of money 

necessary for recovery is never guaranteed for 

developing countries. The disaster itself tends to 

increase the perception of risk to outside lenders 

#,0(1,S&5%+'5<(-'&#%1,2(#(0+:,:#'0(5$1'#.*((015#5%&'(

-#/5&5( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( %+( 5.+:( 0+:,<( #,0( #5(

$+5%F015#5%&'( -+,01%1+,5( :+'5&,<( 1%( L&-+J&5(

harder and harder to “get growth going again.”

6+( -1%&( #,+%"&'( &[#J$.&<( %"&( ,#%1+,( +8( c1L&'1#(

emerged from civil war six years ago with a broken 

hydroelectric dam and power plant. The dam 

"#5( 5%1..( ,+%( L&&,( '&$#1'&0<( L&-#/5&( #$$'+$'1#%&(

investors have not been found who are willing to 

$/%( 1,(%"&('&U/151%&(GoH(J1..1+,(iM?=( N,S&5%1,2( 1,(

c1L&'1#(15(5%1..(5&&,(#5(%++('15OKj(#,0(#5(#('&5/.%<(+S&'(

hHu(+8(%"&($&+$.&(1,(%"&(-#$1%#.(-1%K(+8(A+,'+S1#(

do not have access to electricity from the (largely 

destroyed) power grid. Those who can afford 

generators pay exorbitantly for the fuel needed to 

light their homes.51

N,( 5/J<( 015#5%&'( '&-+S&'K( 1,( %"&( '1-"&'( ,#%1+,5(

:1..(&S&,%/#..K( %&,0( %+($/5"(2'+:%"("12"&'<(:"1.&(

disaster in poor nations slows it down. This 

situation not only looks bitterly unfair from the 

0&S&.+$1,2( -+/,%'K( $&'5$&-%1S&<( 1%( #.5+( :+'O5(

at cross-purposes with what we have recently 

learned about the relationship between growth and 

happiness. Those for whom traditional economic 

2'+:%"(15(,&-&55#'K<(18(%"&K(#'&(%+(#%%#1,(5+J&(L#51-(
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J&#5/'&(+8(.18&(5#%158#-%1+,<(Q,0(1%(&S&,("#'0&'(%+(

#-"1&S&=(_&#.%"K( ,#%1+,5<( +,( %"&( +%"&'( "#,0<( 2&%(

more of what they do not actually need:  higher 

'#%&5( +8( J#%&'1#.( -+,5/J$%1+,( #,0( $'+0/-%1+,<(

which make their GDPs go up.  

\8(-+/'5&<(%+(%"+5&(5/88&'1,2(%"&(01'&-%('&5/.%5(+8(

015#5%&'5<(1%(:+/.0(L&(-#..+/5(1,0&&0(%+(5/22&5%(%"#%(

%"&1'(.+-#.(>&-+,+J1&5@(Y(%"#%(15<(%"&1'(0&5%'+K&0(

"+/5&5<(5-"++.5<(#,0(%+:,(5U/#'&5(Y(5"+/.0(,+%(

“grow back” again; of course they should. But 

/,8+'%/,#%&.K<(%"&(0K,#J1-5(+8(%"&(2.+L#.(&-+,+JK(

are very unfair in this regard. The massive disaster 

1,( P#$#,( :1..( &S&,%/#..K( '&5/.%( 1,( 8#1'.K( '#$10(

'&-+S&'K<( :1%"( 512,1Q-#,%( 1,S&5%J&,%5( .1,O&0( %+(

`+L5<(1,-+J&5<(#,0(5#.&5(+8(2++05(#,0(5&'S1-&5=(6"15(

process is expected to start as early as next year. 

6:+(K&#'5(#8%&'(#(51J1.#'.K(0&S#5%#%1,2(&#'%"U/#O&(

1,(;#1%1<(1,(5%#'O(-+,%'#5%<(%"&(-+/,%'K(5%1..(#$$&#'5(

to be years away from any similar kind of recovery. 

P#$#,T5(015#5%&'(-+5%(%"&(,#%1+,(#(.1%%.&(+S&'(Cu(+8(

1%5(9?kj(%"&(-+5%(%"&(0#J#2&(%+(;#1%1T5(&-+,+JK(

(in annual GDP terms alone) has been estimated 

LK(iMRN?(#%(CGHu=(

a+'( #( -+/,%'K( .1O&( P#$#,<( 015#5%&'( #,0( '&-+S&'K(

offer a similar “double-message moment” to that 

+8(%"&(Q,#,-1#.(-'1515=(\,(%"&(+,&("#,0<(1,(%"&(:#O&(

+8(015#5%&'<(J#,K($&+$.&(1,(P#$#,("#S&('&015-+S&'&0(

%"&( $.&#5/'&5( #,0( S1'%/&5( +8( #( J+'&( 8'/2#.<( .&55(

resource-consumptive way of life. The value of 

8#J1.K<( -+JJ/,1%K<( #,0( $&'5+,#.( "#$$1,&55( "#S&(

'15&,( 1,(J#,K($&+$.&T5(&[$&'1&,-&<(:"1-"( 15( .1O&.K(

to further boost interest in concepts like Gross 

b#%1+,#.(;#$$1,&55(B:"1-"(15(#.'&#0K(U/1%&($+$/.#'(

1,(P#$#,I=(\,(%"&(+%"&'("#,0<(015#5%&'('&-+S&'K(15(

.1O&.K(%+("&.$(P#$#,(+/%(+8(%"&(>&-+,+J1-(0+.0'/J5@(

that the country has been experiencing for the 

$#5%(0&-#0&=(P#$#,(J#K(L&('&%/',1,2(%+(#($#%":#K(

+8(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(#,0('151,2(9?k<($'&-15&.K( #%(

the moment when its population is more open 

%+( U/&5%1+,1,2( 2'+:%"T5( 0+J1,#,%( 1J$+'%#,-&(

and replacing (or complementing) the GDP with 

something like Gross National Happiness.

;+:&S&'<( 8+'( -+/,%'1&5( .1O&( k#O15%#,<( c1L&'1#<( +'(

;#1%1<(015#5%&'5(#'&(L&-+J1,2(J+'&(#,0(J+'&(-+5%.K<(

and they are preventing those countries from 

ascending the ladder of development supported 

by economic growth up to the level of meeting 

L#51-(,&&05(Y(J/-"(.&55(#-"1&S1,2(%"&(J1,1J/J(

income levels associated with personal happiness 

and well-being. Climate change is increasing 

%"&( '15O( +8( 015#5%&'5( .1O&( 4++05( 1,( -+/,%'1&5( .1O&(

k#O15%#,( B:"1-"( #.5+( &[$&'1&,-&0( %&''1L.&( 4++05(

in 2011); and rising populations and poverty are 

making countries like Haiti even more vulnerable 

%+(>,+'J#.@(,#%/'#.(015#5%&'5(5/-"(#5(&#'%"U/#O&5=(

N,(5/-"(51%/#%1+,5<(%"&(#$$.1-#%1+,(+8(-+,-&$%5(.1O&(

Gross National Happiness is likely to be seen as 

grossly inappropriate.

!"#"$%&"'%$"()*+ ,&-./+ 0()1"2$*+ %)/+
War

N,(%"&(K&#'(GHCH<(%"&(iM(2+S&',J&,%(5$&,%(+S&'(

C)H(L1..1+,(0+..#'5(+,( %"&(:#'5( 1%(:#5(Q2"%1,2( 1,(

R82"#,15%#,( #,0( N'#U<( #,( #J+/,%( 2'&#%&'( %"#,(

the entire GDP of Pakistan for that year. Since 

the majority of that money was spent to pay for 

iM( 5+.01&'5<( iMFJ#0&( :&#$+,5<( #,0( iMFL#5&0(

-+,%'#-%/#.( 5&'S1-&( Q'J5<( %"&(>-+5%@( +8( %"&( :#'(

#.5+(-+,%'1L/%&0(#L+/%(Cu(+8(%"&(%+%#.(iM(,#%1+,#.(

GDP for that year (estimated at 14.7 trillion 

dollars).52

Does this mean war is “good for economic 

growth”?

6"&(#,5:&'(%+(%"15(U/&5%1+,<(:"1-"("#5(L&&,(5%/01&0(

#,0(015-/55&0(8+'(0&-#0&5<(15(,+%(+LS1+/5j(,+'("#5(

1%(L&&,('&5+.S&0(0&Q,1%1S&.K=(!.&#'.K<(:#'(#$$&#'5(%+(

L&(-+,%'1L/%1,2($+51%1S&.K(%+(iM(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"<(

as measured by the GDP:  goods and services are 

L+/2"%(#,0(5+.0(#%(#(J#551S&(5-#.&=(P/5%(#5(-.&#'.K<(

:#'(L'1,25(:1%"(1%(&,+'J+/5(-+5%5(Y(L+%"(01'&-%(

B.+55( +8( .18&<( 0&5%'/-%1+,( +8( 1,8'#5%'/-%/'&I( #,0(

1,01'&-%( B$+../%1+,<( .+55( +8( 1,-+J&( 8'+J( ,+'J#.(

economic activity). War also brings with it indirect 

opportunity( -+5%5<( #5( '&5+/'-&5( 8/,,&.&0( 1,%+(

machines of destruction are not available for more 

creative investment in more humanitarian needs. 

N,(%"&(#8+'&J&,%1+,&0(-#5&(+8(c1L&'1#<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(

the cost of maintaining UN peacekeeping soldiers 

1,( %"#%( -+/,%'K( 15( #L+/%( )oH(J1..1+,(iM?(Y( #,(
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annual cost that is three times the one-time cost of 

'&$#1'1,2( %"&( #8+'&J&,%1+,&0( "K0'+&.&-%'1-( 0#J<(

which still sits idle.

6"&( '&.#%1+,5"1$(+8(:#'( %+( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"(Y(

,+%( %+( J&,%1+,( :#'T5( '&.#%1+,5"1$( %+( "#$$1,&55(

#,0( $&'5+,#.( :&..FL&1,2(Y( 15( #,( &,+'J+/5( #,0(

-+J$.&[(%+$1-<(#,0(:&..(L&K+,0(%"&(5-+$&(+8(%"15(

report. We concern ourselves here only with the 

.1O&.1"++0( +8( J1.1%#'1f&0( -+,41-%5( -+,%1,/1,2( 1,(

%"&(-+J1,2(K&#'5<( #,0(:1%"(#,(#%%&J$%( %+(#55&55(

%"&( 1J$#-%( +8( %"+5&( -+,41-%5( +,( %"&( 5$'&#0( +8(

b&:(7-+,+J1-(8'#J&:+'O5<(J&#5/'&5<(#,0($+.1-K(

changes.

We start with a short summary of the facts. After 

K&#'5( +8( 5%&#0K( 0&-.1,&<( %"&( ,/JL&'( +8( #'J&0(

-+,41-%5(1,(%"&(:+'.0("#5(5%+$$&0(0&-.1,1,2(8+'(%"&(

moment. There are over 30 places in the world 

:"&'&(:#'(15(+--/''1,2<(-+J$#'&0(%+(,&#'.K(EH(#(

decade ago (says the International Peace Research 

Institute in Oslo).53(a#'(J+'&(1J$+'%#,%.K<(%"&(-+5%(

+8(%"&5&(#'J&0(-+,41-%5(Y(:"1-"(15(#.5+(%"&(&[%&,%(

to which they (positively) impact GDP measures 

2.+L#..K(Y( "#5( L&&,( '151,2( 5"#'$.K=(R--+'01,2( %+(

the Stockholm International Peace Research 

N,5%1%/%&<(%"&(:+'.0(5$&,%(+S&'(C=o(%'1..1+,(iM?(+,(

#'J&0(-+,41-%5(1,(%"&(K&#'(GHCH=54 This was half a 

trillion dollars more than the world spent on war 

in the year 2000. (Note that the cost of the US-

.&0(:#'5( 1,(R82"#,15%#,(#,0( N'#U<(:"1.&(&[$&,51S&(

#,0("&#0.1,&F2'#LL1,2<(5%1..(#--+/,%5( 8+'( .&55(%"#,(

GHu(+8( %"&( 2.+L#.( %+%#.=(_#'( 15( #( 2.+L#.(L/51,&55<(

1,S+.S1,2(J#,K(,#%1+,5<(L+%"(#5(-/5%+J&'5(#,0(#5(

vendors.)

N,( %+%#.<( :#'( -/''&,%.K( #--+/,%5( 8+'( 5+J&:"&'&(

#'+/,0(Gu(+8(%"&(>9'+55(_+'.0(k'+0/-%<@(%"&(5/J(

of all national GDPs (the GWP was estimated at 

about 75 trillion USD in 2010). Does this mean that 

18(:#'(5/00&,.K(015#$$&#'&0(%+J+''+:<(%"&(:+'.0T5(

economic growth(Y(-/''&,%.K('/,,1,2(#%(#L+/%(ou(

$&'(K&#'(Y(:+/.0(L&('&0/-&0(LK(%:+($&'-&,%#2&(

$+1,%5e(6"&(#,5:&'<($'+L#L.K<(15(>,+%(8+'(S&'K(.+,2<@(

because the resources being invested in war could 

%"&,(L&(1,S&5%&0(1,%+(+%"&'<(J+'&(/5&8/.(%"1,25=(

N,(#,K(-#5&<(21S&,( %"&(-+,%1,/1,2(-+,41-%5( 1,( N'#U(

#,0(R82"#,15%#,<( %"&( ,&:( 5%'/22.&5( 1,( %"&(R'#L(

:+'.0( BJ#,K( +8( %"&J( 1,S+.S1,2( #'J&0( -+,41-%5I<(

and the general possibility for instability that 

#--+J$#,1&5(Q,#,-1#.(-'1515<(#'J&0(-+,41-%(15(,+%(

.1O&.K( %+( 015#$$&#'<( +'( L&( 0'#J#%1-#..K( '&0/-&0<(

in the coming years. This means that the upward 

pressure on GDP-measured economic growth from 

:#'(Y(,+%(`/5%(8'+J(%"&(-+JJ1%%&0(&[$&,01%/'&5(

#55+-1#%&0(:1%"(:#'<(L/%(#.5+( 8'+J(%"&(&-+,+J1-(

#-%+'5(B5/-"(#5(#'J5(J#,/8#-%/'&'5I(:"+(L&,&Q%(

8'+J(:#'(Y(15(#.5+(.1O&.K(%+(-+,%1,/&=((d/%(5+(:1..(

the downward pressure on growth that comes from 

:#'T5(0&5%'/-%1S&(&88&-%5=(6"#%(0+:,:#'0($'&55/'&(

15(-+,510&'#L.&j(1,(#..(.1O&.1"++0<(1%(2'&#%.K(+/%:&12"5(

%"&(>9?k(L&,&Q%5@(+8(:#'<( #,0(#.5+( %&,05( %+(L&(

felt in those countries that can least afford it. A 

German study completed in 2010 found that on 

L#.#,-&<( %"&( 9'+55(_+'.0( k'+0/-%( :+/.0( "#S&(

L&&,( +S&'( CEu( "12"&'( %+0#K<( "#0( %"&'&( L&&,( ,+(

#'J&0(-+,41-%(1,(%"&(:+'.0(51,-&(CDqH=(A+5%(+8(%"&(

L&,&Q%5(+8(%"#%(#001%1+,#.(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(:+/.0(

have been realized in Africa. “The most important 

-+,%'1L/%+'(%+(%"&(%+%#.(-+5%5(+8(-+,41-%<@(,+%&0(

%"&(5%/0KT5(#/%"+'5<(>15(8+/,0(1,(1%5(.1,2&'1,2(&88&-%5(

===("#S1,2(-+,41-%(.+:&'5(#(-+/,%'KT5(.&S&.(+8(9?k(

and it takes time to overcome this.”55

_#'<(1,(5"+'%<(15(,+%($#'%1-/.#'.K(2++0(8+'(9'+:%"(

#5(i5/#.(Y(#,0(1%(15(-&'%#1,.K(,+%(2++0(8+'(9'+55(

National Happiness or any other measure of 

human well-being. This appears to provide an 

opening for the New Economics:  war may appear 

%+(0'1S&(/$(2'+:%"<(L/%(%"15(15(#,(1../51+,<(&S&,(1,(

traditional GDP terms. The use of traditional GDP 

J&#5/'&5( 1,( %"&( -+,%&[%( +8( :#'( 12,+'&5<( #%( %"&(

S&'K( .&#5%<( %"&5&( .+,2&'F%&'J( -+5%5=(_+'5&<( %"&K(

J#K( $&'S&'5&.K( -+,%'1L/%&( %+(:#'<( 51,-&( 5#.&5( +8(

weapons are positively incentivized in national 

economies (these sales contribute to GDP and 

8+'&12,( &[$+'%5I<( #,0( %"&( $'&5&,-&( +8( :&#$+,5(

makes war more likely. 

All of the foregoing provides an additional 

supporting argument for a shift from the Growth 

as Usual paradigm to something closer to Gross 

National Happiness. Nations steered more by a 

0&51'&(%+(1J$'+S&(%"&1'($+$/.#%1+,T5(:&..FL&1,2(#'&(
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$'+L#L.K(.&55(.1O&.K(%+(-+,%'1L/%&(%+(#'J&0(-+,41-%(

1,(%"&(:+'.0(%"#,(#'&(,#%1+,T5(5%&&'&0($'1J#'1.K(LK(

the goal of maximizing economic growth. 

\,(%"&(+%"&'("#,0<(%"&($'&5&,-&(+8(#'J&0(-+,41-%(

in the world also contributes to arguments in favor 

of economic growth. As the International Peace 

3&5&#'-"(N,5%1%/%&(,+%&5<(+,(#(:&L($#2&($/L.15"&0(

LK( b+':#KT5( a+'&12,( A1,15%'K<( >k'+J+%1,2(

&-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( #,0( 01S&'51Q-#%1+,( 15( %"&(

best long term strategy for reducing the risk of 

-+,41-%=@(6"15(15(#(5%'+,2.K("&.0(L&.1&8(#J+,2($+.1-KF

makers that is also rooted in decades of historical 

&[$&'1&,-&<(1,-./01,2<(&5$&-1#..K<(%"&('&-+,-1.1#%1+,(

and rebuilding efforts of post-World War II.

\,(L#.#,-&<(%"&($'&5&,-&(+8(#'J&0(-+,41-%(1,(%"&(

world is likely to work against the spread of New 

7-+,+J1-5( 1,( %"&( -+J1,2( K&#'5<( #,0( 1,( 8#S+'( +8(

9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.<(0'1S&,(LK(#(-+JL1,#%1+,(+8( BCI(

market-based interests and mechanisms that drive 

%"&(9?k(:"&,(J+,&K(15(5$&,%(+,(:#'<(#,0(BGI(%"&(

strong belief in economic growth as the basis of 

$&#-&<(&5$&-1#..K(1,($++'(-+/,%'1&5=

Poverty Alleviation

Two billion people in the world live on less than two 

USD per day. It is well established that economic 

2'+:%"<(>9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.@(#5(:&("#S&(-#..&0(1%(1,(

%"15('&$+'%<(-#,(0'#J#%1-#..K(1J$'+S&(%"&1'(.1S&5=(R5(

%"&( 2.+L#.( $++'( '15&( 1,( 1,-+J&<( %"&K( &[$&'1&,-&(

L&%%&'( "&#.%"<( &0/-#%1+,<( &U/1%K( 8+'( :+J&,<( #,0(

+%"&'(L&,&Q%5=(6"&5&(S&'K(8/,0#J&,%#.(#5$1'#%1+,5(

8+'(#(J+'&($'+5$&'+/5(J#%&'1#.(.18&(#'&<(8+'(J+5%(

+8(%"&(:+'.0T5($++'(-+/,%'1&5<(,+,F,&2+%1#L.&=(b+(

amount of argument will convince the leader of 

#( -+/,%'K( .1O&(A#.1( B+,&( +8( %"&( :+'.0T5( $++'&5%(

countries) that he or she should be focusing 

attention on Gross National Happiness rather 

than traditional economic growth.

The positive link between poverty alleviation and 

traditional economic growth has been so widely 

demonstrated in practice that it has practically 

%#O&,(+,( %"&( 5%#%/5(+8( #(>.#:(+8(,#%/'&<@(0&5$1%&(

also being subject to a rich tradition of criticism 

against the means by which that growth takes 

$.#-&( B&=2=( NAa( .+#,5<(_+'.0( d#,O( #10( $'+2'#J5I<(

#,0(0&&$(-+,-&',5(#L+/%(%"&(1,&U/#.1%K(%"#%(+8%&,(

continues to plague those poor countries whose 

&-+,+J1&5("#S&(1,(8#-%(2'+:,=(6"&(#.%&',#%1S&(Y(

consigning poor people to lives without hope for 

J#%&'1#.(1J$'+S&J&,%(Y(15(/,%"1,O#L.&=(

A+5%( $'+$+,&,%5( +8( %"&( b&:( 7-+,+J1-5<(

%"&'&8+'&<( /,0&'5%#,0#L.K( 8+-/5( %"&1'( &88+'%5( +,(

%"&(:&#.%"K(:+'.0T5(,&&0(8+'('&8+'J(#,0(>2'#-&8/.(

0&5-&,%@( 8'+J( 1%5( -/''&,%( "&12"%5( +8( $'+412#%&(

resource consumption and waste. When it comes 

%+(#,#.K515(+8(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"T5('+.&(1,(0&S&.+$1,2(

-+/,%'1&5<( "+:&S&'<( $&'5$&-%1S&5( 0188&'(:10&.K(Y(

#,0(#$$&#'(%+(L&(#(L1%(L./''K=(A#,K(-1%&(d"/%#,T5(

9'+55(b#%1+,#.(;#$$1,&55( -+,-&$%<( 8+'( &[#J$.&<(

without taking any note of the fact that Bhutan is 

#.5+( &,`+K1,2<( #,0( $'+J+%1,2<( S12+'+/5( &-+,+J1-(

2'+:%"( 1,( %'#01%1+,#.<( 9?kFJ&#5/'&0( %&'J5( B1%5(

&-+,+JK(15(2'+:1,2(#%(L&%:&&,(q(#,0()u(#,,/#..KI=(

Some acknowledge the right of developing 

-+/,%'1&5( %+( $/'5/&( 2'+:%"<( +,( %"&( $'1,-1$.&( +8(

"15%+'1-#.( 8#1',&55=( \%"&'5<( 5/-"( #5( .&#01,2( ?&F

9'+:%"($'+$+,&,%5(61J(P#-O5+,(#,0(k&%&'(p1-%+'(

B1,( %"&( #'%1-.&( -1%&0( &#'.1&'<( >k'+5$&'1%K( :1%"+/%(

9'+:%"(15(k+551L.&<@(p#,-+/S&'(M/,<(Ch(M&$%(GHCCI(

L&.1&S&(%"#%(5/-"(2'+:%"(15($#%&,%.K(1J$+551L.&(Y(

and even ineffective. 

While acknowledging that “in the poorest 

-+/,%'1&5( ===( #(L&%%&'(U/#.1%K(+8( .18&( 15(0&5$&'#%&.K(

,&&0&0<@(P#-O5+,(#,0(p1-%+'(-.#1J(%"#%(>%"&(JK%"(

of growth ... has failed the two billion who still live 

+,(tG($&'(0#K=@(_"1.&(1%(J#K(L&(/,-.&#'(#5(K&%("+:(

%+('&$.#-&(2'+:%"<(%"1,O&'5(.1O&(P#-O5+,(#,0(p1-%+'(

believe that Growth as Usual is producing only 

$'+5$&'1%K(>( 8+'( %"&( 8&:<( 8+/,0&0( +,( &-+.+21-#.(

0&5%'/-%1+,( #,0( $&'515%&,%( 5+-1#.( 1,`/5%1-&<@( #,0(

-#,,+%("+$&(%+($'+0/-&(>#(L&%%&'(U/#.1%K(+8( .18&@(

for those whose countries have not yet achieved 

higher GDPs.

It is extremely doubtful that this view is widely 

5"#'&0( 1,( %"&(0&S&.+$1,2(:+'.0( 1%5&.8<( ,+'( %"#%( 1%(

is likely to be embraced in the immediate future. 

An excellent summary of the current consensus 
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on the relationship between economic growth 

#,0( $+S&'%K( #..&S1#%1+,<( 8'+J( %"&( $&'5$&-%1S&( +8(

8+':#'0F.++O1,2( 0&S&.+$1,2( -+/,%'K( .&#0&'5<(:#5(

recently articulated by none other than Amartya 

M&,(Y(-+F-"#1'(+8(%"&(M%12.1%f(!+JJ1551+,=((A'=(M&,(

was responding to Indian news reports that he had 

>'/LL15"&0@( B%"#%( 15<("#'5".K(-'1%1-1f&0I(&-+,+J1-(

growth and that he had suggested that growth (in 

%"15(-#5&(9'+55(b#%1+,#.(k'+0/-%Y9bkI(:#5(#,(

inappropriate goal for India. He stated forcefully 

that he meant nothing of the kind:

GNP growth can, of course, be very helpful in advancing 

living standards and in battling poverty (one would 

have to be quite foolish not to see that), but there 

is little case for confusing (1) the important role of 

economic growth as means for achieving good things, 

and (2) growth of inanimate objects of convenience 

being taken to be an end in itself. One does not have to 

“rubbish” economic growth — and I did not do anything 

like that — to recognise that it is not our ultimate 

objective, but a very useful means to achieve things 

that we ultimately value, including a better quality of 

life.  (Amartya Sen, “Growth and other concerns,” The 

Hindu, 14 February 2011)56

N,(5/J<(M&,(5/$$+'%5(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(#5(#(J&#,5(

%+(#,(&,0=(_"1.&("&(15(#(-+F#/%"+'(+8(%"&(1,4/&,%1#.(

2009 report that called the dominance of the 

9?k(#,0(9bk(1,%+(U/&5%1+,(#,0(#0S+-#%&5(,&:(

J&#5/'&5(+8(,#%1+,#.(:&..FL&1,2<(M&,(:+/.0(LK(,+(

means suggest that nations are better off without 

%"&(9?k(Y(J/-"( .&55(:1%"+/%( %"&( 2'+:%"( %"#%(

1%( $/'$+'%5( %+( J&#5/'&=( N,( %"&( 5#J&( #'%1-.&<( "&(

2+&5(+,(%+(-+J$#'&(N,01#(#,0(d#,2.#0&5"<(,+%1,2(

that Bangladesh has achieved much better social 

welfare results than India (measured by indicators 

5/-"(#5(.18&(&[$&-%#,-K(#,0(.1%&'#-KI<(0&5$1%&("#S1,2(

J/-"( .+:&'(9?k( Q2/'&5( %"#,( N,01#=( M&,( -'&01%5(

#%( .&#5%( $#'%( +8( %"&( 0188&'&,-&( %+( d#,2.#0&5"T5(

NGO movements and more effective government 

$+.1-1&5=(>6"15(5"+/.0(,+%<("+:&S&'<(L&(1,%&'$'&%&0(

%+( &,%#1.( %"#%( d#,2.#0&5"T5( .1S1,2( -+,01%1+,5( :1..(

,+%( L&,&Q%( 8'+J( "12"&'( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"<@( 5#K5(

Sen. As long as growth is not treated “as an end 

1,( 1%5&.8<@( %"&,( >"12"&'( 1,-+J&<( 1,-./01,2( .#'2&'(

$/L.1-('&5+/'-&5<(:1..(&,"#,-&<('#%"&'(%"#,('&0/-&<(

d#,2.#0&5"T5( #L1.1%K( %+( 0+( 2++0( %"1,25( 8+'( 1%5(

people.”

!.&#'.K<(RJ#'%K#(M&,(0+&5(,+%(L&.1&S&(%"#%(2'+:%"(

>8#1.5@( %+( 0&.1S&'( '&5/.%5( %+( %"&( :+'.0T5( $++'<( 1,(

any general sense.  Growth is simply one factor 

#J+,2(J#,K<( #,0( 1%( -#,(L&($/'5/&0( 1,(:#K5( %"#%(

#'&(L&%%&'(+'(:+'5&(1,(%&'J5(+8(%"&(U/#.1%KF+8F.18&(

results achieved. 

Proponents of alternatives to the GDP and to the 

growth paradigm would be wise to avoid categorical 

denials of what billions of people in developing 

countries perceive to be true:  that economic 

growth tends to improve their lives. Concepts like 

“Green Growth” and “Green Economy” are much 

J+'&(.1O&.K(%+(Q,0(+$&,(&#'5=(\8(-+/'5&<(:"&%"&'(

continued growth for the poor will remain possible 

8+'(S&'K(J/-"(.+,2&'('&J#1,5(%+(L&(5&&,<(#,0(J#K(

L&-+J&( 1,-'&#51,2.K( 0+/L%8/.(Y(&5$&-1#..K( 18( %"&(

:+'.0T5( :&#.%"K( -+,%1,/&( %+( #L5+'L( 8#'(J+'&( +8(

%"&(:+'.0T5( '&5+/'-&5( %"#,( %"&K(#-%/#..K(,&&0<( 1,(

+'0&'(%+(J#1,%#1,(%"&1'(+:,(&.&S#%&0(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&=

Geopolitical Power Shifts

\,(GD(M&$%&JL&'(GHCC<(%"&(!"1,&5&(2+S&',J&,%(

sent a rocket up into space that was carrying the 

Q'5%(&.&J&,%(+8(#(!"1,&5&(5$#-&(5%#%1+,<(:"1-"(:1..(

+'L1%(#'+/,0(%"&(7#'%"=(6"&(5%#%1+,<(:"1-"(:1..('1S#.(

the International Space Station (in which China 

"#5( -"+5&,( ,+%( %+( $#'%1-1$#%&I<( :1..( #.5+( 5&'S&(

%+( #0S#,-&(!"1,#T5( 2+#.( +8( 5&,01,2( "/J#,5( L#-O(

%+( %"&(J++,( 8+'( %"&(Q'5%( %1J&(51,-&( %"&( .#5%(iM(

Apollo mission in 1972.

The Chinese advance to a leadership role in a 

,&:<(GC5%(!&,%/'K(5$#-&('#-&(15(`/5%(+,&(5KJL+.1-(

marker among thousands of data points one 

could point to as indicators of the enormous shift 

-/''&,%.K( /,0&':#K( 1,( %"&( :+'.0T5( 015%'1L/%1+,(

+8( '#:( 2&+$+.1%1-#.( $+:&'=( !+/,%'1&5( .1O&( !"1,#<(

N,01#<(M+/%"(X+'&#<(d'#f1.<(#,0(&S&,(N,0+,&51#(#'&(

%#O1,2(J+'&(#,0(J+'&(5$#-&(+,(%"&(:+'.0T5(5%#2&j(

-+/,%'1&5(.1O&(%"&(iM<(iX<(#,0(a'#,-&(B:"1-"("+.0(

%"'&&(+8( %"&(QS&($&'J#,&,%(5&#%5(+,(%"&(i,1%&0(

Nations security council) appear to be taking less 
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and less. This change in appearances is supported 

by many tables of statistics that show the advance 

of these rapidly developing countries as measured 

1,(%'#0&<(%&-",+.+2K<(5+-1#.(:&.8#'&<(J1.1%#'K($+:&'<(

#,0( +8( -+/'5&<( 9?k=(6"&( 5"18%( :#5( J+5%( S151L.&<(

L+%"( 1,( 5KJL+.1-( #,0( '&#.( $+.1%1-#.( %&'J5<( :"&,(

%"&(>9h@(-./L(+8(%"&(:+'.0T5(&12"%(J+5%($+:&'8/.(

,#%1+,5( :#5( +8Q-1#..K( '&$.#-&0( LK( %"&( >9GH@( 1,(

2009. The G20 includes emerging economies like 

!"1,#<(N,01#<(#,0(N,0+,&51#j(%"&(9h(010(,+%=

This global shift in power is the direct result of 

2'+:%"=( A+'&( #--/'#%&.K<( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"( #,0(

geopolitical power work in a self-reinforcing 

feedback loop:  economic growth increases a 

,#%1+,T5($+:&'(B&=2=( %"&($+:&'(%+( 1,S&5%(+'($/5"(

8#S+'#L.&( %'#0&( '&.#%1+,5"1$5I<( #,0( %"&( 1,-'&#5&0(

power makes it possible to secure more of the 

precursors to growth (such as raw materials). One 

need only consider the fast-changing relationship 

between China and Africa to see this principle 

1,( #-%1+,( =(_"1.&( #--/'#%&( 0#%#( #'&( 018Q-/.%( %+(

-+J&(LK<(!"1,#("#5(L&-+J&(>$'+L#L.K( %"&( 51,2.&(

biggest investor” on the whole continent (Howard 

a'&,-"<(>6"&(b&[%(7J$1'&<@(R%.#,%1-(A+,%".K<(A#K(

2010)57. It is also the largest trading partner for 

5+J&(R8'1-#,(-+/,%'1&5<(1,-./01,2(M+/%"(R8'1-#=(b+(

0+/L%<( 5+J&(R8'1-#,F5+/'-&0( '#:(J#%&'1#.5( "#S&(

#.'&#0K(&,0&0(/$(#5( -+J$+,&,%5( 1,(!"1,#T5(,&:(

space station. 

While China recently made headlines with its 

stated intention to reduce its GDP growth goals 

somewhat in favor of improving human well-being 

#,0(&,S1'+,J&,%#.("&#.%"(B#5(-1%&0(&#'.1&'I<(!"1,#T5(

2'+:%"( 2+#.5( '&J#1,( #22'&551S&=(R8%&'( #..<( #,( hu(

#,,/#.(2'+:%"('#%&(1,(9?k<(!"1,#T5(-/''&,%(#,,/#.(

%#'2&%<(5%1..(%'#,5.#%&5(%+(#(0+/L.1,2(+8(%"&(,#%1+,T5(

economy in less than ten years.  Other “emerging 

economies” with ambitions to increase their 

1,4/&,-&(1,(2.+L#.(#88#1'5("#S&(51J1.#'(%#'2&%&0<(#5(

:&..(#5($'+`&-%&0<('#%&5(+8(2'+:%"=(

91S&,(%"&('#:(2&+$+.1%1-#.(&U/#%1+,( 1,(+$&'#%1+,(

"&'&(BJ+'&(2'+:%"(w(J+'&($+:&'I<( 1%( 15(+LS1+/5(

that the governments of most nations will continue 

%+($'&55(8+'(&-+,+J1-(2'+:%"(Y(+8%&,(#%(S1'%/#..K(

any cost. China appears willing to reduce its stated 

growth goals in favor of environmental and human 

health concerns because it can afford to:  it will 

still be growing at breakneck speed. But existing 

powers like the United States will resist mightily 

#,K(#%%&J$%( %+(#-%1S&.K( 5#-'1Q-&<(+'( %+('&.1,U/15"(

%"'+/2"(0&-#K<(%"&($+:&'(#,0(1,4/&,-&(%"#%(-+J&5(

:1%"(-+JJ#,01,2(J#551S&(4+:5(+8('&5+/'-&5<(.#L+'<(

%&-",+.+2K<( #,0( J+,&K=( \%"&'( &J&'21,2( ,#%1+,5(

will continue their pursuit of growth not just to 

1J$'+S&(%"&(U/#.1%K(+8(%"&1'($&+$.&T5(.1S&5<(L/%(#.5+(

to increase their say and to defend their perceived 

national interests in a world where great powers 

are jockeying for position on a fast-changing global 

$.#K1,2(Q&.0=(

N,( 5/J<( %"&(:+'.0T5( 2&+$+.1%1-#.( $+:&'( 5"18%5(:1..(

-+,%1,/&(%+(#-%(#5(#(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.(#--&.&'#%+'<(

and as a strong pillar of opposition to New 

7-+,+J1-5(10&#5<(8+'(%"&(8+'&5&&#L.&(8/%/'&=

Democracy Movements

R5( %"15( '&$+'%( :#5( L&1,2( -+J$.&%&0<( -'+:05( +8(

“Occupiers” were taking to the streets in New 

York and other cities to protest against the lack 

+8( '&2/.#%1+,( 1,( %"&( Q,#,-1#.( 5K5%&J( #,0( %"&(

&[-&551S&($'+Q%&&'1,2(+8(O&K(#-%+'5(1,(%"#%(5K5%&J(

(among other topics). This growing “economic 

democracy” movement explicitly refers to other 

protest movements that have surged around 

%"&( :+'.0<( 5/-"( #5( %"&(>R'#L( M$'1,2@( '&L&..1+,5(

and the crowds of Spanish and Greek citizens 

expressing their frustration with their respective 

governments. These protests are all very different 

1,(+'121,<(J+%1S#%1+,<( #,0( #1J<( L/%( %"&K("#S&(+,&(

thing in common:  a desire for more democracy. 

\,(%"&(8#-&(+8(1%<(%"&('15&(+8(0&J+-'#-K(J+S&J&,%5(

around the world may seem to favor the spread of 

b&:(7-+,+J1-5(10&#5<(L&-#/5&(%"&K(#'&(#0S+-#%1,2(

alternative national directions. Many of these 

movements are particularly concerned about 

-+,-&,%'#%1+,5( +8( $+:&'<( :"&%"&'( 1,( $+.1%1-#.(

+'( Q,#,-1#.( %&'J5( B+'( L+%"I<( #,0( #L+/%( /,8#1'(

distribution of wealth and privilege. But these are 

5/'8#-&(51J1.#'1%1&5=(6"&(0188&'&,-&5(#'&(1J$+'%#,%<(

and instructive. 
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6"&(b&:(r+'O(_#..(M%'&&%($'+%&5%+'5<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(

-#..(%"&J5&.S&5(>%"&(DDu@(1,(+'0&'(%+(0188&'&,%1#%&(

%"&J5&.S&5(8'+J(%"&(Cu(:"+(+:,(#$$'+[1J#%&.K(

"#.8(+8(%"&(,#%1+,T5(:&#.%"(B1,(%"&1'(&5%1J#%1+,I=(6"&K(

are essentially protesting the rise of the private 

sector and the weakening of state control. The 

$'+%&5%+'5(+,(%"&(5%'&&%(1,(MK'1#<(1,(5"#'$(-+,%'#5%(

-+,%'#5%<( #'&( -+,-&',&0( :1%"( -+,-&,%'#%1+,5( +8(

power and privilege in regime led by President 

R55#0(Y(%"#%(15<(%"&K(#'&($'+%&5%1,2(%"&($+:&'(+8(

the state. 

This fundamental difference suggests that the 

democracy movements now active in the world 

today are likely to have two very different 

#%%1%/0&5( %+:#'0( b&:( 7-+,+J1-5<( 0&$&,01,2(

on the national situation. The average person 

participating in “Occupy Wall Street” would be 

likely to embrace and promote notions like “Gross 

b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55@( #5( $'&8&'#L.&( %+( #( Q[#%1+,(

+,( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"j( #,0( 1,0&&0<( J/-"( +8( %"&(

'"&%+'1-( 1,( %"#%(J+S&J&,%( 15( -'1%1-#.(+8( 2'+:%"T5(

&[-&55&5=(6"&(%K$1-#.(72K$%1#,($'+%&5%&'<("+:&S&'<(

is concerned with increasing( 2'+:%"<( 1,5+8#'( #5( 1%(

-+,-&',5(2'+:%"T5(&[$&-%&0(L&,&Q%5( %+(+'01,#'K(

people in that country (who were suffering from 

lack of jobs and high food prices during the last 

days of the Mubarak regime). 

N,(%"&(-+J1,2(+,&(%+(%:+(K&#'5<(18(%"&($'+%&5%5(#,0(

their associated democracy movements continue 

%+(2#1,(5%&#J<(%"&K(#'&(.1O&.K(%+(1,-'&#5&(#(2&,&'#.(

interest in New Economics in the developed 

world. But reactions to such ideas among 

democracy activists in the developing world are 

likely to be much less welcoming:  most would 

$'+L#L.K(015J155<(#5(1''&.&S#,%(%+(%"&J<(#,K(,+%1+,(

of reducing growth in favor of less material goals 

and indicators. 

The Private Sector :  Corporate 
Business and Financial Institutions

The past decade has seen the rise of a remarkable 

$"&,+J&,+,(1,(%"&(-+'$+'#%&(#,0(Q,#,-1#.(5&-%+'*((

corporate social responsibility.  “CSR” and its 

J#,K(S#'1#,%5(Y(1,-./01,2(-+'$+'#%&(5/5%#1,#L1.1%K<(

-+'$+'#%&(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(J#,#2&J&,%<(-+'$+'#%&(

-.1J#%&( 1,1%1#%1S&5<( #,0( -+'$+'#%&( '&5$+,51L1.1%K(

B:"1-"( .&#S&5( +/%( %"&( .1J1%1,2( :+'0(>5+-1#.@I(Y(

began the decade as a decidedly marginal activity 

-"#J$1+,&0(LK(#( 8&:( .&#01,2(-+'$+'#%1+,5<(J#,K(

of them driven to reform activity as a result of 

#-%1S15%( +'( `/01-1#.( $'&55/'&=( dK( GHCH<( !M3( "#0(

L&-+J&( %"+'+/2".K( J#1,5%'&#J<( :1%"( %"+/5#,05(

of corporations publishing reports and employing 

professional CSR and sustainability managers. In 

5+J&( 1,5%#,-&5<( #,( &JL'#-&( +8( 5/5%#1,#L1.1%K( "#5(

been seriously and publicly embedded in the core 

L/51,&55( 5%'#%&2K( +8( 5+J&( +8( %"&( :+'.0T5( J+5%(

successful companies.

_"#%("#5(0'1S&,(%"15(5"18%<(#,0(:"#%(0+&5(1%(J&#,(

for the promotion of New Economics ideas such 

as Green Economy and Gross National Happiness?

The shift to sustainability and CSR is the result 

+8(J#,K(8#-%+'5<( 1,-./01,2(-+,5/J&'(#,0(1,S&5%+'(

pressure; increasing “soft” regulation in the form 

of eco-labeling schemes and voluntary reporting 

standards; increasingly enlightened leadership 

(Boards and CEOs taking threats like climate 

change more seriously); and the realization that 

J#,#21,2( 8+'( 5/5%#1,#L1.1%K( -#,( '&0/-&( -+5%5( #,0<(

1,( 5+J&( 1,5%#,-&5<( 1J$'+S&( J#'O&%( 5"#'&=( 6"&(

economic factors are those providing the real fuel 

that drives the market leaders. Many companies 

have discovered that CSR and sustainability 

#.5+( $#K( 01S10&,05<( &S&,( 1,( &J&'21,2( J#'O&%5=((

“Sustainability projects have by far the highest 

return on investment of any of the projects we 

0+<@(5#10(%"&(!7\(+8(i,1.&S&'(6/'O&K(#%(#(9'&&,(

Business conference in October 2011.

;+:&S&'<( %"&( 6/'O15"( i,1.&S&'( &[&-/%1S&( #.5+(

0&5-'1L&0("15( -+J$#,KT5( 2.+L#.( 2+#.( 8+'( %"&(,&[%(

%&,( K&#'5*( ( %+( 0+/L.&( 1,( 51f&<( :"1.&( "#.S1,2( %"&(
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&,S1'+,J&,%#.(1J$#-%=(9'+:%"(15(/,0+/L%&0.K<(#,0(

J+5%(:+/.0(5#K(U/1%&(,#%/'#..K<(#%(%"&(%+$(+8(&S&'K(

J#`+'( -+J$#,KT5( #2&,0#( 1,( %"&( J+0&',( :+'.0=(

There is very little evidence that this focus will 

-"#,2&(512,1Q-#,%.K(1,(%"&(-+J1,2(0&-#0&=(i,1.&S&'<(

#(J#O&'(+8("+/5&"+.0($'+0/-%5(#,0(8++05<($'+S10&5(

a good case study because it is also one of the 

:+'.0T5(J+5%(#0S#,-&0(-+J$#,1&5(1,(5/5%#1,#L1.1%K(

reporting and strategy terms. One could say that 

Unilever is aiming to practice “Green Growth” at 

%"&(-+J$#,K( .&S&.(Y(,+%(>9'&&,(7-+,+JK<@(,+%(

>M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%<@(#,0(0&Q,1%&.K(,+%(>?&F

9'+:%"@<( ,+%( &S&,( 1,( %"&( #'&#( +8( &,S1'+,J&,%#.(

1J$#-%=( M/--&55( 8+'(i,1.&S&'<( #8%&'( %&,( K&#'5<(:1..(

J&#,(%"#%(%"&(-+J$#,KT5(-/''&,%(%+%#.(1J$#-%(+,(

the environment will have be neither better nor 

:+'5&(%"#,(%+0#KT5(1,(#,K(#L5+./%&(5&,5&=58

The case of Unilever underscores a fundamental 

8#-%( #L+/%( -+'$+'#%1+,5( #,0( Q,#,-1#.( 1,5%1%/%1+,5(

generally:  they are “wired for growth.” Boards of 

01'&-%+'5<( 5%+-O(J#'O&%5<( .&,01,2( 1,5%1%/%1+,5<( #,0(

&S&,(.&2#.('&U/1'&J&,%5(B-+JJ+,(1,%&'$'&%#%1+,5(

+8( %"&( Q0/-1#'K( '&5$+,51L1.1%K( +8( L+#'05I( #..(

insist that companies do everything they can in 

+'0&'( %+(2'+:=(b&2#%1S&( 1J$#-%5<( 5/-"(#5(-#'L+,(

01+[10&(&J1551+,5<(#'&(1,-'&#51,2.K(01'&-%&0(%+(L&(

>J1,1J1f&0<@(L/%(-+,%1,/+/5.K( 1,-'&#51,2(0&J#,0(

+,( 7#'%"T5( '&5+/'-&5( #,0( &J1551+,( %+( 1%5( :#5%&(

dumps (including the atmosphere) is never a 

reason not to pursue aggressive corporate growth. 

6+( $1-O( +,&( $'+J1,&,%( &[#J$.&<( 1,( %"&( CDDH5<(

R$$.&(!+J$/%&'($'+S10&0("12"(U/#.1%K(-+J$/%&'(

products to a relatively small and steadily shrinking 

-/5%+J&'( L#5&=( k&+$.&( %#.O&0( #L+/%( R$$.&T5(

5%'#%&2K(8+'(5/'S1S#.<(1%5(,1-"&('+.&(#5(%"&(>k+'5-"&@(

+8( -+J$/%&'( -+J$#,1&5=( ;+:&S&'<( +,-&( R$$.&(

5%#'%&0( 2'+:1,2( #2#1,(Y( 8/&.&0( LK( $+$/.#'( ,&:(

$'+0/-%5(5/-"(#5(%"&(1k+0(#,0(1k"+,&(Y(1%(-&'%#1,.K(

010(,+%(:#,%( %+(5%+$=(6+0#K<(R$$.&("#5(5+#'&0(%+(

the very top of the global charts in terms of its 

+S&'#..(51f&(1,(Q,#,-1#.(%&'J5<(+--#51+,#..K($#551,2(

Exxon Mobil Corporation (an oil company) as 

%"&(:+'.0T5(L122&5%(-+J$#,K(B1,(%&'J5(+8(J#'O&%(

capitalization). Apple shows no sign of stopping 

and declaring that it has grown “large enough.” 

A&#,:"1.&<( R$$.&( 010( ,+%( &S&,( '&$+'%( 1%5(

environmental impact in any comprehensive way 

until 2009. As of 2011 it was still not prepared 

%+( J#O&( #,K( &J1551+,( '&0/-%1+,( %#'2&%5<( +'( #,K(

U/#,%1%#%1S&( -+JJ1%J&,%5( +8( %"&( O1,0( J#0&( LK(

i,1.&S&'=(R$$.&( 0+&5<( "+:&S&'<( $+1,%( %+( %"&( 8#-%(

that its carbon emissions are growing somewhat 

5.+:&'( %"#,( 1%5( '&S&,/&5( B8'+J( GHHh( %+( GHCH<(

R$$.&T5( '&S&,/&5( :&,%( /$( )Eu( :"1.&( -#'L+,(

&J1551+,5( 2'&:( >+,.K@( o)u<( #--+'01,2( %+( 1%5(

corporate website).

These two case studies describe the mainstream 

thinking of global corporations and their 

relationship to the issue of growth. Despite 

the upsurge in CSR and sustainability issues 

+8( %"&( .#5%( 0&-#0&<( +,&( 5"+/.0( ,+%( -+,-./0&(

%"#%( -+'$+'#%1+,5( #,0( Q,#,-1#.( 1,5%1%/%1+,5( #'&(

$'&$#'&0( %+( U/&5%1+,( 2'+:%"=( ?+1,2( 5+( :+/.0(

'&U/1'&(#(%'#,58+'J#%1+,(1,(%"1,O1,2(#L+/%(%"&(S&'K(

$/'$+5&(+8( %"&1'( 1,5%1%/%1+,5=( N,(+/'('&5&#'-"<(:&(

found only one instance of growth being slightly 

U/&5%1+,&0($/L.1-.K(LK(#(J#`+'(-+'$+'#%1+,*((%"&'&(

is a thoughtful reference to “responsible growth” 

in the corporate sustainability report of Ernst & 

r+/,2( M:&0&,( GHHDFGHCH( B%"#%( 15<( %"&( M:&015"(

branch of the global “Big 4” accounting and 

-+,5/.%1,2(21#,%<(,+%(7',5%(x(r+/,2(2.+L#..KI=(_"1.&(

%"#%( '&8&'&,-&<( #S#1.#L.&( +,.K( 1,( M:&015"<( ,+%&0(

concern about how growth can cause negative 

-+,5&U/&,-&5<( 1%( :#5( 5%1..( $'&5&,%&0( 1,( #( '&$+'%(

whose overall message was strongly supporting of 

the growth paradigm.

;+:&S&'<( -+'$+'#%1+,5( #%( %"&( .&#01,2( &02&( +8(

5/5%#1,#L1.1%K( %"1,O1,2( Y( #5( %"&( i,1.&S&'( -#5&(

0&J+,5%'#%&5(Y( 0+( 5&&J( %+( L&( 1,( %"&( $'+-&55(

of embracing Green Growth. This is not a small 

J#%%&'<(8+'(:"1.&(9'&&,(9'+:%"("#5(L&&,(0&5-'1L&0(

(earlier in this report) as the lightest and most 

mainstream-friendly of the suite of New Economic 

10&#5( ,+:(+,( %"&(:+'.0T5( #2&,0#<( 1%( 15( 5%1..<( 8'+J(

#( L/51,&55( $&'5$&-%1S&<( '&S+./%1+,#'K=( N,( A#'-"(

GHCC<(%"&(_+'.0(d/51,&55(!+/,-1.(8+'(M/5%#1,#L.&(

Development described it this way:  

“... to achieve green growth and accelerate the green 
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race towards a sustainable world, there is a need  

for far-reaching transformation-sweeping 

changes in business and society that are necessary, 

possible and ripe with commercial opportunity. This will 

require innovation at unparalleled levels, far beyond the 

technical realm.” (“WBCSD Business Role,” Executive 

Brief, March 2011; emphasis added)59

6"&(_d!M?<( %"&( :+'.0T5( 8+'&J+5%( #55+-1#%1+,(

for facilitating business engagement on sustainable 

0&S&.+$J&,%<( 5&&5( 1%5( '+.&(,+:(#5(>%+(#--&.&'#%&(

%"&(9'&&,(3#-&@(+8(1,,+S#%1+,(#,0(-"#,2&(Y(>8#'F

'&#-"1,2( %'#,58+'J#%1+,F5:&&$1,2(-"#,2&5@(Y( 1,(

order to help companies achieve Green Growth. 

_d!M?T5($'+2'#J5(#'&(5%'+,2.K(+'2#,1f&0(#'+/,0(

%"&( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"( -+,-&$%<( :"1-"( 1%( 0&Q,&5( #5(

“pursu[ing] economic growth and development 

:"1.&( $'&S&,%1,2( &,S1'+,J&,%#.( 0&2'#0#%1+,<(

biodiversity loss and unsustainable natural resource 

use.” The OECD has similarly embraced Green 

Growth and now produces resources aimed at 

5/$$+'%1,2(-+'$+'#%1+,5(1,(J#O1,2(%"&(%'#,51%1+,<(

primarily in terms of reducing carbon emissions.

Corporate reactions to New Economics thus hold 

-.&#'.K(%+(%"&(>.12"%(2'&&,@(&,0(+8(%"#%(10&#(5$&-%'/J<(

and they can be expected to continue doing so in 

the coming years. This does not mean that more 

%'#,58+'J#%1S&( ,+%1+,5<( 5/-"( #5(>9'+55( b#%1+,#.(

;#$$1,&55<@("#S&(,+%(L&&,(,+%1-&0(1,(%"&(L/51,&55(

world; but they are primarily being considered 

#5( %++.5( %+( 5/$$+'%( -+,%1,/&0( 2'+:%"<( 2'&&,( +'(

+%"&':15&=( a+'( &[#J$.&<( L'#,01,2( #,0(J#'O&%1,2(

specialist Tom Miller (whose company provides 

other large companies with employee recognition 

#,0( '&:#'0( 5K5%&J5I( '&4&-%&0( 1,( #( '&-&,%( L.+2(

post that “companies can learn from what Bhutan 

is doing [with Gross National Happiness].” He 

1,%&'$'&%5(9b;(,+%(#5(#,(#.%&',#%1S&( %+(2'+:%"<(

but as a tool to support( 2'+:%"(Y( 1,-./01,2( %"&(

2'+:%"(+8(d"/%#,=(>788&-%1S&.K<@("&(:'1%&5<(>d"/%#,(15(

creating a cultural growth and brand management 

-#J$#12,Z@(;&(,+%&5(%"#%(-+J$#,1&5(-#,(%#O&(-/&5(

8'+J(d"/%#,( B:"+5&(&-+,+JK(#,0( 2.+L#.( $'+Q.&(

"#S&(2'+:,(#5(#('&5/.%(+8(9b;<(#5(,+%&0(&#'.1&'I(

in their own efforts to tell the world “What is it 

about your culture that everyone needs to know 

about…to practice…to be proud of…to sustain 

and grow.”

De-Growth advocates will no doubt strongly 

object to this use of the GNH idea to promote 

2'+:%"=( d/%( %+( Q,0( &S10&,-&( %"#%( "#$$1,&55( #,0(

life satisfaction are in any way displacing the 

dominance of growth as a fundamental paradigm 

+8(L/51,&55<(+,&("#5(%+( .++O(+/%510&(%"&(:#..5(+8(

.#'2&(-+'$+'#%1+,5=(a+'(&[#J$.&<( P#$#,T5(5J#..F%+F

medium-size business association made national 

headlines in recent years by publicly embracing 

concepts like “slow business” and even “slow 

5+-1&%K=@( 6"&( >;#.8Fa#'J&'g;#.8Fy@( J+S&J&,%<(

#.5+( +'121,#%1,2( 1,( P#$#,<( 15( 21S1,2( $&+$.&( %"&(

option of choosing to raise food and follow their 

$'+8&551+,#.( -#..1,2( #%( %"&( 5#J&( %1J&(Y( %"+/2"(

+L5&'S&'5( +8( P#$#,T5( %'+/L.&0( 8#'J1,2( &-+,+JK(

note critically that this movement may amount 

%+(>%/',z1,2s(:"#%T5( .+,2(L&&,( #(,&-&551%K( 1,%+( #(

conscious choice.”60  

N,(5/J<(1,(%"&(-+J1,2(K&#'5<(&[$&-%(J+'&(#,0(J+'&(

corporations to link their growth goals to a serious 

greening of their operations. Expect some of them 

to make use of Gross National Happiness and 

+%"&'(10&#5(%+(#00'&55(%"&(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&(-+,-&',5(

+8(%"&1'(&J$.+K&&5<(#,0(%+(J#'O&%(%"&1'(10&,%1%K(%+(

consumers for whom that concept will become 

increasingly familiar. But do not expect corporate 

entities to modify or reduce their growth goals in 

8#S+'(+8(5+-1#.<(&,S1'+,J&,%#.<(+'("&#.%"(-+,-&',5<(

/,.&55( '&U/1'&0( %+( 0+( 5+( LK( %"&1'( ,#%1+,#.(

governments (as may occur in some sectors of the 

!"1,&5&(&-+,+JK<(1,('&5$+,5&(%+(%"&(,&:(,#%1+,#.(

directives there). 

Rio+20 and Other International 
Negotiating Processes

N%( 15( 018Q-/.%( %+( 2#/2&( %"&( :&12"%( +8( %"&( i,1%&0(

b#%1+,5( 1,( %+0#KT5( 2.+L#.( #88#1'5=( \,( %"&( +,&(

"#,0<( %"&(i,1%&0(b#%1+,5( 15(#,(&55&,%1#.( #-%+'( 1,(

-+/,%.&55(#'&#5<(8'+J(-.1J#%&(,&2+%1#%1+,5(%+(-#'1,2(

8+'('&8/2&&5(%+(J#1,%#1,1,2($&#-&(1,($+5%F-+,41-%(

51%/#%1+,5=(N%5(5/--&55&5(#'&(+8%&,(+S&'.++O&0<(5/-"(

as the brokerage of major new commitments 
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+,(L1+01S&'51%K( -+,5&'S#%1+,( 1,(b#2+K#( .#5%( K&#'<(

which observers hailed as a triumph. Its perceived 

8#1./'&5<(5/-"(#5(%"&(-"#+%1-(,&2+%1#%1,2(#%(%"&(&,0(

of the Copenhagen Climate Summit and resulting 

:&#O(>!+$&,"#2&,(R--+'0<@(.&#0(J#,K(%+(015-+/,%(

1%5(-+,%&J$+'#'K(1,4/&,-&=(

d/%( :"1.&( +$1,1+,5( #L+/%( 1%5( 1,4/&,-&( 0188&'<(

the United Nations has in any case emerged as 

the leading global voice for most of the New 

7-+,+J1-5( 10&#5($'+Q.&0( 1,(%"15('&$+'%<( 1,-./01,2(

9'&&,(9'+:%"<(9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( #,0( M/5%#1,#L.&(

Development. The fate of these ideas is somewhat 

.1,O&0(%+(%"&(ib(Y(:"1-"(#%(%"&(J+J&,%(5&&J5(

to be working very much to the advantage of the 

b&:( 7-+,+J1-5=( R5( M&-'&%#'KF9&,&'#.( d#,( X1F

moon said in a recent interview with the Swedish 

newspaper Dagens Nyheter( BD(\-%( GHCCI<(>6"&'&(

has never been a greater need for the United 

b#%1+,5<( #,0( %"&( +'2#,1f#%1+,T5( '&.&S#,-&( "#5(

never been greater than it is now.” In that same 

1,%&'S1&:<("&(,+%&0(%"#%(%"&(:+'.0T5(Q,#,-1#.(-'1515(

could be seen as an opportunity to turn the world 

in the direction of a “green growth economy” 

Y(%"/5( -+JL1,1,2(>9'&&,(9'+:%"@( #,0(>9'&&,(

Economy” into a single phrase.

6"&( /$-+J1,2( 31+vGH( J&&%1,2<( 8+'J#..K( O,+:,(

as the United Nations Conference on Sustainable 

?&S&.+$J&,%(BEFq(P/,&(GHCGI<(:1..(-&'%#1,.K(5&'S&(

as a great exclamation mark in the history of 

5/5%#1,#L1.1%K(2&,&'#..K<(#,0(1,(%"&("15%+'K(+8(b&:(

7-+,+J1-5( 10&#5( 5$&-1Q-#..K=( >9'&&,( 7-+,+JK@(

will receive half of the formal programmatic 

attention (the other half of the agenda concerns 

institutional reform and governance for sustainable 

development). Lessons from leading example 

-+/,%'1&5(5/-"(#5(M+/%"(X+'&#(:1..(L&("12".12"%&0<(

#,0(#(:10&(S#'1&%K(+8($+.1-K(#,0(Q,#,-1,2(5+./%1+,5(

:1..(L&(015-/55&0=((R%(%"&(-.+5&(+8(%"&(-+,8&'&,-&<(#(

statement or declaration of some kind will almost 

-&'%#1,.K( L&( 155/&0( Y( '&2#'0.&55( +8( "+:( J/-"(

#2'&&J&,%(15(#-%/#..K(#-"1&S&0(Y(%"#%(#8Q'J5(%"&(

#55&JL.&0(,#%1+,5T(5/$$+'%(+8(%"&(9'&&,(7-+,+JK(

idea. 

A+J&,%5(.1O&(31+vGH(5"+/.0(,+%(L&(/,0&'&5%1J#%&0<(

for they are symbolically important in the 

development of new ways of thinking. If all goes 

:&..<(%"15(>%:&,%K(K&#'5(#8%&'(31+@('&4&-%1+,(+,(%"&(

CDDG(7#'%"(M/JJ1%<(#,0(%"&(8+':#'0F.++O1,2(9'&&,(

Economy agenda that are expected to dominate 

015-/551+,5<(:1..(L&('&J&JL&'&0(#5(#(%/',1,2($+1,%(

in global affairs. Such moments can provide a new 

international legitimacy for concepts and practices 

%"#%("#0($'&S1+/5.K(L&&,(-.#551Q&0(#5(>#.%&',#%1S&=@(

But such moments should not be overestimated 

either. It is unlikely that the nations of the world 

will come to any binding agreements on a new 

direction for their economies at the conclusion 

of the Rio+20 meeting. The most that should be 

&[$&-%&0(15(#(S+./,%#'K(#2'&&J&,%<(1,(%"&(5%K.&(+8(

the original Agenda 21 and Rio Declaration from 

CDDG<(0&-.#'1,2(%"&(:+'.0T5( 1,%&,%1+,(%+($/'5/&(#(

greener economic path. 

;+:&S&'<( %"#%( #2'&&J&,%( Y( %+2&%"&'( :1%"( #,K(

5$&-1Q-($+.1-K($'+$+5#.5(+'($.#,5(%"#%(&J&'2&(8'+J(

%"&(,&2+%1#%1+,5(Y(-#,(%"&,(L&-+J&(#('&8&'&,-&(

0+-/J&,%( 8+'( b&:( 7-+,+J1-5( $'+$+,&,%5<( #,0(

aid them in their efforts to promote concepts like 

9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( M/5%#1,#L.&( ?&S&.+$J&,%<( #,0(

even Gross National Happiness more widely. Any 

UN declaration will certainly stop well short of 

U/&5%1+,1,2( %"&( 2'+:%"( $#'#012J<( 51,-&( S12+'+/5(

economic growth is widely viewed as essential to 

J&&%1,2( +%"&'( ibF&,0+'5&0( #1J5<( 1,-./01,2( %"&(

Millennium Development Goals. But the product 

+8( 31+vGH( 15( #.J+5%( -&'%#1,( %+( $'+S10&( #( J#`+'<(

global-scale boost to the emerging mainstream of 

green economic thinking.

Conclusion and Prognosis

In considering the prospects for the development 

+8(>c18&(d&K+,0(9'+:%"@(Y(%"#%(15<(8+'(%"&(#0S#,-&(

of alternatives to the dominance of the growth 

$#'#012J( 1,( 2.+L#.( "/J#,( #88#1'5( Y( 2&+$+.1%1-5(

must be acknowledged to play an enormous role. 

\,(L#.#,-&<(%"#%('+.&(15(&[$&-%&0(%+(L&(-+/,%&'(%+(

J+5%(B%"+/2"(,+%(#..I(+8(%"&(10&#5<(8'#J&:+'O5<(#,0(

new indicators that we have grouped under the 

heading of “New Economics.” The combined effect 

+8( %"&( 2.+L#.( Q,#,-1#.( -'1515( B#,0( %"&( &-+,+J1-(

$+.1-K( #-%1+,5( %#O&,( %+( #00'&55( 1%I<( $+:&'( 5"18%5(
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#J+,2(,#%1+,5<(%"&(-+,%1,/1,2($'&5&,-&(+8(#'J&0(

-+,41-%( 1,( %"&( :+'.0<( 2'&#%( ,&&05( #,0( 5%'+,2(

&88+'%5(%+(#..&S1#%&(2.+L#.($+S&'%K<(%"&(J#1,5%'&#J(

+8( $'1S#%&( 5&-%+'( #-%1S1%K<( #,0( %"&( /,$'&01-%#L.&F

K&%F$&'1+01-( '&U/1'&J&,%5( +8( 015#5%&'( '&-+S&'K(

will all continue to pull the world in the direction 

of “Growth As Usual.” 

d/%( %"&5&( #'&( ,+%( %"&( +,.K( 8#-%+'5( #%( $.#K<( #,0(

%"&( 1J$#-%(+8(-&'%#1,(5$&-1Q-(2&+$+.1%1-#.( 8#-%+'5(

15( J1[&0=( a+'( &[#J$.&<( 5+J&( #5$&-%5( +8( %"&(

Q,#,-1#.( -'1515( "#S&( #.'&#0K( 21S&,( #( 2'&#%( L++5%(

to the concepts of Green Growth and Green 

7-+,+JK(B&=2=<(1,(M+/%"(X+'&#T5(J/.%1FL1..1+,F0+..#'(

investment in green technologies which is at the 

core of its economic stimulus package). Green 

Growth has also become the objective of leading-

&02&(2.+L#.(-+J$#,1&5<(:"+(1,(%/',("&.$($/..(%"&(

entire private sector in a greener direction.

It is important to recognize that this partial 

movement away from the Growth as Usual 

paradigm is not likely to excite a great deal of 

spirited opposition:  Green Growth is still growth. 

a+'(#( 2.+L#.( 5&#(-"#,2&( %+(+--/'<( #,0( 8+'(9'&&,(

9'+:%"(%+(&J&'2&(#5(%"&(>,&:(,+'J#.<@(1%(J#K(L&(

enough to have a sizeable minority of nations and 

companies lead change in that direction. If they are 

J&%(%"&'&(LK(%"&(:+'.0T5(&88+'%5(%+(#..&S1#%&($+S&'%K(

#,0( '&-+S&'( 8'+J(015#5%&'5(Y( %"#%( 15<( 18( $+S&'%K(

alleviation and disaster recovery also adopt Green 

9'+:%"( #5( %"&1'( 8'#J&:+'O( #,0( %#'2&%<( $&'"#$5(

undergirded by strong UN-brokered declarations 

Y(%"&,(9'&&,(9'+:%"(:1..(-&'%#1,.K(L&-+J&(%"&(

new normal.

R.+,&(#J+,2(%"&5&(2&+$+.1%1-#.(8+'-&5<(%"&(:+'.0T5(

upsurge in democracy-based protest movements 

shows some tendency to pull toward a more 

'#01-#.('&%"1,O(+8(%"&(2'+:%"($#'#012J=(;+:&S&'<(

%"15( %&,0&,-K( 15( -+,Q,&0( %+( $'+%&5%+'5( 1,( %"&(

0&S&.+$&0(:+'.0<(5/-"(#5(%"&(>\--/$K(_#..(M%'&&%@(

movement or some elements of the student-

L#5&0($'+%&5%5( 1,( M$#1,=( N,( %"&(0&S&.+$1,2(:+'.0<(

democracy-based protest movements (generally 

focused against dictatorial regimes) also include a 

$+$/.#'<( #,0( #$$'+$'1#%&<( .+,21,2( 8+'( %"&( 2'&#%&'(

material prosperity that “Growth as Usual” can 

L'1,2(1,(%"&(8+'J(+8(̀+L5<(#--&55(%+(&0/-#%1+,<(L&%%&'(

"&#.%"( 5&'S1-&5<( #,0( +%"&'( L&,&Q%5=( \,( L#.#,-&<(

#,0(5&&,(8'+J(#(2.+L#.($&'5$&-%1S&<(%"&(0&J+-'#-K(

movements of 2011 appear to be pulling in both 

01'&-%1+,5*( ( $#'%.K( %+:#'0( b&:( 7-+,+J1-5<( #,0(

partly toward Growth as Usual.

The chart on the following page depicts all of these 

%&,0&,-1&5( 1,(2'#$"1-( 8+'J<(/51,2( %"&(>5$&-%'/J@(

graphic from the previous chapter as a reference 

point. 

N,(5/JJ#'K<(#,0(J+S1,2(8'+J('12"%(%+(.&8%(+,(%"15(

graphic:

!" The& 0"-"1$-2& 1)$+$+ is causing most 

governments to act strongly to push for 

Growth as Usual; but some governments are 

using the crisis to invest in a shift to Green 

Growth. (The vertical line indicates that 

Green Growth acts as a kind of boundary for 

national economic policy setting.)

!" Global power shifts<( 1,-./01,2( %"&( '15&(

+8( !"1,#<( N,01#<( d'#f1.<( #,0( +%"&'( &J&'21,2(

&-+,+J1&5<( #'&( #,( &,+'J+/5( 8#-%+'( 0'1S1,2(

national policies around the world further in 

the direction of Growth as Usual. While some 

nations do publicly adopt Green Growth 

5%'#%&21&5<(%"&(+S&':"&.J1,2(-&,%&'(+8(2'#S1%K(

1,( %"&( :+'.0<( 1,( '&5$+,5&( %+( 2.+L#.( $+:&'(

5"18%5<(15(5%1..(9'+:%"(#5(i5/#.=(

!" 3)4*#& 1/"5$1,+( 1,( %"&( :+'.0<( L&-#/5&(

of a perceived (but deeply illusory) positive 

1J$#-%(+,(&-+,+J1-(1,01-#%+'5(.1O&(%"&(9?k<(

also act to uphold the traditional Growth as 

Usual paradigm. True-cost accounting of war 

Y(:"1-"<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(%"&(9&,/1,&(k'+2'&55(

Index or Genuine Savings indicator would 

-#$%/'&( Y( "#5( ,+%( $&,&%'#%&0( J#1,5%'&#J(

&-+,+J1-($+.1-KFJ#O1,2(1,(#,K(512,1Q-#,%(:#K=

!" The private sector remains committed 

%+( 9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.<( #,0( 5%'+,2.K( #,-"+'5(

the world at that end of the spectrum. But 

forward-looking companies have embraced 
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9'&&,(9'+:%"(1,(5+J&(8+'J<(-'&#%1,2(#(O1,0(

of counter-movement within the private 

sector that may shift its center of gravity. As 

:1%"( %"&( Q,#,-1#.( -'1515<( 9'&&,(9'+:%"( #-%5(

as a kind of boundary beyond which global 

companies are not prepared to venture.

!" Efforts to recover from disasters send 

$+51%1S&(&-+,+J1-(512,#.5(1,($/'&(9?k(%&'J5<(

and this pulls the world in the direction of 

9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.=( ?15#5%&'( '&-+S&'K( 5%#'%5<(

"+:&S&'<( 8'+J( #( $+51%1+,(J+'&( 1,( #.12,J&,%(

:1%"( 9&,/1,&( M#S1,25( +'( 9&,/1,&( k'+2'&55<(

L&-#/5&( 015#5%&'5( #88&-%( %"&( +S&'#..( 5+-1#.<(

&-+,+J1-<( #,0( &,S1'+,J&,%#.( L#.#,-&( 5"&&%=(

Note that more disasters translate to a 

greater need to pursue Growth as Usual in 

%"&( -+/,%'1&5( #88&-%&0<( 1,( +'0&'( %+( '&L/1.0(

physical infrastructure.

!" The democracy movements active in 

the world today begin from a position of 

neutrality on the Growth as Usual/De-

Growth spectrum. Those in wealthy countries 

tend to pull in the direction of radical revision 

of the growth paradigm; those in developing 

countries tend pull toward Growth as Usual.

!" The need for poverty alleviation is also 

placed in the middle of the spectrum because 

of its principal alignment with the broad goals 

+8( 5/5%#1,#L.&( 0&S&.+$J&,%=( ;+:&S&'<( %"&(

strong global consensus on growth (green 

or otherwise) as the most effective strategy 

for reducing poverty means that such efforts 

contribute to a global pull in that direction. 

!" a1,#..K<(%"&(Rio+20(J&&%1,2(5-"&0/.&0(8+'(P/,&(

2012 and the United Nations processes 

generally are not organized principally around 
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growth. They are centered on Sustainable 

?&S&.+$J&,%<(%+2&%"&'(:1%"(%"&($'1,-1$.&5(+8(

5+-1#.(&U/1%K(#,0(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(-#'&(%"#%(%"15(

-+,-&$%(1,-./0&5=(;+:&S&'<(%"&(5%'+,2(-/''&,%(

emphasis within the UN on Green Economy 

and Green Growth has the effect of pulling the 

world in that direction as well (and certainly 

away from anything like De-Growth).

The combined effect of all of these geopolitical 

pushes and pulls on the world can be summarized 

as a strong tendency to continue pushing for growth 

— but with a good possibility for global consensus 

forming around the concept of Green Growth. 

Green Growth (more so than the more multi-

dimensional concept Green Economy) represents 

a compromise position:  it may be seen as a weak 

step (or even a problematic development) from 

%"&( $&'5$&-%1S&( +8( 5&'1+/5( 2'+:%"( -'1%1-5<( L/%( 1%(

has the potential to unite many different factions 

around a goal that many see as revolutionary and 

even transformative.

R%(%"&(5#J&(%1J&<(#5(,+%&0(&#'.1&'<(J+'&(#,0(J+'&(

nations are embracing happiness as an alternative 

%+( %"&( Q[#%1+,( +,( 9?k( #,0( 9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.=(

;+:&S&'<( %"&( 2&+$+.1%1-#.( '&#.1%1&5( +8( %"&( :+'.0(

%+0#K( 5/22&5%( %"#%( 1,( %"&( ,&#'( %&'J<( "#$$1,&55<(

:&..FL&1,2<(#,0(51J1.#'(-+,-&$%5(#'&(J+5%(.1O&.K(%+(

be seen as parallel and complementary( 2+#.5<( #,0(

not as replacements for the growth paradigm. 

The foregoing analyses lead to a summary 

prognosis:  

In the next few years, the concept of Green Growth is 

likely to become a new “center of gravity” in economic 

policy. A consensus around new national indicators 

(such as the “Green GDP” or “GDP Quality Index”), 

representing the reform of traditional economic growth 

measurement, is likely to emerge as well. This new focus 

on Green Growth is likely to be complemented, though 

not replaced, by national measures of happiness and/

or well-being that are tailored to each country’s cultural 

and historic context. 

N8( %"15( $'+2,+515( $'+S&5( #--/'#%&<( 1%( :1..( 1,0&&0(

mark a dramatic shift in the way nations practice 

economic policy. While not a retreat from the 

2'+:%"( $#'#012J<( #( 5"18%( %+( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"(

complemented with national happiness measures 

:1..( '&$'&5&,%( #( 512,1Q-#,%( L'+#0&,1,2( +/%( +8(

5+-1&%KT5( +S&'#..( &-+,+J1-( #2&,0#<( #,0( $#S&( %"&(

way for still more social and economic innovation. 

This shift also opens the door to a new ethical 

framework for thinking about growth and well-

being on a global scale. We will explore this 

$+551L1.1%K(1,(%"&(Q,#.(-"#$%&'=
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This report has reviewed the diverse family of 

concepts and practices (the “New Economics”) 

that are emerging as viable alternatives to the 

dominant global paradigm of Growth as Usual. It has 

#55&55&0(%"&($'+2'&55(+8(%"&5&(#.%&',#%1S&5<(#5(:&..(

as the forces operating to advance or retard that 

$'+2'&55(1,(-+J1,2(K&#'5=(a1,#..K<(1%("#5(-+,-./0&0(

%"#%( %"&( 5/J(+8( %"&5&( 8+'-&5(#,0( %'&,05( 15( .1O&.K<(

:1%"1,(%"&(,&[%(8&:(K&#'5<(%+($'+0/-&(#(,&:(2.+L#.(

-+,5&,5/5(Y(J&#,1,2<(#(,&:(5"#'&0(5&,5&(+8(:"#%(

>,+'J#.@(J&#,5<(&S&,(18(,+%(&S&'K+,&(#2'&&5(:1%"(

or prefers that new “normal.”  

The “new normal” is likely to consist of:

!" An accelerating shift to Green Growth 

#J+,2( -+/,%'1&5<( 1,%&',#%1+,#.( 1,5%1%/%1+,5<(

#,0($'1S#%&(5&-%+'(+'2#,1f#%1+,5<(%+2&%"&'(:1%"(

revised indicators to assess the achievement 

of that shift. (While some will use the phrase 

>9'&&,(7-+,+JK<@(9'&&,(9'+:%"(15(.1O&.K(%+(

be the more dominant concept in practice.)

!" An increasing embrace of complementary 

national happiness measures<( J+0&.&0(

.++5&.K(+,(d"/%#,T5(9'+55(b#%1+,#.(;#$$1,&55(

-+,-&$%<(L/%(#0#$%&0(%+(%"&(5$&-1Q-(8&#%/'&5(

+8( &#-"( -+/,%'KT5( -/.%/'&( #,0( 0&Q,1%1+,( +8(

happiness or well-being.

Staunch critics of growth are likely to view this 

-+,5&,5/5( :1%"( 5/5$1-1+,<( +'( &S&,( #.#'J<( 8/&.&0(

by their concerns that continued growth (green 

+'(+%"&':15&I(:1..(-+J$+/,0(%"&(:+'.0T5(5&'1+/5(

environmental and resource problems before 

leading to an inevitable collapse of civilizations. 

Staunch proponents of Growth as Usual are 

also likely to view a “Green Growth/National 

;#$$1,&55@($#-O#2&(:1%"(&U/#.(5/5$1-1+,<(&5$&-1#..K(

when this shift appears likely (to them) to reduce 

%"&1'( &-+,+J1-( +'( $+.1%1-#.( $+:&'<( +'( %+( '&0/-&(

their chances of achieving internationally agreed-

upon goals such as poverty alleviation.

When groups occupying extreme positions 

+,( #( 5$&-%'/J( +8( +$1,1+,( #$$&#'( %+( L&( &U/#..K(

0155#%15Q&0<( %"15( 15( +8%&,( #,( 1,01-#%+'( %"#%( #( ,&:(

consensus is emerging in between them. While 

J#,K(J#K($'&8&'(0188&'&,%(5$&-1Q-(10&#5<(J+5%(#'&(

prepared to live with that emerging new social 

'&#.1%K(Y(:"1-"<(+8(-+/'5&<(-+,%1,/&5(%+(L&(4/10(#,0(

changeable. Most engage with a new consensus in 

+'0&'(%+(-+,%1,/&(5"#$1,2(1%<(#,0(%/221,2(1%(1,(%"&1'(

preferred direction; only the most extreme voices 

#-%1S&.K(015#S+:(1%(#,0(-+,%1,/&(%+(Q2"%(&[-./51S&.K(

for their preferred ideas and ideologies. 

This is very likely the situation with Green Growth 

#,0(b#%1+,#.(;#$$1,&55<( %:+( -+,-&$%5( %"#%( "#S&(

emerged as attractive consensus points to both 

“alternative” and the “mainstream” actors in the 

world of economic goal-setting and policy-making. 

R5(%"#%(-+,5&,5/5(L&21,5(%+(2&.(#,0(%#O&(8+'J<(1%(15(

Q,01,2(#("+J&(8+'(1%5&.8(:1%"1,(#(-+J$.&[($+.1%1-#.(

&-+5K5%&J( +8( 1,5%1%/%1+,5<( ,#%1+,#.( -+JJ1551+,5<(

political champions and the like. At the same 

%1J&<( "+:&S&'<( #( ,/JL&'( +8( /,#S+10#L.&( &%"1-#.(

U/&5%1+,5(#'&(8+..+:1,2(1,(1%5(:#O&(#,0(0&J#,01,2(

to be considered. 

a+'(&[#J$.&<(18("#$$1,&55(B+'(#%(.&#5%(%"&($+551L1.1%K(

+8("#$$1,&55I(15(&JL'#-&0(#5(#(,#%1+,#.(2+#.<(5"+/.0(

it also be considered a human right? None of the 

thirty articles in the Universal Declaration of 

;/J#,(312"%5(Y(#0+$%&0(LK(%"&(i,1%&0(b#%1+,5(

1,( CDEh( Y( 5$&-1Q-#..K( J&,%1+,5( "#$$1,&55=(
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;+:&S&'<(R'%1-.&(Go(5%#%&5<(>7S&'K+,&("#5(%"&('12"%(

%+(#(5%#,0#'0(+8(.1S1,2(#0&U/#%&(8+'(%"&("&#.%"(#,0(

well-being of himself and of his family ...”; it also 

5$&-1Q&5(J#,K(+8(8#-%+'5(10&,%1Q&0(LK('&5&#'-"&'5(

as the precursors to subjective happiness. These 

L#51-(,&&05(1,-./0&(8++0<(5"&.%&'<(-.+%"1,2<(J&01-#.(

-#'&<( #,0(+%"&'( 5+-1#.( 5&'S1-&5<( 1,-./01,2( 5/$$+'%(

to those who are unemployed. Many other rights 

guaranteed by the Declaration are also related 

%+(:"#%('&5&#'-"&'5(5#K(J#O&(/5("#$$K<( 1,-./01,2(

:+'O<('&-'&#%1+,<(#,0(%"&($+551L1.1%K(%+($#'%1-1$#%&(

in the decisions that affect our lives. 

If “National Happiness” is at least close to the 

-+,-&$%( +8( ,#%1+,#.( :&..FL&1,2( Y( #,0( 0&5$1%&(

0&L#%&5( +S&'( ,/#,-&5<( 8&:( :+/.0( 0&,K( %"#%( 1%(

15( Y( %"&,( %"&( #0+$%1+,( +8( b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55(

measures and policies could be seen as an overdue 

implementation of the ideals embraced by the 

:+'.0(J+'&(%"#,(51[%K(K&#'5(#2+=(A+'&(1J$+'%#,%.K<(

this would establish that the possibility for happiness 

should be seen as a universal right, something that 

all nations should be committed to achieving 

on behalf of their citizens. Since access to these 

precursors for happiness and wellbeing often 

depend on a certain minimum standard of material 

$'+5$&'1%K<( #-O,+:.&021,2( %"15( '12"%( :+/.0(J#O&(

$'+S101,2( -&'%#1,( .&S&.5( +8( &-+,+J1-( 2'+:%"(Y(

2'&&,(+'(+%"&':15&(Y(#,(1J$&'#%1S&(#..(-+/,%'1&5=(

6"&( :+'.0( #5( #( :"+.&<( +,&(J12"%( -+,-./0&<( "#5(

#( 5&.8F0&-.#'&0( &%"1-#.( 0/%K( %+( $'+S10&( 5/8Q-1&,%(

economic growth to make human happiness 

possible.

But what if that growth becomes excessive? 

What if the drive for Growth as Usual is actually 

impoverishing people and making them less happy 

Y($#'%1-/.#'.K(%"+5&(:"+(#'&(#.'&#0K($++'<(,+%(%+(

mention the unborn generations coming after us? 

_"#%( 18(9'+:%"( #5(i5/#.( 15( /,0&'J1,1,2<( '#%"&'(

%"#,( 5/$$+'%1,2<( %"&( -"#,-&5( %"#%( %"&( :+'.0T5(

poorest people might someday live happy lives? 

_"#%(18<(1,(+'0&'(%+(&,5/'&(%"&($'&-/'5+'5(+8(:&..F

L&1,2( 10&,%1Q&0( LK( %"&( i,1S&'5#.( ?&-.#'#%1+,( +8(

;/J#,(312"%5<(#5(:&..(#5(-+,%&J$+'#'K(&J$1'1-#.(

'&5&#'-"<(5+J&(%"1,25(#-%/#..K("#S&(%+(shrink?

N,0&&0<(5-1&,-&(%&..5(/5(%"#%(5+J&(5"'1,O#2&<(5+J&(

forms of “De-Growth” in the structure of the 

:+'.05(J#,K(&-+,+J1&5<(#'&(1J$&'#%1S&=(_&(J/5%(

de-grow our carbon emissions if we are to protect 

%"&($.#,&%T5(-.1J#%&=(_&(J/5%(0&F2'+:(+/'(1J$#-%(

+,(&-+5K5%&J5(18(:&(#'&(%+($'&5&'S&(%"&($.#,&%T5(

biodiversity. We must de-grow our consumption 

+8(-&'%#1,(1''&$.#-&#L.&('&5+/'-&5(Y(:#%&'(#J+,2(

%"&J(Y(18(:&(#'&(%+("#S&(#,K("+$&(+8($#551,2(+,(

#('&#5+,#L.&(U/#.1%K(+8(.18&(%+(%"&(,&[%(2&,&'#%1+,=(

6"&(-"+1-&( %+("&&0(+'( %+( 12,+'&( %"&5&(5-1&,%1Q-(

:#',1,25( 15( 8/,0#J&,%#..K( #,( &%"1-#.( -"+1-&<( +,&(

%"#%( 15( 0&&$.K( L+/,0( /$( :1%"( "#'0&,&0( L&.1&85<(

1,%&'&5%5<(#,0(10&+.+21&5=(\,&(,&&0(+,.K(2.#,-&(#%(

current news reports and to the photographs of 

protestors in the streets around the world to see 

that a tremendous polarization is occurring. The 

:+'.0(15(1,(5&'1+/5(,&&0(+8(#(,&:(S151+,<(%"&(O1,0(

that can provide a new sense of common ground. 

Green Economy + National 
Happiness = Sustainable World

This report has so far noted the likelihood that 

Green Growth is the framework most likely to 

step onto the center of the world stage in coming 

years as the “new normal.” This is an analytical 

-+,-./51+,( L#5&0( +,( #( '&S1&:(+8( -/''&,%( %'&,05<(

and the forces most actively shaping those trends. 

;+:&S&'<( 8'+J( #,( &%"1-#.( $&'5$&-%1S&<( 0188&'&,%(

conclusions must be drawn. For ethics is not about 

what is likely( %+( "#$$&,<( L/%( #L+/%( :"#%( 5"+/.0(

happen. Ethics is about vision.

If one takes seriously the idea that everyone on 

7#'%"("#5(#('12"%(%+(:&..FL&1,2((Y(#,0(+,&(:+/.0(

L&(-#..+/5<(%+(5#K(%"&(.&#5%<(%+(5/22&5%(+%"&':15&(Y(

then Green Economy provides a more satisfying 

and inclusive framework than Green Growth for 

#-"1&S1,2( 1%=(9'&&,(7-+,+JK<(,+%(9'&&,(9'+:%"<(

should be promoted as the preferred way of 

describing this aspect of our new global goal.

Green Economy allows for growth where it is 

,&&0&0<(:"&'&(1%(0+&5(,+%(#-%/#..K(&,0#,2&'($&+$.&(

B,+:( +'( 1,( %"&( 8/%/'&I<( #,0( :"&'&( 1%( 0+&5( ,+%(
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work at cross-purposes with our universal needs 

and desires. But Green Economy also allows for 

shrinkages and reductions (selective de-growth) 

:"&'&(%"+5&(#'&(#.5+(,&&0&0<(8+'(&[#J$.&<(1,(%"&(

-+,5/J$%1+,( +8( 1''&$.#-&#L.&( '&5+/'-&5<( 1,( %"&(

0&5%'/-%1S&(0&$.&%1+,(+8('&,&:#L.&(+,&5<(#,0(&S&,(

in the shift in consumption patterns from resource-

hungry “stuff” to resource-light “experience”. 

9'&&,(9'+:%"<(1,(-+,%'#5%<(5%1..($/5"&5(/,1S&'5#..K(

for growth. Without the broader and more systemic 

$&'5$&-%1S&( +8( 9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"(

keeps driving the world single-mindedly towards 

%"&("#'0(:#..(+8( .1J1%5( 1J$+5&0(LK(b#%/'&<(#.L&1%(

#%(#(5+J&:"#%('&0/-&0(5$&&0=(9'&&,(7-+,+JK<(#5(

#( -+,-&$%<( $/5"&5( 8+'(J&&%1,2("/J#,(,&&05( #,0(

aspirations within the limits of what the planet can 

#-%/#..K(5/5%#1,=(Bib7k(0&Q,&0(#(9'&&,(7-+,+JK(

as one that “results in improved human well-

L&1,2(#,0(5+-1#.(&U/1%K<(:"1.&(512,1Q-#,%.K('&0/-1,2(

environmental risks and ecological scarcities.”) 

6"&( -+,-&$%( +8( #( 9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( %"&'&8+'&<(

automatically includes the judicious application of 

Green Growth; but the reverse is not true.

R5( #( 2+#.<( 9'&&,( 7-+,+JK( 15( #.5+( 8#'( J+'&(

ambitious than Green Growth. This makes the 

concept a “harder sell”:  recall how the World 

Business Council for Sustainable Development 

-"#'#-%&'1f&0(9'&&,(9'+:%"(#5(#.'&#0K('&U/1'1,2(

“far-reaching transformation-sweeping changes.”  

9'&&,(7-+,+JK(15(#.5+(.&55(-.&#'.K(0&Q,&0(#,0(.&55(

easy to measure than Green Growth. But in pure 

-+,-&$%/#.( %&'J5<(9'&&,(7-+,+JK( 15( #( 8#'(J+'&(

accurate description of what human civilization 

#-%/#..K(,&&05<(#%(&S&'K(5-#.&<(8'+J(%"&(S1..#2&5(+8(

Africa to the boardrooms of global corporations 

and the parliaments of nation states. Many African 

S1..#2&5(#'&<(+8(-+/'5&<(#.'&#0K(U/1%&(>2'&&,@j(:"#%(

%"&K( ,&&0<( %+( 1J$'+S&( %"&1'( :&..FL&1,2<( 15( J+'&(

Green Growth. What corporations and developed 

,#%1+,5( ,&&0<( LK( -+,%'#5%<( 15( 0&&$.K( '&5%'/-%/'&0(

economies where monetized economic growth 

0+&5( ,+%( '&U/1'&( &,0.&55( &[$#,51+,( 1,( $"K51-#.(

throughput:  Green Economies.

Marrying the concept of Green Economy to the 

concept of National Happiness has the potential 

%+(0&5-'1L&(Y($&'"#$5(8+'(%"&(Q'5%(%1J&(Y(#(-.&#'(

and actionable vision for sustainability at the global 

5-#.&=(N,(#001%1+,<(%"&('&5&#'-"(Q,01,25(-1%&0(&#'.1&'(

J#K(&S&,($'+S10&(/5(:1%"(J&#5/'#L.&<(U/#,%1%#%1S&<(

%#'2&%5<(#.L&1%('+/2"(+,&5=

N8(:&(#--&$%(%"&('&5&#'-"(Q,01,25(%"#%(&-+,+J1-(

growth buys considerable human happiness only 

/$(%+(%"&(.&S&.(+8(#$$'+[1J#%&.K(iM?(Co<HHH($&'(

-#$1%#(9?k<(%"&,(#('12"%(%+("#$$1,&55(#,0(:&..FL&1,2(

translates to a right to that level of national income 

(assuming that the distribution of that national 

1,-+J&(15(,+%(%&''1L.K(/,&U/#.(Y(:"1-"(15("#'0.K(

#(21S&,I=((N,(+%"&'(:+'05<($&+$.&(.1S1,2(1,(-+/,%'1&5(

:1%"( ,#%1+,#.( 1,-+J&5( .+:&'( %"#,( tCo<HHH( $&'(

person are deserving of more growth.  It is hard to 

#'2/&(%"#%(%"&K(5"+/.0(5&%%.&(8+'(.&55<(:"&,(L1..1+,5(

enjoy incomes much larger than that. Even ways 

+8(J&#5/'1,2(,#%1+,#.(1,-+J&(#'&<(+8(-+/'5&<(U/1%&(

varied; but there are numerous countries whose 

national income per person is less than 10% of that 

Q2/'&<(,+(J#%%&'("+:(+,&(J&#5/'&5(1%=

What of the countries whose incomes are much 

larger? Where economic Growth as Usual is 

0&J+,5%'#L.K( '/1,1,2( %"&( $.#,&%<( :1%"+/%( &S&,(

providing any returns in the form of happier human 

.1S&5e( N%(:+/.0( L&( $+.1%1-#..K( 8++.15"(Y( &S&,( 18( 1%(

#$$&#'&0<(+,(%"&(5/'8#-&<(%+(L&(&%"1-#..K(-+,515%&,%(

Y(%+(5/22&5%(%"#%($&+$.&(1,(5/-"(-+/,%'1&5(5"+/.0(

actually have their incomes reduced. People who 

5/00&,.K(8&&.($++'&'<(1,(J+,&%#'K(%&'J5<(-.&#'.K(8&&.(

.&55("#$$K<(&S&,(18(%"&1'(1,-+J&5('&J#1,(:&..(#L+S&(

%"#%(tCo<HHH(J1,1J/J=( (6"&(GHCCFGHCG($'+%&5%5(

on the streets of Greece plainly demonstrate 

%"15( 8#-%=( M+( :"1.&( 5+J&%"1,2( .1O&( tCo<HHH( $&'(

person could be embraced around the world as 

a minimum level of universal per capita income to 

:"1-"(:&(5"+/.0(#5$1'&<(1%(15(&[%'&J&.K(/,.1O&.K(%+(

be embraced as a target.

This is where the concept of Green Economy 

-+J&5( 1,*( ( -#,( %"&(:+'.0T5(,#%1+,5<( -+'$+'#%1+,5<(

-1%1&5<( 1,5%1%/%1+,5<( #,0( "+/5&"+.05( -+,S&'%( %"&1'(

&-+,+J1&5( %+( 2'&&,(+,&5<(:"&'&( %"&(,&%( 1J$#-%(

on nature is within the boundaries of what the 
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$.#,&%( -#,( 5/5%#1,e( ( R5( -"#..&,2&5( 2+<( %"15( +,&(

looks enormous:  measures such as the Ecological 

a++%$'1,%(5/22&5%(%"#%(#(-+/,%'K(.1O&(P#$#,(:+/.0(

have to cut its consumption of resources and 

environmental impact by (very roughly speaking) 

J+'&(%"#,("#.8<(:"1.&(%"&(i,1%&0(M%#%&5(:+/.0(,&&0(

%+('&0/-&(LK(#(8#-%+'(+8()ou=61 Is that possible? “We 

already have the technology” is a phrase one often 

hears in green economic circles. “All that is lacking 

is to deploy it.” But this is a gross exaggeration:  for 

&[#J$.&<(#('&-&,%(M:&015"(#%%&J$%(%+(1J$.&J&,%(

#..( #S#1.#L.&( 1,,+S#%1+,5( 1,( &,&'2K( &8Q-1&,-K( #,0(

demand management into one experimental 

“typical” household failed to achieve a sustainable 

level of carbon emissions. This suggests that a 

great deal of pure technical innovation is still 

'&U/1'&0<(,+%(%+(J&,%1+,(J#`+'(5+-1#.(-"#,2&5( 1,(

consumption patterns and habits.62

Calculating the scale of our challenge is itself a 

challenge; but the most recent calculations actually 

give cause for optimism. The 2011 UNEP Green 

7-+,+JK( 3&$+'%<( 8+'( &[#J$.&<( &5%1J#%&5( %"&(

investment cost for “greening the global economy” 

#5( 5+J&:"&'&( >1,( %"&( '#,2&( +8( iMt( C=oHFG=oD(

%'1..1+,=@(_"1.&( %"&5&( #'&( .#'2&( ,/JL&'5( 1,0&&0<(

UNEP notes that this is still “less than one-tenth of 

the total global investment per year.”  As a fraction 

of monetized world economic activity every 

K&#'( B#,,/#.(9'+55(_+'.0( k'+0/-%I<( tC=o( %'1..1+,(

15( #(J&'&( Gu=( N,( $/'&( Q,#,-1#.( %&'J5<( -'&#%1,2( #(

9'&&,(7-+,+JK(Y(5"18%1,2(1,S&5%J&,%(4+:5<(#,0(

changing the rules of the game so that investments 

1,(#(9'&&,(7-+,+JK(#'&('&:#'0&0(Y(15(&,%1'&.K(

possible. The obstacles to doing so are therefore 

1,5%1%/%1+,#.<($+.1%1-#.<(#,0(-/.%/'#.=(

_"1-"( L'1,25( /5( L#-O( %+( %"&( U/&5%1+,( +8( &%"1-5(

#,0(S151+,=(a+'(%"15( 15(&[#-%.K( %"&(U/&5%1+,( 8#-1,2(

the world:  can we commit ourselves to growing 

Y(+'(J+'&( #--/'#%&.K<( '&0&S&.+$1,2(Y( #( 2.+L#.(

9'&&,( 7-+,+JKe(!#,(:&#.%"K( ,#%1+,5( Q,0(:#K5(

to dramatically reduce their consumption of 

'&5+/'-&5( #,0( +S&'#..( 1J$#-%( +,( ,#%/'&<( :"1.&(

maintaining their monetized incomes and the 

vitality of their industrial and technological 

systems? Can poor nations grow their economies 

1,(,&:(:#K5<(5+(%"#%(%"&1'($&+$.&(-#,("#S&(#--&55(

to the goods and services that will provide them 

%"&( :&..FL&1,2( %"&K( 0&5&'S&<( :1%"+/%( 8/'%"&'(

-'/5"1,2( %"&(:+'.0T5(&-+5K5%&J5(/,0&'8++%e(!#,(

global incomes( -+,%1,/&( %+( 1,-'&#5&(Y(&5$&-1#..K(

among those who cannot yet afford the elements 

+8("#$$1,&55(%"#%(J+,&K(-#,(#-%/#..K(L/K(Y(&S&,(

while the global footprint on nature begins to 

5"'1,Oe(!#,(:&(Q,#..K(#,0(%'/.K(0&-+/$.&(%"&(+,&(

from the other?

R,5:&'1,2(%"&5&(U/&5%1+,5(:1%"(#(>K&5@(J#K(5&&J(

impossible at the moment. We live in a world 

:"+5&( 0+J1,#,%( &-+,+J1-( 5K5%&J5( Y( 0&5$1%&(

optimistic trends in areas like renewable energy 

#,0( &8Q-1&,-K(Y( #'&( 5%1..( /%%&'.K( 0&$&,0&,%( +,(

%"&( &[$#,51+,( +8( 8+551.( 8/&.5<( 5%'1$( J1,1,2<( %"&(

0&-1J#%1+,(+8(8+'&5%5<(&[$.+1%#%1S&(.#L+'($'#-%1-&5<(

#,0( J/-"( J+'&( L&510&5=( 9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.<( %"&(

ruling economic paradigm for centuries and the 

5+/'-&(+8(5+(J#,K(J#%&'1#.(L&,&Q%5(%+("/J#,1%K<(

is also the driving force behind so much of the 

misery and environmental devastation we see 

%+0#K( #5( :&..=( 9'+:%"( #5( i5/#.( J#K( "#S&( Q,#..K(

J&%( 1%5( Q'5%( 5&'1+/5( -"#..&,2&'5<( 1,( %"&( 8+'J( +8(

'&S+./%1+,#'K( -+,-&$%5( 5/-"( #5( 9'&&,( 9'+:%"<(

9'&&,( 7-+,+JK<( #,0( 9'+55( b#%1+,#.( ;#$$1,&55=(

But Growth as Usual is hardly on the ropes yet. 

N8( %"&'&( 15( #( %'#,58+'J#%1+,( 1,( %"&( J#O1,2<( :&(

witnessing its very earliest days. 

d/%(%"15(15(#.5+("+:(%'#,58+'J#%1+,5(L&21,*((5J#..<(

"#'0(%+(5&&<(#$$#'&,%.K(1,512,1Q-#,%=(6"&,(%"&K(5%#'%(

%+( 5$'&#0<( #,0( $&+$.&( L&21,( %+( L&.1&S&( %"#%( %"&(

impossible might just be possible. More and more 

of them join the effort to make the impossible 

$+551L.&=(R,0(%"&,(Y(5&&J1,2.K(#..(+8(#(5/00&,(Y(

it is happening everywhere. 
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Preface

C(P+",(A#K,#'0(X&K,&5<(755#K5(1,(k&'5/#51+,<(b&:(

r+'O*(_=_=b+'%+,(x(!+=<(CDqV<($$=(VohFV)V=

Introduction 

 2 Sustainability Portal of the Austrian Govern-

ment (http://www.nachhaltigkeit.at/article/

articleview/81097/1/25540). The  OECD Better 

Life Initiative (www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/

%+$1-5g.18&F5#%158#-%1+,I(15(+,&($.#-&(%+(Q,0(%"15(

kind of information for member countries.

The Rise of a Movement 

But What is “Growth”? 

V(>d&%%&'(A&#5/'&5<(d&%%&'(k+.1-1&5<(d&%%&'(c1S&5<@(

3&J#'O5( LK( R,2&.( 9/''m#<( \7!?( M&-'&%#'KF

9&,&'#.<( 0&.1S&'&0( #%( %"&( !+,8&'&,-&( >6:+(

Years after the release of the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi 

3&$+'%<@( k#'15<( CG( \-%+L&'( GHCC( B:::=+&-0=

org).

From Bhutan to Britain 

E( ;#$$1,&55( J+S&J&,%YR-%1+,( 8+'( ;#$$1,&55(

(actionforhappiness.org) created by British 

economist Richard Layard and others; 

?+:,5"18%1,2(J+S&J&,%*(P#-O5+,<(61J<(k'+5$&'1%K(

_1%"+/%(9'+:%"<(c+,0+,*(7#'%"5-#,<(GHCH=

1. The Historical Foundations of 
Economic Growth 

Economic Growth: The Paradigm of the 

Past 

Growth, Economic Growth, and 

Monetized Economic Growth 

o(3+J&'<(k#/.<(>7-+,+J1-(9'+:%"<@(1,(6"&(!+,-15&(

7,-K-.+$&01#(+8(7-+,+J1-5<(?#S10(3=(;&,0&'5+,(

B&0=I<(c1L&'%K(a/,0<(GHH)=

q((6"&(5%+'K(+8(M1J+,(X/f,&%5(#,0("15(0&S&.+$J&,%(

+8( %"&( 9?k<( #5( :&..( #5( -'1%1U/&( 1%5( 5/L5&U/&,%(

/5&<( 15( %+.0( 1,( J/.%1$.&( .+-#%1+,5( #--&551L.&( +,(

%"&( N,%&',&%<( 1,-./01,2( &=2=( %"&( iM( !+/,-1.( +,(

Foreign Relations (www.cfr.org/economics/gdp-

economic-policy/p22922)

An Economy of Happiness 

)(>M%'&,2%"(1,(#(5J1.&(Y(R(,&:(015-1$.1,&(J+S&5(

%+( -&,%'&F5%#2&<@(6"&( 7-+,+J15%<( CG( A#K( GHCC(

(www.economist.com)

h( >M#,K#( ?&-.#'#%1+,<@( d3N!M( c&#0&'5( A&&%1,2<(

;#1,#,<(!"1,#<(CE(R$'1.(GHCC=

Happiness, Money, and Economic 

Growth 

D( a+'( &[#J$.&<( 5&&*( 7#5%&'.1,<( 31-"#'0( R=( #,0(

R,2&.&5-/<( c#/'#<( >;#$$1,&55( #,0( 9'+:%"( %"&(

World Over: Time Series Evidence on the 

;#$$1,&55FN,-+J&( k#'#0+[<@( NlR( ?15-/551+,(

Paper No. 4060 (ssrn.com/abstract=1369806).

7[#J$.&5( 1,-./0&*( a'&K<( d'/,+<( ;#$$1,&55*( 

R( 3&S+./%1+,( 1,( 7-+,+J1-5<( AN6( k'&55<( GHHhj(

c#K#'0<(31-"#'0<(;#$$1,&55*(c&55+,5(8'+J(#(b&:(

M-1&,-&<(k&,2/1,<(GHHqj(X#",&J#,<(?#,1&.<(&%(#.=(

>6+:#'0( b#%1+,#.( _&..Fd&1,2( R--+/,%5<@( 6"&(

RJ&'1-#,(7-+,+J1-(3&S1&:<(p+.=(DE<(b+=(G<(BA#K<(

GHHEIj(p&&,"+S&,<( 3//%j( P=( 7"'"#'0%<( A=M=?=( ;+<(

R=( 0&(p'1&5<( >;#$$1,&55( 1,( ,#%1+,5*( M/L`&-%1S&(

#$$'&-1#%1+,( +8( .18&( 1,( oq( ,#%1+,5( CDEq^CDDG<@(

M%/01&5( 1,( 5+-1+F-/.%/'#.( %'#,58+'J#%1+,(b+=( G=<(

3+%%&'0#J<( b&%"&'.#,05*( 7'#5J/5( i,1S&'51%K(

Rotterdam. (1993).  See also: World Database of 

Happiness (worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl)

_1O1$&01#( "#5( #( 2++0( #'%1-.&( +,( 7#5%&'.1,T5(
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k#'#0+[<( 1,-./01,2( +'121,#.( '&8&'&,-&5( 8'+J( %"&(

CD)H5(#,0(#(2++0(5/JJ#'K(#'%1-.&(+,(%"&(Q&.0(

of “Happiness Economics” that provides all the 

5%#,0#'0( 5+/'-&5=( b+%&( %"#%( X#",&J#,T5( J+5%(

recent work published looked at individual salary 

levels (he found a limit to increasing happiness 

#%(iM?()o<HHHI<(,+%(+S&'#..(9?k(Q2/'&5=(A/-"(

of the current research can be accessed through 

%"&( #'%1-.&( LK( X#",&J#,( #,0( R,2/5( ?&#%+,<((

“High income improves evaluation of life but 

,+%( &J+%1+,#.( :&..FL&1,2<@( k'+-&&01,25( +8( %"&(

b#%1+,#.(R-#0&JK(+8(M-1&,-&5(BkbRMI<(E(R/2/5%(

2010. Often these views seem to break down 

#.+,2( 10&+.+21-#.( .1,&5*( (p&&,"+S&,T5( :+'O<( 8+'(

&[#J$.&<( 15( U/+%&0( :1%"( #$$'&-1#%1+,( LK( %"&(

politically conservative Cato Institute in the 

United States. 

2.  The Rise (and Possible Future Fall) 
of the Growth Paradigm [H1 l]

The Origins of Economic Growth 

1849-1972:  Growth’s Explosive, Bloody 

Century 

M%&88&,<(_1..<(R=(M#,0&'5+,<(k=(?=(6K5+,<(P=(P{2&'<(k=((( 

(R=(A#%5+,<(d=(A++'&(NNN<(a=(\.0Q&.0<(X=(31-"#'05+,<(

;=(P=(M-"&..,"/L&'<(d=(c=(6/',&'(#,0(3=(P=(_#55+,<(

Global Change and the Earth System: A Planet 

i,0&'(k'&55/'&<(M$'1,2&'Fp&'.#2<(GHHE=

Digging Up Money 

A1O.+5(k&'5#,K1<(8+'J&'(A1,15%&'(+8(7,S1'+,J&,%<(

;/,2#'K<( $&'5+,#.( -+JJ/,1-#%1+,<( M&$%&JL&'(

2011.

;#,L/'KF6&,15+,<( 3+L1,( B&0I<( 6"&( 9'&#%(

7[$.+'&'5<(6"#J&5(x(;/05+,<(GHCH=(

Growth’s “Secret Ingredient”:  Energy 

The Wars for Growth 

r&'21,<(?#,1&.<(6"&(k'1f&<(b&:(r+'O*(M1J+,(#,0(

M-"/5%&'<(CDDH=

The Rise of the GDP 

!+LL<(!.188+'0<(6=(;#.5%&#0<(P=(3+:&<(>N8(%"&(9?k(

15( i$<(_"K( 15( RJ&'1-#( ?+:,e@(6"&(R%.#,%1-(

A+,%".K<(\-%+L&'(CDDo=

X/f,&%5<( M1J+,=( >;+:( %+( P/02&( W/#.1%K<@(6"&(

b&:(3&$/L.1-<(GH(\-%+L&'(CDqG<($(GC=

The Tipping Point for Growth 

1972:  The Launch of the Global Growth 

Debate 

c#"#'%<(P/5%1,<(k=(d#'%#<(R=(d#%5+,<(>b&:(c1J1%5(%+(

9'+:%"( 3&S1S&(A#.%"/51#,( a&#'5<@(_#..( M%'&&%(

P+/',#.(<(GE(A#'-"(GHHh=

3.  The Building Blocks of the Growth 
Paradigm 

Foundations in Economic History 

The Prominence of Economics and 

Economists 

R5( #( Q,#.( -+0#( %+( %"15( 1,8+'J#.( #,#.K515<( #(

search on the words “economist” and “growth” 

%+2&%"&'( 1,( #,( #'%1-.&( $'+0/-&0( #L+/%( Ch<HHH(

'&5/.%5<( :"1.&( %"&( :+'05( >&-+,+J15%@( #,0(

>&,S1'+,J&,%@(%+2&%"&'($'+0/-&0(#L+/%(G<HHH(

-- which included references to the “business 

environment.”

The Development and Use of Economic 

Indicators 

The End of Communism and the Victory 

of Globalized Capitalism 

Cultural Values Regarding Natural 

Resources 

The Role of Currency and Monetary 

Systems 

The Spread of Consumerism and the 

Culture of Desire 

!/'%15<(R0#J<(>6"&(!&,%/'K(+8( %"&(M&.8<@(dd!<(

2002.

4. Alternatives to the Growth 
Paradigm: A Short History 

a+'( #( -+,-15&( 5/JJ#'K<( 5&&( >R/5%'#.1#,(

RL+'121,#.( !+JJ/,1-#%1+,( #5( 3&515%#,-&<@(
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R,,&( k#%%&.F9'#K<( _+'.0( R55+-1#%1+,( 8+'(

Christian Communication (www.waccglobal.

org/en/19962-communication-as-everyday-

res i s tance/979-Austra l i an-Abor ig ina l -

Communication-as-Resistance.html).

Information presented on the Plymouth 

Colony was gathered by visiting the modern-

0#K( '&-'&#%1+,( +8( %"#%( !+.+,K<( :"&'&( #-%+'5(

strive to portray life exactly as it was lived by 

the colonists.

Utopian Movements 

d+/.01,2<( X&,,&%"<( >6"&( 7-+,+J1-5( +8( %"&(

!+J1,2( M$#-&5"1$( 7#'%"<@( q%"( 3&5+/'-&5( 8+'(

the Future Forum on Environmental Quality in 

#(9'+:1,2(7-+,+JK<(_#5"1,2%+,<(?=!=<(h(A#'-"(

1966.

Simple Living Movements 

M-"/J#-"&'<(7=a=(MJ#..(15(L&#/%18/.*(&-+,+J1-5(

#5(18($&+$.&(J#%%&'&0<(c+,0+,*(d.+,0(#,0(

d'1225<(CD)V=

Eco-Villages, Transition Towns, and 

Slow Cities 

The New Economics 

d+K.&<( ?#S10( #,0( R=( M1JJ5<( 6"&( b&:(

7-+,+J1-5YR(d122&'(k1-%/'&<(7#'%"5-#,<(GHHD=

5. Rethinking Growth:  Alternative 
Frameworks and their Indicators 

Report by the Commission on the Measurement 

of Economic Performance and Social Progress 

BGHHhI<(P+5&$"(M%12.1%f<(!"#1'=((B:::=5%12.1%fF5&,F

Q%+/551=8'g0+-/J&,%5g'#$$+'%|#,2.#15=$08I

See Commission on the Measurement of 

Economic Performance and Social Progress 

:&L51%&*( :::=5%12.1%fF5&,FQ%+/551=8'g&,g1,0&[=

htm

;+:T5(c18&e(A&#5/'1,2(_&..Fd&1,2<(GHCG<(\7!?(

(oecd.org).

A Guided Tour of the Territory 

Green Growth 

9'&&,(9'+:%"<( %"&(ibT5(J#1,( $+'%#.( +,( %"15(

topic (greengrowth.org); The Global Green 

9'+:%"( N,5%1%/%&( B2221=+'2I=( a+'( #( -'1%1U/&( +8(

Green Growth in comparison to Sustainable 

Development as well as other environmental 

2+#.5( L&K+,0(>.+:F-#'L+,@( 0&S&.+$J&,%<( 5&&(

>R( !+,41-%( +8( 9'&&,5*( 9'&&,( ?&S&.+$J&,%(

p&'5/5( ;#L1%#%( k'&5&'S#%1+,( ^( 6"&( !#5&( +8(

N,-"&+,<(M+/%"(X+'&#<@(LK(r&O#,2(X+<(?&'&O(X=(

M-"/L&'%(#,0(3#,0+.$"(6=(;&5%&'<(7,S1'+,J&,%<(

A#KFP/,&( GHCC( B&,S1'+,J&,%J#2#f1,&=+'2g

R'-"1S&5gd#-OuGHN55/&5gGHCCgA#KFP/,&uGH

GHCCg-+,41-%F+8F2'&&,5F8/..="%J.I=

Green Economy 

ib7k<(9'&&,(7-+,+JK(:&L51%&(B/,&$=+'2g

greeneconomy).

Sustainable Development 

ib(?&$#'%J&,%(+8(7-+,+J1-(#,0(M+-1#.(R88#1'5<(

Division for Sustainable Development website 

(un.org/esa/dsd); UN Indicators of Sustainable 

?&S&.+$J&,%<( b#%1+,#.( 3&$+'%5( B/,=+'2g&5#g

050g050|#+8:|,1g,1|1,0&[=5"%J.I=

Genuine Progress, Genuine Savings, and 

the Green GDP 

ib( N,01-#%+'5( +8( M/5%#1,#L.&( ?&S&.+$J&,%<(

b#%1+,#.( 3&$+'%5( B/,=+'2g&5#g050g050|#+8:|

,1g,1|1,0&[=5"%J.I=

!+LL<( !.188+'0<( 6&0( ;#.5%&#0<( #,0( P+,#%"#,( 

3+:&<( >N8( %"&( 9?k( 15( i$<(_"K( 15( RJ&'1-#(

?+:,e@(6"&(R%.#,%1-(A+,%".K<(\-%+L&'(CDDo=

!&,%'&(8+'(%"&(M%/0K(+8(c1S1,2(M%#,0#'05<(>N,0&[(

+8( 7-+,+J1-(_&..Fd&1,2<@( M&$%( GHCC( B-5.5=-#g

iwb.asp).

A#'K.#,0YMJ#'%<( 9'&&,( x( 9'+:1,2( :&L51%&(

(green.maryland.gov/mdgpi).

6"&(_+'.0(d#,O<(7,S1'+,J&,%(?#%#(x(M%#%15%1-5<(

Green Accounting: Adjusted Net Savings (bit.ly/

genuinesaving).

A-9'&2+'<(31-"#'0(>(!"1,#(0'+$5(n2'&&,T(9?k(
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1,0&[($.#,<@(a1,#,-1#.(61J&5<(CH(A#K(GHHq=

_#2,&'<( 9&',+%<( >6"&( k+.1%1-#.( 7-+,+JK( +8(

9'&&,1,2(%"&(b#%1+,#.(N,-+J&(R--+/,%5<@(R737(

Newsletter (Association of Environmental and 

3&5+/'-&(7-+,+J15%5I<(p+.(GC<(,+(C<(A#K(GHHC=(

_1O1$&01#<(>9'&&,(9?k<@(B&,=:1O1$&01#=+'2g

:1O1g9'&&,|2'+55|0+J&5%1-|$'+0/-%I=

Gross National Happiness 

;+:T5(c18&e(A&#5/'1,2(_&..Fd&1,2<(GHCG<(\7!?(

B+&-0=+'2Ij( r+/'( d&%%&'( c18&( N,0&[<( \7!?(

(oecdbetterlifeindex.org).

!"'15#Q5<(R,2&.1U/&<(>A&#5/'1,2("#$$1,&55<( %"&(

a'&,-"(:#K<@(6"&(9/#'01#,<(C)(b+S&JL&'(GHCH=

The Center for Bhutan Studies (www.

bhutanstudies.org.bt).

De-Growth 

P#-O5+,<( 61J( #,0( k&%&'( p1-%+'<( >k'+5$&'1%K(

:1%"+/%(2'+:%"(15($+551L.&<@(p#,-+/S&'(M/,<(CD(

September 2011.

p1-%+'<( k&%&'<( A#,#21,2( _1%"+/%( 9'+:%"*(

M.+:&'(LK(?&512,<(b+%(?15#5%&'<(70:#'0(7.2#'(

Publishing (2008).

Research & Degrowth web portal: DeGrowth.

,&%j(P#-O5+,<(61J<(k'+5$&'1%K(:1%"+/%(9'+:%"e(

F(6"&(%'#,51%1+,(%+(#(5/5%#1,#L.&(&-+,+JK<(iX(

Sustainable Development Commission (2009)  

(sd-commission.org.uk/publications.

php?id=914).

A Spectrum of Alternatives 

r+/'( d&%%&'( c18&( N,0&[<( \7!?(

(oecdbetterlifeindex.org).

Conclusion: A Landscape Still in 

Formation 

b&:( 7-+,+J1-5( a+/,0#%1+,<( ;#$$K( k.#,&%(

Index (happyplanetindex.org).

Conclusion: A Landscape Still in 

Formation 

6. Looking Ahead:  The Political 
Economy of Growth in the Early 21st 
Century 

Growth’s “Tsunami”:  The Global 

Financial Crisis 

The Mixed Impact of Disaster and 

Recovery 

“Wall Street and the Financial Crisis: Anatomy 

+8(#(a1,#,-1#.(!+..#$5&<@(i,1%&0(M%#%&5(M&,#%&<(

Report of the Permanent Subcommittee on 

N,S&5%12#%1+,5<(GHCC

>_+'.0(&-+,+JK<(0+J&5%1-($+.1%1-#.(-+,8/51+,(

-#5%5( 5"#0+:(+S&'( P#$#,(&-+,+J1-('&-+S&'K<@(

A#1,1-"1(?#1.K(b&:5<(Cq(R/2/5%(GHCC=

>P#$#,( 7#'%"U/#O&*( c&55+,5( 8'+J( X+L&( \88&'(

;+$&( 8+'( M:18%( 3&-+S&'K( 1,( M&,0#1<( LK(R.#1,(

M"&'%&'<(!dM(N,%&'#-%1S&(d/51,&55(b&%:+'O<(CC(

A#'-"(GHCC@(BL,&%=-+JgL.+2gQ,#,-1#.FL/51,&55g

`#$#,F&#'%"U/#O&F.&55+,5F8'+JFO+L&F+88&'F

hope-for-swift-recovery-in-sendai/11806)

c&&( A#5+,<( R5515%#,%( A1,15%&'( 8+'( 3&21+,#.(

k.#,,1,2<( $'&5&,%#%1+,( #%( k'&Fc#/,-"( M&J1,#'(

+8(%"&(ib(\8Q-&(8+'(M/5%#1,#L.&(?&S&.+$J&,%<(

Go(R/2(GHCC<(N,-"&+,<(M+/%"(X+'&#=

!"#"$%&"'%$"()*+,&-./+0()1"2$*+%)/+3%&+

!&,%&'(8+'(?&8&,5&(N,8+'J#%1+,<(S1#(B1,8+$.&#5&=

com).

>9.+L#.(6'&,05(1,(R'J&0(!+,41-%<@(b+':&21#,(

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (regjeringen.no/nb/

0&$g/0gO#J$#,`&'g'&4&O5g1,,5$1..g&,2#5`&J&,%g

prio.html?id=492941)

Stockholm International Peace Research 

N,5%1%/%&<( MNk3N( J1.1%#'K( &[$&,01%/'&( 0#%#L#5&*(

(http://www.sipri.org/)

d+ff+.1<( !#'.+5<( 6=( d'}-O<( \=P=( 0&( 9'++%<(

>6"&( 9.+L#.( 7-+,+J1-( !+5%5( +8( !+,41-%<@(

/,$/L.15"&0(:+'O1,2($#$&'<( GHCH=(RS#1.#L.&( LK(

'&U/&5%(+8(\.#8(P=(0&(9'++%<(?N_(d&'.1,(B:::=

diw.de).
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d+ff+.1<( !#'.+5<( 6=( d'}-O<( \=P=( 0&( 9'++%<(

>6"&( 9.+L#.( 7-+,+J1-( !+5%5( +8( !+,41-%<@(

/,$/L.15"&0(:+'O1,2($#$&'<( GHCH=(RS#1.#L.&( LK(

'&U/&5%(+8(\.#8(P=(0&(9'++%<(?N_(d&'.1,(B:::=

diw.de).

Poverty Alleviation 

M&,<(RJ#'%K#<( >9'+:%"( #,0( +%"&'( -+,-&',5<@(

6"&(;1,0/<(CE(a&L'/#'K(GHCC=

Geopolitical Power Shifts 

;+:#'0( a'&,-"<( >6"&( b&[%( 7J$1'&<@( 6"&(

R%.#,%1-( A+,%".K<( A#K( GHCH=( b+%&( %"#%( %"&(

African Economic Outlook disagrees with 

%"15( #55&55J&,%( #,0( 10&,%1Q&5( N,01#T5( a+'&12,(

?1'&-%( N,S&5%J&,%( #5( &[-&&01,2( !"1,#T5(

(africaneconomicoutlook.org).

Doubling growth while halving environmental 

impact means no net change in environmental 

1J$#-%=(N,(8#1',&55<(i,1.&S&'(0+&5("#S&('&.#%1S&.K(

#0S#,-&0( 2+#.F5&%%1,2( 1,( %"15( '&2#'0<( '&.#%1S&(

to other global-scale companies. The point 

here is that this goal setting is not leading to a 

reduction of the negative impacts of growth in 

%"&(,&#'(+'(J&01/J(%&'J<(#,0(%"#%(%"&(2'+:%"(

2+#.(15(#22'&551S&=(R.5+<(%"&(2'#$"1-5(015$.#K&0(LK(

i,1.&S&'( B#%( #( -+,8&'&,-&( +,(9'&&,( d/51,&55<(

N5%#,L/.<(q(\-%+L&'(GHCCI(1,01-#%&0(#,(&[$&-%&0(

2'+:%"(1,(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(1J$#-%(#%(Q'5%<(L/%(#%(#(

slower pace than growth in sales and revenues. 

This means that environmental impact would 

1,-'&#5&(1,(%"&(-+J1,2(K&#'5<(%"&,($&#O<(#,0(%"&,(

5%#'%(%+('&S&'5&=(R8%&'(#(0&-#0&<(&,S1'+,J&,%#.(

impact would have come back down to the level 

1%(5%#'%&0(8'+J(1,(GHCH<($'+`&-%5(i,1.&S&'<(:"1.&(

revenues would have doubled compared to 

that base year. But the graphic displayed was a 

rough schematic; it is impossible to know how 

seriously the company treats such projections.

World Business Council on Sustainable 

?&S&.+$J&,%<( >_d!M?( d/51,&55( 3+.&<@(

7[&-/%1S&(d'1&8<(A#'-"(GHCC(B:L-50=+'2I

d1'0<( _1,18'&0<( >;#.8Fa#'J&'<( ;#.8Fy*( N0&#.(
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7#'%"( b&:5<( Gh( b+S&JL&'( GHCH=( B:::=

motherearthnews.com/happy-homesteader-

half-farmer-half-X.aspx#ixzz1aPdNB8pp)

Rio+20 and Other International 

Negotiating Processes 

Ecological Footprint website: footprintnetwork.

org

A recent one-year effort by a Swedish family 

that involved living in a latest-generation energy 

&8Q-1&,%( "+/5&<( 0'1S1,2( #,( &.&-%'1-( S&"1-.&<(

buying locally produced environmentally-

friendly products etc. revealed that even under 

%"&(L&5%($+551L.&(-/''&,%(-+,01%1+,5<('&0/-1,2(

carbon footprint to a sustainable level was not 

K&%( #-"1&S#L.&=( BM+/'-&*( k'+8=( P+",( ;+.JL&'2<(

!"#.J&'5(i,1S&'51%K<($'&5&,%#%1+,(#%(%"&(#,,/#.(
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